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i *«#., By bill garland§ Texan Staff Writer 
Part of the University's funding" setup 
had an unexpected challenge Thursday in 
a heated session at the Constitutional 
Convention. -
Delegates voted 82-82 to kill an amend-
Univgrsity Fund to be spread throughout 
the University and Texas A&M Unversity 
Systems. * 
The $30 inillion-a-year Available Fund, J 
consisting mostly of dividends from the in-
Vested 1680: million Permanent University 
Fund, currently is shared only by the. 
University and A&M at College Station. I 
A majority vote for the amendment 
*would have tentatively granted use of the 
fund to 19 other System campuses in the_ 
proposed constitution, r"**" — 
An amendment by Dallas Rep. Jim Mat-
tox to" qualify student aid andrecruitment 
as high priorities tor Available Fund ex­
penditures was tabled 104-63, and-other 
amendments stipulating greater changes 
in fund administration failed by larger 
margins. ^ ^ C ^ 
Convention president Price Daniel Jr. 
could have cast the tie-breaking vote oh 
the amendment by Houston Rep. Craig 
Washington to spread the Available Fund 
throughout the two Systems. ' 
In the confusion after, the tie vote flash­
ed above Daniel's head on the special con­
vention scoreboard, Daniel refused to cast 
the tiebreaker, Houston Rep. Kay Bailey 
claimed her vote for the amendment had 
been recorded incorrectly and many 
delegates clamored for oral vote verifica­
tion. : ' . , -is , 
M&W' 
• 
called for the verificaion to 
begin without allowing Rep. Bailey to 
change her vote since she said she might 
have pushed her button the wrong way. 
"Had I voted with Washington, Bailey 
i^would have moved immediately to recon­
sider, and the Education Committee ver-
have changed her vote, Daniel said in ex 
plaining why he withheld his vote. -
Before Thursday's session began, few 
Observers predicted any: serious threats to 
language recommended by.\the Education 
tie votc^K 
ale said Corpus Christi Rep. DeWitt-t^  
would "guarantee 
Committee dealing with the Permanent 
and Available Funds. 
At least 53 of the votes for spreading the 
Available Fund came from delegates with 
ia branch of the University or A&M in their 
districts outside Austin or College Station. 
AUlive Austin delegates voted to keep 
the fund for exclusive use of the Universi# ̂ -spreading the funds 
ty and the main A&M campus. -^mediocrity. You can't b„uild your own 
Washington's amendment would not liouse by^earing-down your neighbor's." 
have prevented University regents, as ad-/ *, A new student aid amendment will be 
ministrtors of 
proprFating money in any way they saw 
fit. > 
It would have removed the restriction 
making it- impossible for the Available? 
Fund to be spent at other System cam-o­
puses, however. ' 
T ,-'It seems like they're afraid of their* 
bwn Board of Regents. I know you've been-
talked to and had your arm twisted, but 
stand up .and have .a backbone,"! 




. By LINDA FANNIN " 
Texan Staff Writer. 
After ^ brief appearance by University. 
Regent 'frank C. l&win, City. ^Council 
Mlftr^ciay^a^oved a change In the city 
nqiior ordinance to allow the sale of 
alcoholic Averages in the Texas Union 
Building. 
The ordinance currently bans the sale of 
intoxicating liquors within 300 feet of a 
'church, school or hospital. . 
At Erwin's suggestion, it was. amended 
to wad "church, public elementary or 
high' school or public hrapital." 
-Erwin told the council me permit will be 
obtained by a Corporation set up by the 
. Board of Regents. "It will not be an 
: irresponsible or unreliable agency conduc­
ting business," he said. ;... 
"There has been a change of times,'' 
Frank Fleming, Union coordinator of the 
project, told the council. Fleming pointed 
out that only 500 out of 40,000 students are 
under 18 and those 500 reach legal age dur­
ing their first year at the University. 
"Alcoholic beverages will be sold only in 
designated areas, he said. "Those who 
don't want to be exposed to if won't be. 
"Although there are numerous es­
tablishments all along the Drag, the Union 
' Will provide a better atmosphere for (he 
sale of beer, wine and liquor^". Fleming, 
added: -
To get a beer and wine license, Richard 
Barrett, a. University area restaurant 
owner, proposed a change in the city or^ 
dinance which would allow churches to 
decide if establishments within the 
designated distance should receive liquor 
licenses. -
"I dori t want' the la'w" completely 
»: Repealed," he: said. "I'm completely in 
sympathy with the church." 
City Atty. Don Butler, however* said 
that Barrett's proposal could not be ac­
commodated under the current law. •, 
"...and Frank Brwin can 








Williamson Introduces 7 111 '*1 : • 
When Tyler Rep. Billy Williamson became frustrated with efforts to 
break up the Permanent University Fund at the Constitutional Convention 
Thursday, he pulled out an amendment on orange paper-he said would 
reflect more truly the delegates' intent. 
"This amendment is inhere (the current language), you just don't see it," 
he told-the convention. 
The amendement is printed below: 
'•'Amend Section 8(b) of Article VII to read as follows:. J 
"(b) "Hie Permanent University Fund shall be held in trust for the people 
of Texajf and for thecHSeand benefitof Texas ,A&M University System and... .. 
$te such,tru^'tIieBQ*rtt\qr^ 
Regents of The Uniireifetty of Texas System shall have authority to seli,'^* 
lease, exdiange and otherwise manage the assets of the fund as provided by 
law; and' Frank Erwin can spend all he wants to; anytime, for any darn* 
thing." ^ " * 
. His amendment callslor S percentbfthe 
'fund to be annually appropriated "for the 
establishment and maintenance of a f 
scholarship fundto be awarded to studerits' 
on the basis of need and for support of 
recruitfient of racial minorities." 
Houston Rep. Joe Pentonjg^ 
related amendments also^re 
_come up Friday. t 3 
One of the amendments is W gi\^° 
" trol«f the fund to the Coordinating^oanl, 
Texas College and University System and 
another is to plpce the Permanent Fund 
question on the ballot as a separate item. 
Amendments by Waco Rep. Lane Den­
ton, Dallas Rep. Jim Vecchio and Tyler 
Rep. Billy Williamson recommending 
strong .changes in the fund's administra­
tion failed by lopsided margins. 
Only one fund amendment received.*® 
majority vote, passing easily 126-36.? 
It reinstated certain investment restric­
tions found in the present constitution but 
left out of -the version presented by {he 
Education Committee. 
Debate'm the Permanent and Available -
Funds will c^itinue for mjich of the ses­
sion Friday before the convention begins-
consideration of the Higher Education 
Assistance Fund, which is intended to fund 
state-supported schools outside the : 







FridayVsession will bei 




WASHINGTON '(AP) - The House 






Called ^Solution' to Energy Crisis 
. By BEN KING JR. 
The- development of Texas' extensive 
lignite coal and offshore oil deposits as a 
solution to long-term energy problems 
was advocated Thursday by Dr. Edward 
Teller in a speech before University 
students ?nd faculty members. 
Teller is general adviser to the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission. He is noted 
for his work in develbping the U.S. nuclear 
weapon program during World War II and 
for his research on the practical 
applications of thermonuclear principles. 
"We in the U.S. are only concerned with 
the nuisance that the energy shortage is 
.causing' transportation-wise, but what is 
not realized by many .people is that- the 
energy crisis could become a life or death 
matter because of the effect it may h&ve 
on farming. '• - _ _* _ 
"TO GROW TOE FOOD that is cuiTent-
ly needed we have to use fertilizers that 
-are nitrogen-ba^ed and to produce this 
type of fertilizer, we need energy," Teller 
-said. " 
In seeking solutions to the energy crisis, 
Teller said many experts have overlooked 
the fact the oil supplies in the Middle 
Eastern countries are not the "final solu­
tion to the problem because the total 
amount of oil in Arabia is not only finite 
but very finite." • 
To solve the problem "we need not only 
to look for more oil resources in America, 
we also need to look -for other sdur^ of 
energy that can /be developed," Teller 
said. J ' 
ONE . SO]U^CE untapped energy 
which Tetter termed "one of our greatest 
hopes" is the undeveloped deposits of 
lignite coal that exist throughout Central 
and South Texas. 
mm1 l* 
Since lignite is a low grade of coal which 
contains, hydrogen, Teller said it could be 
turned into gas and burned as a clean fuel. 
Another Source of fuel that Teller said 
had not been fully developed are the 
offshore oil deposits. • 
"CURRENTLY TEXAS is producing 
most of the oil coming from the Continen­
tal Shelf, but there are other states, such 
as Florida, where there is probably as 
much oil but it is not being drilled because 
the people are scared of an oil spill which 
would drive away the tourists," Teller 
said. . . ^ „ 
"Instead of just not drilling for the oil, 
the solution would be more research into Constitutional 
Cool . > . -
Fr iday 's  fo recast  
calls for fair skies and: 
cont inued 7<?c<>;,,,"4C'0 o I: 
temperatures.^ Fri--;3 w 
%-
day's high will be near 
6fr and the lowjWiH be #, 
in  the  upper  30s .^  
• Winds will be norther- ^ 




the subject of how to deal with oil spills/' 
Teller added. ^ 
Before his speech, the 66-year-old 
physicist met with Gov. Dolph Briscoe and 
Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby to discuss the energy 
was advHKdfcyits staff Thursd^^hatim-
peachablct^ffenses need not be criminal 
The advice, •quickly rejected by the. 
ranking Republican member of the com­
mittee, was contained in a staff memoran­
dum exploring in general terms-the con­
stitutional grounds for impeachment of a 
president. 
In its most significant finding,;:Athe 
memorandum states that criminanaw is 
not applicable to the process of removing • 
a president,from pffice. 
"The criminal law ... does not address 
itself to the abuses of presidential power," 
says the memorandum. "In an impeach­
ment proceeding a president is called to 
account for abusing powers which only a 
president possesses." 
Chairman Peter W. Rodirio, D-N.J., and 
Rep. Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich., at a 
news conference where the memorandum 
was distributed/ made it clear it in no way 
reflected the committee's position on the 
crucial question of what constitutes an im­
peachable offense. ' . 
RODINO CALLED it a useful tool that 
would help the members make up their iitJ 
dividual minds when it comes time to vote 
on whether grounds exist for impeaching 
Nixon. • v- . • 
Hutchinson said "it speaks to the com­
mittee, it does not speak for the com­
mittee." And he left no doubt that.it did 
not speak for him. - -
"It supports a broader concept of im­
peachment than I would think wise in deal­
ing with a president," said Hutchinson, „ 
who added that he believed criminal 
behavior should be required before a 
president was removed from office. 
But the memorandum stated there i$ 
nothing in the 400-year history of impeach­
ment in England, the deliberations of the 
Convention or the 
"However," it says, "where the issue is 
presidential compliance 'with the COIR 
stitutional requirements and limitations 
> ohthe presidency, the citr^aifactot^is not 
the intrinsic quality pf behavior but the 
Slgftiflcance of lis effeclVupon our con-
, stitutional system or thirfauctioning ofour 
government." 
The memorandum says that the con-' 
stitutional duty imposed on a president to 
"take care thait the laws be faithfully ex­
ecuted," implies a responsibility for th£ 
over-all conduct of the executive branch. 
"He must take care that the executive is 
" so organized and operated that this duty is 
. performed," it says, h : 
The brief also says the duty of a presi-; 
dent to "preserve, protect and defend the 
Constitution includes the duty not to abuse 
his pqwers or transgress their limits — not 
to violate the rights of citizens, such as 
those guaranteed by the Bill of Rights, and 
not to act in derogation of/powers vested 
elsewhere by the Constitution." ^ IJ-,' ;Lj 
Albert E. Jenner Jr., chief minority 
counsel for the committee, said the stan­
dard for impeachment set by the 
memorandum was "very, very high." 
"It must be conduct so grave that it 
amounts to a subversion of the system of 
government and the Constitution ltself,'tj« 
he said. '"It comes very close; to'v 
criminality." 
WITH THE memorandum to guidefiC 
Rodino said the committee was now reddy' 
to seek evidence from the White House. A 
: request listing specific tapes, documents 
and logs is being prepared, he said, and 
will be sent to the White House no later 
than early 
If the request is jiot honored, licMlino' ' 
said, the committee will turn quickly to 
the us.e of its subpoena power. But it 
appeared that could lead to a partisan split -
in the committee. - " 
Hutchinson, who has joint subpoena 
powers with Rodino, said he would not join 
any request for White House material not ? 
relating to what he regarded as an im-;. 
peachable offense. 
In .a related development, Democrat 
Ricjiard F.. VanderVeen said Congress v 
should view his victory in tljie Michigan 
congressional election as a sign for action 
on Nixon's possible impeachment.-
VanderVeen, who won Vice-President 
Gerald Ford's old seat, said that it is time -
for Nixon to resign "and for Congress to-
impeach him if he does not." 
Resignation Report Called 
•Nonsense' by Kissinger 
» •  
crisis. 
precedents of the House to support the 
narrow view espoused by Hutchinson. 
TURNING SPECIFICALLY to the stan­
dards against which a president must be 
judged, the memorandum states that no 
precide. criteria can be listed. 
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Secretary of 
State Henry A. Kissinger denied Thursday 
as "fionsense" a published report that he 
would resign if President Nixon was im­
peached. - . _ *"• J f 
- The Washington Star-News reported 
'Thursday that Kissinger had told senior 
members of Congress that he would feel" 
compelled to resign if the House of 
Representatives voted to impeach the 
President. • , 
' 
The newspaper, in a story froimMexico 
City by Jeremiah O'Leary, said Kissinger: 
W-4 
"felt he could not effectively conduct the*^ 
foreign policy of the United States if the p - ' 
President is impeached.'' -
^ S'~~A 
Sen. Gale W. McGee, D-Wyo. yatr 
quoted as saying: "We spent some time 
trying M persuade him not to make an^» £ . 
decision.' 
O'Leary told The Associated Pi*ess th*t'| 
McGee had given him the tip and uat the * 
remark was made initially by Kissing on 
a trip earlier Uiis month to Panama, 
McGee also denied Jhe report 
By NANCY MILLS "  ̂
- > If George Washington were to return Friday, his birthday, he 
might be surprised that it had been celebrated nationally last 
Monday, but he would probably be shocked to discover the 
v changes and advancements made in 2(j$h C^Htury America. 
r?0|He probably would be confused and dwed' by the maze of5 
"roads, highways, freeways and streets connecting, counties,-
states and cities throughout the nation. For p Virgin^ djuring? 
his boyhood, there were only seven ropdj*. 
Edticition was 
wealthy could afford 
and colleges; there were no public schools,, liie poor taught? 
their children at home, usually only to read the Bible- , |
George Washington hunted freely in all seasons'in Virginia for C 
deer, bear, buffaldv~wolves, loxes, panthers, wildcats, hares,t 
minks, beavers, otter&and almost every kind of fowl. Today he ; 
would be required not only to obtain a hunting license, he would| 
^ . be restricted t%number and type of animals<-he could kill. He 
-Thg same mode of transportation y horseback—- may benrgr also^would haye^oiregister his ̂ unrBuffalo, wolves and mrnks— 
returning though; with the gasoliqe portage it's becoming; 
cheaper to ride than drive. " 
Even the recently amended Texas 
comparable to criminal laws in 
* 
enal Code would not be- -
rshness as in the ^. 
colonial period. The d^ath penalty was npt a controversial-^ 
issue; a simple theft'conviction could be punished by hanging.C3| 
Heart transplants iand a cure for leukemia were not even|^| prohibited in. all states 
would not even be included in flie list since they now are' 
protected to prevent their extinction. > -
Gambling was coimmon sport for the gentleman in 
Washington's time. Wow it is restricted to a few states, Horse 
dreamed of in Washington's lifetime. Xack of physidans made|^ 
-Itome remedies not only popularbut e^sential. t1—1— ~ - " 
The legal age for adulthood was 21, npt the recently passed 18k':-i 
year^And men began service in the local militia at 21 and serv-l# 
ed through 60. The' army was composed of volunteers. like;V% 
"Today's.Army," v 
racing still thrives as do games of chance and cards particular­
ly in Las Vegas and Reno; however, cock fights have been pM 
Washington would not want to.swim in flie Potomac River 
even for 
•In fact, Washington probably would not recognize the country | «-'i 
of which he is'called the "Father." It has changed; 
geographically, culturally,- goveramentally and altogether too 
radically for ap adequate comparison, 
. ,u, •, , ,jt,L 







% Hp* w SisV wk m 
' %y LARRY SMITBF* 
® Texan Staff Writer , 
* In an effort to make results 
jctf , ^tructp^ 4yal«% • 
students, the University Stu­
dent Government recently 
proposed that the information 
ibe movefl from the Measure­
ment and Evaluation Center, 
to the Academic Center, 
"The Measurement' and 
Evaluation Center .doesn't 
have the staff to handle the 
surveys'," Marilyn Groons, 
• ml 
"3? 
head of the subcommittee of March 6 Student Government.^ jpromote a conscientious at­
taching effectiveness* said election ballot to discovethoWr*. titude on the part of students 
Thursday. "The survey students (e^l-al^out^ the sur-' completing the survey# 
result&Jare crammed upin-a... veys.;>;«<t^&, Jtpoijr ^ ult^r   
corner and forgotten." 
. As part of the Education 
Committee of Student 
Government; the teaching 
effectiveness subcommittee 
has requested^ permission 
from the Main Library to 
. move the surveys. 
. The panel also is seeking ap­
proval of the StudentSenate to 
place, a referendum on the 
ltwUl 
committee is expecting ,an stimulate instructors topar-
anSwer from both groups ticipate if they think the 
within a week. results will have more mean-
" Proper use of the resuitsof ; ing andpurpose.Ms, Groons 
the course instructor'surveys* • ••»««« 
could hiave a lot of positive-
effects," Ms. Groons said/ 
"Right now we're ̂ trying to 
find out what- role the surveys 
said. 
play in measuring: teaching 
effectiveness." * a 
The subcommittee believes 
that by moving the survey 
results, students will be able 
to learn more about thefr in1* 
structors, especially in selec-
In addition, they feel it will: 
Since Purveys are not man-
iatoryfor professors, usually 
about one-half have 
students filljmt surveys each 
semester, professors may 
either keep aftsurveys, show 
them to thpft department 
heads or make them available 
for students to examine. Ap-
-proximately 50 percent of the 





The Austin Heritage Society 
_ presented _13_.awards of apr_ 
preciation and historic preser­
vation at its annual awards 
dinner Thursday night.;, 
-
. The American Bank receiv­
ed an appreciation award for 
underwriting the publication 
of a book by University 
architecture instructor Rox-
anne Williamson. The book is 
. titled "Austin, Texas — An 
Architectural History;" 
Randolph Moerke, Austin 
artist and former advertising 
manager of Texas Student 
his work in calligraphy and il­























SON J OE KOEN & 
sine# 1888.. tfeweler8 
"Where Austinites Shop with Confidence' 
611 Congress Ave. 
V— lUmitrstioni tnUrged to ibcw> dttil 
iWho was the patron -saint of Venice? What's a coppice? 
~^o starred in the television series ''The Saint?" : 
-Eight University students out of70 who braved these and 
«47 other- stfch questions hav^ won the right to compete in the J 
second annual Bi^in Bowl, sponsored by the Union Recrea­
tion Committee and. the Humanities Council. *• ' 
The Brain Bowl, based on<the format of television's former 
General Electric College Bowl, will be held in the Union 
^^unigr BaM^m at 7:30 MaTcli 6. ' 
The 50 questions v^ere given Tuesday and Wednesday to 
any student who Wanted/to participate in the Brain Bowl. 
Questions then were graded and the top eight were chosen as 
i^^Ustants/;-^';'-'-^',.. .)• i. •' v 
- Students have been divided into two teams. Team 1 in­
cludes Phil Beers, first year law student; John Dorsa, senior 
English major ; David HiiSs, junior history major ; and Mark 
. Manroe, Plan II senior. j. 
Team 2 members are ChurTAfflerbach, junior radio-tele-
vision-film major; Ray Gloeckner, senior English major; 
Tom Lloyd, junior phvsics major, and Terry Quist, Plan II 
sophomore. 
Recycling Stations 
-Newspaper recycling station* are located at 24th and i 
Seton Streets, 8100 N.. gurnet Road, lake Austin 
Boulevard and Red Bud Trail ond 1800 S. Lakeshore 
Blvdr 
fhttft byfov) Calapa 
5 ofo Recital 
WitRllyWhe pressure of playing before an audience, a University music student takes 
advantage df an empty auditorium to get in some valuable organ practice. 
-
Dr. Emma Lou Linn, 
professor of psychology at St. 
Edward's University, was 
honored for her efforts to 
preserve Houghton House and 
Hunnicutt House, and. to es­
tablish an historic zoning, or­
dinance for the city. 
fc' Awards were presented for 
St. Edward's University Main 
Building, built in 1889, and the 
River City Inn building, 304 E. 
Sixth St. 
Eight historic preservation 
awards were given to owners 
-or restorers of^Austin 
; buildings. 
The Student-Court will heafc^ion Tuesday »^hd a new elec-
an appeal .Etiday by Texas >(ion was scheduled for Feb,-
; Student Publications-Place 3 3ft. 
candidate Michael Wilson to The original results gave 
validate the Feb. 13 Place 3 Wilson 197 and his opponent 
election results. Don-Martin 188, with 142 no-
The hearing will be in Union votes. 
Building 202 at 1:30 p.m. 
r. The'election results were 
declared void by the Alpha 
Commission chairman 
Robert Lanius explained that 
results were voided because a 
"thatfac&i I KNOW) 





fused With The 
•Sfc: 
Phi Omega Election Commis- misunderstanding between 
VEGETARIAN COOKING 
" Taught by Martha Shulman 
Lutheran Student Center 
^2100 San Antonio 
COURSE I $20 for Four Weeks 
^ Begins Feb. 25th 
v Mon. & Wed. 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
. Course II $10 : 
' 5:30-7:30 on Mondays 
Course Topics: Meatless Main Dishes, Breads, Desserts. Price 
includes all ingredients. Food'plus Feast every class session 
the APO's and Wilson caused 
.him to go over the $25 dollar 
expenditure limit set by TSP. 
Wilson called the commis­
sion prior to the Feb. 13 elec­
tion to ask if hie could ̂̂ dis-
tribiite leaflets accidentally 
printed on both sides. 
Wilson also asked how the 
leaflets should be recorded on 
his financial statement, as a 
contribution or an expen­
diture. The commission, at 
that time, ruled the leaflets 
were a contribution. 
TO PLACE A 
TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD 
CALL 471 -5244 
Jipwever, the retail value of 
.th^leaflgtsputWUsonover 
the expenditure limit, and a 
letter was filed by Martin, 
asking the commission to in­
vestigate. 
The commission examined 
Wilson's financial statement, 
ruled the leaflets the same as 
an amount of money thus 
qualifying as expenditures, 
not contributions. 
The commission felt the ex­
tra handouts gave Wilson, who 
only won by nine votes, an un­
fair advantage over Martin. 
Lanius stressed that neither-
candidate was at fault, but "in 
a new election hopefully the 
results will be fair." 
At the' hearing, Wilson will 
be represented by Max Parker 
and Danny Tsevak, both 
University . law students and 
Lanius will represent the 
commission. 
CO-OP 
A Direct Line F6r 
Voicing Ideas, Suggestions 
& Complaints 
b3 - 5 p.m. Weekdays -
Studtman's 
Photo Service 





Quick, Reliable Service 
'V1-/-' J?-.^ t" f " V ^ >7 
. 2 2  
—At The Co-Op Ware House 
SLOUCH 0£ DBSPOMD 






A \ V I  •  »  7  •  
-o d a 0, 0 -
/ /1» 
Liwa,Psm 
4th & Brazos 
Open 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.i 
Some OfrThe Merchandise In The Co-Op 
Warehouse: 
• Old store (ixtures" and furnishings;. 27 
Falcon 10-speed bikes—-in boxes—-$112 
each; Light Meters as low as $8; a^special 
" ; : asisQrtip.ent of 35mm cameras—$50 each; 
,ove"r J000 paperback books—25c each; 
" Record Storage Racks—25' each; Men's 
K , n  i  t  P a n t s  —  4 0 % .  O f f ^  O r a n g e  
a.,. " ' Blazers—$10 & up; E.B. Sport Inter-
•c national Tennis Shoes—Wer^''f!22.50, now 
We captured the animal, alive. 






BonkAnwrkard 1 WasterChorgt WakoitM 
$7.77 pair; Polo Shirts—$1.50 each^Texas 
A&M & Arkansas Rugs-7~$3.95 each; A 
Wide Selection-of XJT- Souvenirs; 
O 
W a i c h b a n d s ;  S t a t e  o f  T e x a s  D e  
Accessories & Jewelry; -3 Zenith Color 
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RC/1 Rec ;ords and Tapes 
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By LINDA FANNIN 
^ Town Staff Writer 
-\?After what Councilman 
Lowell Lebermann called a 
"model public hearing,'' City 
Council voted unanimously 
Thursday to continue its hear­
ing of the historical zoning or­
dinance *on March 7. 
MlThe ordinance, sponsored 
oy Lebermann, would es­
tablish a Landmark Commis­
sion, composed of 
knowledgeable citizens, to set 
up historical zoning 
designations and consider re­
quests for building and 
demolition permits. 
Lebermann requested con­
tinuation ofthe hearing so 
Amendments Scheduled 
but c<mld not actually deny-it. 
Although several citizens at 
the hearing questioned the 
strength of the ordinance, 
Lebermann said, "There is'no 
way to enjoy iron-cladness 
without tying it up in the 
courts." 
Besides the addition of 
Lebermann's fund. Bill 
Parrishv co-chairperson of 
Save * .University" 
Neighborhoods (SUN), said 
SUN also would like,to see the 
addition of means for input by 
neighborhood organizations 
and the creation of a possible 
tax incentive for historically 
zoned property. 
We hope the concern for 
tural organizations to select 
members to stxye on the 
Landmark Commission. After 
revision by the Planning Com­
mission, the ordinance 
provides for the appointment 
of aUmembers^byCity Coun-
Ms Williamson, also a 
University architecture in­
structor, told City Council, ; 
"The most important reason 
for preservation is, the ,s$nse^ 
W^MSSm 
"The cily has a. sehsS'^f ' 
place, a sense of roots and a 
sense of quality," she said: 
"The measuring stick for 
deciding if something is 
valuable is whether the new is 
Under ' thfc ordinance -
Ferguson presented to the 
> council. permits would be re­
quired to cut down specified 
.types of tree*. TJ 
' 'Trees are extfemely 
valuable assets," he said. 
"They affect not only the 
property owners, but the 
neighborhoods as well." 
The council ° referred 
Ferguson's report to the-$-
Citizens Board of Natural • 
Resources and Environmental 
Quality for further study. - -
A recent increase in golf 
fees makes them "exorbitant, 
prohibitive and unnecessary," 
Mike Bennett, an Austin 
wefeks/ ~ 
, During the meeting, Mayor 
Roy Butler announced that he 
met with Dist. Atty. Bob 
Smith, City Atty, Don Butler 
and representatives from the 
attorney general's office and 
the San Antonio district, at­
torney's office Thursday to 
discuss action against Coastal 
States Gas Producing Co. IpS 
"An agreement for a 
cooperative effort was agreed 
upon,'' Mayor Butler said in a 
press release. "This action 
does not indicate an accusa­
tion of any kind, ibut merely 
one part-of an over-all effort 
which has been conducted for 
ordinance could be research- , does not die," Parrish said. 
ed> ;; "We endorse the ordinance in 
good faith that it will be 
applied in good .faith, and not 
just remain-- an impressive 
policy on the books'." 
Roxanne Williamson, a 
member of the ad-hoc com­
mittee which wrote" the or­
dinance, endors^theoriginal 
methodof-choosingLandmark 
Commission members and 
urged the council to seek as 
much expertise as possible in 
setting up the commission. 
The original draft, allowed 
Aus.Utf histor jpal and architec-
One major amendment is a 
proposal by Lebermann to pdd 
a revolving city fund which 
could be used to purchase en­
dangered historical buildings 
and resell them at low in­
terest rates. , 
Lebgrmann suggested the 
amendment in answer to com­
plaints that the demolition 
clause of the ordinance is too 
weak. Under^.the proposed or­
dinance, City: Council cotfld 
postpone granting a demoli­
tion permit for jup to 240 days, 
In other business, a public 
hearing on utility rebate con­
tracts was approved un­
animously by the council and 
was scheduled for 1 p.m. 
March 28. 
Councilman Jeff Friedman 
requested the hearing aftei$ 
submitting an amendment to 
the city subdivision ordinance 
calling for the elimination of 
refund contracts. 
• .The council also heard a 
report by Howard Ferguson, a 
member of the Men's Garden 
Club, on a proposed tree or­
dinance. 
PolfpT* ta1d. thp rniinril 1 uiwu uaa uccn uuiiuuvivu iui 
ghest 
green fees in the state of Tex­
as, he said. "The fees severe­
ly limit most citizens in their 
participation." 
The council asked the city 
manager to meet with Austin 
golf associations and submit a 
report on the fees in two 
relevant facts are ap­
propriately developed/" -/ -
»Buler said there will be no 
further comments regarding 
the Coastal States matter at 
this time, "since it would be 
ingppropriate. to discuss 
specific details/' 6 
< 
* =m 
Clutching a mangled, half-empty 
^grocery sack, my wife stormed through 
'lythe front door and ioto the kitchen. 
, From there, above the rattling din o&v 
^slamming doors and banging drawers 
%came her defiant scream, "I've had it." 
"Do you know what tomatoes cost?" 
- -4;j 
deficient in the nutrients and minerals 
necessary for a successful vegetable gar­
den'. 
- Answer: five loads of to)>soil and three 
bags of fertilizer. Ctost, the equivalent of 
60 pounds of tomatoes. "Should have 
siartcd earlier, when things were 
Cheaper," said old friendly, the gardening • she demanded of me while simultaneously delivering a kick to the refrigerator, 
1 never got a chance to answer. Also required was a soil tiller (rented by 
the day), garden hose* insecticide ("bugs "Tomatoes are 59 cents a pound, lettuce f;pgoes for 29 cent a head, fruit is out of sight, 
psand we are starting a vegetable garden." 
=0 "How come a vegetable garden?" I* 
^;^t£immered. 
—f^Because we can save money and 
Assure ourselves of food even when there 
/are shortages," she answered. 
My idea to cut down on salads she kilted 
with a disgusted glance and a short lecture 
a "We need green, leafy vegetables and 
; roughage in the family diet," she said. 
: Convincing, although I still don't know 
what the hell roughage is. 
Nevertheless, we are now firmly com­
mitted to the family vegetable garden. 
One small problem, you got to spend 
money before you can save money. 
Despite constant fertilization by the 
neighborhood dogs- our sdil was still 
wipe you out just like that," said Old 
Friendly) and enough seed and tomato ^ 
plants to feed all of" West Texas; -' 
^ The only thing free was the advice: I" 
"" ' found out there were more ways to plant 
- tomatoes than to make love. 
But despite the work and the' exp&iSe, 
the thought of food grown by the efforts of 
• 'in my countnTBoy soul. . 
? Still, I'm a little concerned ^My wife1 
says we ought to learn how. t<j| san, pickle 
. and preserve, our produce. 
[ Old Friendly told me "he "v^sure was 
sorry," but I should have told him' I 
: wanted canning tomatoes, instead of 
j regular tomatoes. 
// "Tomatoes for canning Ire a lot more, 
Expensive," said Old Friendly 
Urban Agency To 
Aid From 
By DICK JEFFERSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
- The Austin .Urban Renewal 
Agency will ask City Council 
for $141,422.86 from city 
money to fund administrative 
costs of the agency. 
The request is the result of a 
"brain-storming" session 
"Thursday by the agency board 
of directors to come up with 
The rearranged budget 
dropped the administrative 
and contingency, costs which 
the city is being asked to supp­
ly and provided an increase 
for the interest payments to 
cover the extended period un­
til June, 1976. 
To lower the administrative 
Ask 
City 
thing which can be increased 
is the amount needed to pay 
interest on borrowed money," 
he added. 
.—The original budget called 
for $1,787,756 for interest, 
while the amended version 
specifies $1,956,148 for that 
purpose. 
funds for the -operas-
don. 
Last December the Urban 
Renewal Board was told by 
the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
(HUD) that because of im­
pounding of $600 million by 
President Nixon, the agency's 
funds would be cut off June 30. 
The HUD directive also 
authorized the' agency to file 
an amended application to 
receive funds to pay the in­
terest on project notes only 
through 1976. 
'Today's board action 
Rearranged the line items on 
the budget based pn workload 
expenses from today until 
June 30, 1975," agency direc­
tor Leon Lurie said. .4 
cosf the "agency's staff was 
reduced from 20 persons to 5. 
.Those remaining on the staff 
will share responsibilities and 
increase their workloads. 
Other items the city is ask­
ed to pay besides salaries are 
office overhead, traviel ex­
penses and legal services. 
"We are not asking, the 
federal government for more 
money in the new budget," 
Lurie said. 
"We must supply the 
amended budget, but the only 
Lurie said only a $200,000 in­
crease was necessary, eyen 
though the revision covers an 
extended period of time, 
because the agency is in the 
process of selling land-to the 
University. These funds will 
be used fo cover the interest 
payments. 
The council is being asked 
to act on the proposal at next 
Thursday's meeting because 
of the immmediacy of the 
application deadline. .* I 
Student input into plans for 
renovation of current Union 
facilities and construction of 
Union East is of major impor­
tance, Union Director Shirley 
Bird Perry told Union Board 
members Thursday.-
Ms. Perry and Frank Flem­
ing, Union . Board members 
selected by University Presi­
dent Stephen Spurr to chair 
the Texas Union Building 
Program Advisory Com­
mittee, presented an "informal 
report on the committee's 
work since its .appointment. 
Meetings are planned with 
l e a d e r s  o f  s t u d e n t '  
organizations Feb. 28 and with 
any interested students from 7 
to 9 p.m. March 5 in the Union 
Faculty-Staff Lounge. 
The committee met with 
U n i v e r s i t y  s e r v i c e  
organizations Thursday night. 
Jessen Associates,h Inc., 
architects for- the projects, 
are drawing tentative plans 
with committee advice and 
student input. 
— Deadline for final plans for 
Union West is May 5 so con­
struction can begin during the 
summer. By that time, Ms. 
Perry added, tentative plans 
-for-Union East will be com-_ 
plete. 
The most important change,, 
she said, will be in Union din-
Wagon and Commons will be 
renovated to accommodate 
t h e  s a l e  o f  a l c o h o l i c  
beverages, approved Thurs­
day by City Council. 
1 The Union Board approved 
a proposal by Ms. Perry and 
Teresa Acosta, chairperson of 
the Union Mexican-American 
ght on Union 
Cultures Committee, to 
designate a room in the Union 
Building for a second Texas 
Union Cultures Room. The 
third-floor room how is being 
used for "instant desks," but 
current usera have agreed to 
move to*trieWmer informal 
tion d< 
facilities. The Chu< 
AN EVENING WITH THE 
ISRAELI STUDENTS 
DISCUSSIONS OF CURRENT PROBLEMS OF 
ISRAEL AND AMERICAN JEWS 
FOLLOWING SHABBATH SERVICES 
SERVICES 7:15 DISCUSSION 8:00 




An amendment proposed by 
board member Juan Aguilera 
to recommend that plans for 
Union West renovation in* 
elude rooms for both Mexican-, 
; American and Afro-American 
culture committees also was 
^ approved. ' "•£ 
ipgr JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF HOUSTON 
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOB INTERVIEWS 
February 26 and 27 
The JCC of Houston Day Camp will hold Interviews on campus tit tha Liberal Arts 
P l a c e m e n t  O f f i c e .  2 6 0 8  W h l t l s . f o r .  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p o s i t i o n s :  . ;  ,  
• Pre-School Counselors (aget 3-5) 
• Waterfront Director (Boating and 
-• tife Ouardi . Swiminstructors 
• Natureeraft-Ca'mpcraft instructor 
nc« Counselor 
• Arts and Crafts Instructor 
CAMP SEASON JUNE 3 - AUGUST 9 
. Salaries based on experience , r 
Range $300 • $800 p«r season 
FOR INTERVIEW CALL: 
Liberal Arts Placement Office 
471-4396 . , 
Evening appointments for February 26 at Hide) Foundation, 6:30-9:30p.m. 
476-0125 
Discount 
on all L 
Guitar 
| Amsfer Music • 





on navy or camel 
leather. 
FASHION BOUTIQUf .1616 
^Sdudc*.short.sktvr sftirts»S()Ioff I 
The classic two-
buckle for shoe 
purists. Harness 
leather and V 
natural. 
Adventure* Qalorel on wcartMl STUDENT 
F U N  T O U R S  
BY SHIP OR AIR AT 
LOW STUDENT FARES 22 OAYS by AIR S129A 33 DAYS by SHIP $1334 ALL Inclusive from N.Y'-fart at Eurep* by dtlwt mttoreoadi Options- to SPAIN RUSSIA • ISTANBUL 
GREtKULE CRUISE QuAliTY TOURS 
fl495 up SINCE 1957 
Also. Bud|H ma«p«n<int Mtnibui Touts 
MML TODAY for (r*« toldsr. 
;l 
1J" 24» GUADALUPE TOURS 
AUSTIN^ TEXAS 
kl Nim*. mi,: 
20.00 
iSSiW 
t V I 
I AddrtM ̂  
City On-the-Drag 
<r> 
Any body is'the better for ; 
Taring's Intimate Apparel Sale 
m 
>4% 
THE LARGEST INTIMATE APPAREL $AU IN OUR HIST0RYI 
• 
Fantastic values in long gowns, V^niiii gowns, footed- p.j.'s, robes, 
loungewear, bikinis, bras and hose. jMl seasons, brushed fabrics for 
winter, dacron/cotton blends for summer. Here are just a few from a 
lafge assortment: i'i 
BaliSensual Bras 
Vanity Fair Print Bras 
Fruit of the Loom Ranty Hose 
Bra arid Bikini Sets 
Assorted SJeepweaf 
Robes and Loungewear 














* * •• 
Shop early for best .-selection* 
% 
M-Ji, ' ̂  ,Vv'& Pv* 
I 
Jsa-. - _ Va?, ^ 
©n-the-Drag 2406 Guadailupe 
1^-












* 'k Six-i^emberjtiVy establishe<f^contemporary community standards" 
Saturday by declaring "The French Touch" obscene in the precedent-
setting trial of Terry O'Neal. A former deacon, two "church-going" 
females, a state employe, an ex-University student and a carpenter (hard­
ly a typical representation of the community) were given'the ominous 
task of determining morality standards for 200,000 adults in Austin. 
ADULT THEATERS AND bookstores have never purported to be 
anything but: -what, they are ~ adult establishments. Pornography is 
carefully hidden behind closed doors, and the unassuming public has 
never been forcibly confronted with "obscene" material. Yet an ap­
pointed jury has, in effect, forced their moral standards upon the entire 
community. Consenting adults will be denied .the constitutional right to 
view what, they ehqgs^ because it conceivably offends their next-door 
Exhibiting obscene material is a "victimless" crime, save for the 
.Jbusinessperson who offers' the community a "questionable" product. He 
or she is subjected to weekly investigations, harassment of customers and 
inevitable arrests for catering to the growing demand for adult entertain-
eliminate sexual crimes. On the contrary, an individual denied satisfac­
tion through viewing technicolor orgasms is likely to seek relief by raping 
an innocent victim. -
JUQGE MARY Pearl Williams surprised the defense Saturday by 
defining the "community" as the State of Texas, rather than the City of 
Austin or Travis County. It is inconceivable that any jury be expected to 
determine an all-encompassing precedent for the entire state. After two 
mistrials, a Houston cObrt abandoned its attempts to label the controvert 
sial film "Deep Throat" obscene, and the film is scheduled to resume its 
popular- run. An Austin jury, on the other hand, unasimously declared 
"The French Touch" obscene. A West Texas to^n would probably 
vocalize a different definition of obscenity than citizens in Dallas. It 
would be impossible to determine a standard applicable to the entire 
state. 
The defense Was faced with other blockades. Austin vice^squad officers, 
in a final effort to enforce Bob Smith's "Let's clean up smut in Austin" 
campaign, contradicted .their own sworn testimony to assure O'Neal's 
conviction. "Officers have come to me saying Tell me how it was and 
that's what I'U„say'," a prosecuting attorney informed The Texan. So-
much for the honesty and integrity of our law enforcement heroes. 
• DESPITE THE ALTERED testimony, the jury deliberated only an 
hour and 20 pinutes on eight days of evidence, before delivering a 
"guilty" verdict. "Judging from the amount of time they spent 
deliberating, I don't think they even considered the evidenced ̂ defense at­
torney Rick Stover said. "They decided it was a 'dirty movie' and based 





No one has the right to deny another citizen the opportunity to deter­
mine his or her own standards off morality. By declaring adult movies 
obscene, basic freedoms are being pushed aside to create a society of fan­
tasy free from sexual perversions or desires contrary to "conventional" 
standards. — , ——— -
The arresting officer t Gerald Raines, has every right to decide the 
movie violated his personal moral code.But no individual has the right to 
force his standards on other citizens by. eliminating the Zipper Lounge. 
This would be roughly equivalent to 5,000 customers insisting their PTA 
counterparts also patronize "The French Touch." —JANICE TOMLIN 
to 
1 
The University Young Democrats completed this week another in a long 
series of recriminatory political disputes, thfs one over the race for Texan 
editor. The struggle involved lends credence, to the cynical view .which 
"Sees the group as turf for power struggles between petty, ambitious 
politicos. Lately the shoe has seemed to fit. 
. THIS LATEST dispute involves a letter endorsing a candidate for editor 
signed by five prominent YD officeholders — alongwtth the attendant YD 
title. Editor candidate Chuck Kaufman argued — rightly, we think — that 
the letter was constructed in such a way as to lend an impression for YD 
endorsement — which is contrary to club rules. The inciderit also raised 
the question of whether membership lists should be made available for 
University elections." ^ 
The overriding question involved is how a vital group expends — or 
wastes — its valuable political energies. To our knowledge no YD efforts 
have gone to working with so called "progressives" for change on the city 
level — and little at the legislative level. The sad result is a recdsd of 
mediocrity from most of our elected representatives. We have learned 
mafay people will not produce meaningful programs unless actively prodd­
ed by student groups. \ * 
If the Young Democrats are to remain a credible organization it is time 
for a long-term commitment to change through issues rather than par­
tisan personal battles. The Young Democrats should shape up their act 
soon or it may be time lor formation of a bipartisan, independent student 
group to act for progressive student goals. V —M.E. 
^It even beats walking 
" By Zodiac News Service ;-
A 10-speed bicycle is the most efficient user of energy there is: it even 
beats walking. -
Zoology Prof. Vance Tucker of Duke University reports he has com­
pared the energy needed to peddle a bicycleover a given course with the 
energy needed to walk over the same course. Tucker finds thatbikes re­
quire only half the energy needed to cover the same distance by walking. 
In addition, says the professor, a 10-speed is 92 times more efficient 





T/iose of us who work in Washington get a distorted view of what America is 
really like (The Hunjtsville, Ala., speech) 
'SSSSsT" 
By SANDY KRESS 
I've toyed with the idea of not doing this 
cqlumn at all. Or at least not until my 
term of office is up. But I have attended 
one too many of the Meetings of Fools to 
stay silent any longer. 
We have butted our heads this year 
against all sorts of establishment figures. 
In most cases, we and they, I might add, 
have gained quite a bit. In some, as with 
the administration and the regents on the 
question of making educational oppor­
tunities available to minorities and the 
economically disadvantaged, we've, in the 
end, had to gO outside, to HEW, to get 
meaningful relief (I suppose the lesson of 
that is that persuading Adolph Hitler to 
iikeJews never works) :~And yet In other 
cases, like trying to convince Dean Garvie 
that putting a student or two on a com­
mittee to select an art department 
chairperson (that- Garvie could reject 
anyway) won't have anyjll effects on the 
,. institution, we have met"With no result a 
all — except, that is, to learn that the 
Neanderthals have invaded the fine arts, 
too. 
Well, all of this brings me to the subject. 
The University Council. A Council of 
- Fools? A Council of Clowns?^ I,.,cannot 
figure which is the mpre appropriate. One-
third of the council, let me say before go­
ing Shy further, laughs, cries and snoozes 
with the students through these meetings. 
So, in the interest of not being too broad in 
my attack, they are exempt. 
As for the rest, you've got to 
see them to believe them. 
This year a full 75 percent of all business 
was brought up by the six student 
.members. The subject of this business, as 
you have read in The Texan, has included 
surveillance, minority recruitment, 
women's athletics, improving the campus 
environment and so forth. The rest of the 
letters have filtered in from the 80 or more 
faculty, and deans who comprise the 
remainder of the council's membership. 
Now, if you weed out the small items 
that make up their .plugging-up-the-new-
hole-in-the-dike approach to educational 
reform, virtually all of the important 
legislation advanced by this group this 
year concerned more faculty benefits. 
Higher faculty pay, insurance programs 
for faculty* who assault students, and so 
on. 
Well, who's against higher faculty pay? 
That's not the issue. Students would love 
to see faculty paid more, especially if we 
could have at least the quality of teaching 
we had five years ago. If "A's for ex­
cellence and F's for failure" applies to 
faculty, too, and if the level of thinking in 
the University Council is representative of 
the rest of the faculty, then I submit that 
any forthcoming raises be divided up 
among the students as an endurance sub-
understanding that the minimum goal 
would simply be fulfilled and indeed sur­
passed, he was in a daze. So, to confuse 
him further, another professor chime's in: 
"Well, I guess we'll have to form a com-
mitfcee to determine who'll be the Indian 
giver." Uproarious laughter. This is. the 
same council which committed itself to 
"new and bold" action on the minority 
Issue. Seewhat I mean by Adolph Hitler. 
Some may say that I'm less than excited 
about this group because we asked for a 
strong stand against surveillance on cam­
pus only to have the motion tabled because 
immediate "no" because President Spurr 
thinks it best to distribute her budget, in 
large part, to another white vice-
president's office so that ''meaningful" 
minority programs may be begun). 
• Some may Say it's because we've watch­
ed this Council of Sophists do so little all 
year, spending most of its time haggling 
oyer little phrases, spending easily as 
touch time criticizing others' wording as it 
would take these UT Rogets to come, up 
with amendments that would satisfy even 
the strictest of their in-class regurgitation 
... By CAM DUNCAN ijfr-
"Dr. Salvador Allende similar to Fldd 
Castro, is conducting his country rapidly 
to bunkruptcy and ruin." (Statement from 
s Barron's Magazine, reprinted in EI Mer-
i curio, 4/20/71.) 
This statement, published almost three 
years ago, is typical of predictions which 
were made about the Allende 
governmeent in Chile since it came, into 
office in 1970. These accusations continue 
to be made by apologists for the current 
military junta, siich as Chilean economist. 
yVndres Bianchi, who spoke on this campus 
this week. As reported in The Texan, 
Bianchi claimed that the effect of the 
foreign economic blockade on the Chilean 
Regardless of the blockade, Chilean im­
ports rose dramatically under Allend^. He 
further stated that the. U.S. refusal to 
grant credits to Chile also had little effect 
because credits were obtained from Other 
countries. .. 
Although Bianchi said that his remarks 
should not imply ah endorsement of the 
present government in Chile, the effect of 
hiSv'analysis is to discredit the Popular 
Unity (UP) government and to dismiss the 
majoF role played by U.S. business and 
government interests and the Chilean 
right in bringing fascism to Chile. 
Yankee banks 
The United States did not stand apart 
from thiS process. Bjt_mid-1971 the U.S, 
government had dgCidedtb-deny Chile any 
financial assistaltce in the form of loans or 
credit for the purchase of U.S. goods or for 
the payment of Chile's foreign debt. This 
decision was copied by the inteffiaional 
lending agencies where the United States 
has a controlling voice namely, the World 
Bank and Inter-American Development 
.Bank, the private U.S. banks and the com­
panies that supplied Chile with goods. To 
understand the damage that this decision 
was' to inflict, consider the following: 
v ;  
If "p* 
, : i: 
examination requirements. 
it "interfered" with the operation of a Well — anyone who says any of these 
faculty committee that in five months of things is right — at least partly. To the ex-
existence has done nothing in the area. tent, at least, to which I've forpotten the—Chile-depended on U.S. crediTandloahs to 
Some may say if s because after I mov- other stories or lack of space prevents me buy about 40 percent of her imports from 
from recounting them. 
Clearly, since Silber, Arrowsmith and 
the gang were kicked out, boat rocking 
(thus, innovation) has become an extinct 
sport around here. Unlike in Athens, 
ed, in the interest of saving the plan, to 
take out a controversial section, from a 
proposed plan to increase minority hiring 
in the faculty i where the situation is 
worse, if you can believe its than among 
the plan. I later realized that what was 
noncontroversial to me (a goal of 150 new 
black and brown professohs in 10 YEARS, 
still than than 10 percent in a state whose 
black and brown population is 30 percent) 
was a killer to them. 
Some npay say it's because the council 
wouldn't endorse a fairly, though not 
thoroughly expertly, derived figure need­
ed for financial assistance to bring blacks 
and browns to campus. (Let's see what the 
council does at the next meeting when it 
finds that the expertise will show that the 
$6.8 million figure presented in February 
is bedrock bottom. ) « 
'There's another committee for that' 
Some may say it's because the cohncil 
tabled motions to extend minimal services 
to night students while giving relief in 
some areas to day students (because it is 
"premature" and because "another com­
mittee is already studying what it means 
to. be a student"). .. 
Or because the council refused to 
recommend an extension of shuttle bus 
hours to meet, as is possible .wthin the 
budget, the new library hours 
Government fought for ("we 
anything about buses" a/fd 
another committee for thj 
Or what about cp^ting a yioe-
presidency for minority affairs out of out­
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»< Attitm. u-(wMImM ybf' T«xa» Student 
" PtibtH'aStnn, Dra«wr 0. lTriiver»il» StaUc* AuMM. Te* 
'yu -TV- tteih Tjexan Monday, Tuwday. 
, *«iarsi»v. Ttua^x and Krtday exwpl t»»WU; and on 
Utronth Seond-claaa potU«r paid af 
; •• . • • " . 
. he **«p«*d,bir telep6oee 1171* . 
' »( UwrtHortaluflipe'iTetM StadrW fubUotliiM. 
• ' ItwMi** iwmKcaji IHnor al laboratory a'ww' • 
GeknMunii AT^ti' l»q»iw»ci»in«^t»»l drtvert'-' 
TJ»' iuUMWI Jltt«lwifi*,repre»eoUiti»e of The Daily 
Trxan i» Nalwmal EdsraUpoal AdvertUin* Service. Inf . 
l^nuwun Aw ,M*w Yort. N Y. 1M17. 
v Tbrlfciitv T«wo xtteicriboikiThe AMoctated.PreM.Thc 
New* Service The Texan U a meiflber of the 
AxmicwM CoHeniak-: I'rm. the Smithweil Journalt<m 
f.KtgnttK tni ate T«w* Dwlj Newipapef AsuciaHon 
lUrw ltoi* siatww (or lhe ne«»Jwip*r are »t l«€h I Seton 
" Sirerw woo S UwrncliHoad, 1-aJw Aattin Bwlmard t 
- Hrd Hud Trail^s: l^ke«wrt Bivd 
Story time 
At the last University Clowns meeting, 
an Affirmative Action goal of hiring at 
least one American Indian was discussed. 
Well, faculty humor being what it is, one 
professor puzzled over what would happen 
4f his department hired-an Ameriean 4n-
dian at the same time that another depart­
ment hired an American Indian. Instead of 
firing line 
taught their students by example to be 
gadflies to society, students by and large 
are the only ones in Austin who are in­
dependent enough and strong-willed 
enough to seek reform. 
The faculty, or at least that part of it 
which I refer to as the Clowns, has become 
in this historical development merely the 
janitors in this grand department story of 
ours (I never did understand why that 
brilliant bunch known as the Education 
Committee.of the Constitutional Conven­
tion confined their major reform of the 
Education Article £b capitalizing the '"I"' 
in the "the" before "Texas A&M 
System." I had really n3]ped they would 
also simplify matters for us ,and rename 
our Board'of Regents — the /Board of 
Directors). ' % 
A modest proposal 
The end of all this is that I'm going to 
propose as my last shot at the Fools, that 
University Council membership be ex­
panded to include the members of the Stu­
dent Senate (after all, it includes all the 
members of the Faculty Senate) and the 
members of the Senior Cabinet (after all, 
it includes all the deans). This would, at 
least, given the next student body presi­
dent a fighting chance. 
Now, sinc,e a fool is a fool is a fool (and 
I've already described the odds against us 
in this couhCil) and since, as some have 
said, I'm too much of a politician to write 
this kind of column if I had one chance in 
hell of passing this proposal, let me lean 
on The Truth in my last few days in office. 
That's, all folks, except to say that I can 
already anticipate the Janitors' response. 
For days we in the Union have heard the 
oddest noises. It must be the far-off sound 
of "Silvertongue" Livingston, the Faculty 
Senate CHAIRMAN (Yes, chairman, not 
chairperson. He fought at least a one-half 
the United States, which included 
foodstuffs, machinery, transport equip­
ment, etc. The loans of the past had -
burdened Chile with an abnormally large 
foreign debt of $4 billion, since Chile never 
ad;, enough dollar reserves" to 
simultaneously repay her loans and im­
port; needed foreign goods. Chile borrowed 
more money to pay off her debt, which 
further increased the debt. It was debt 
bondage oh the national level. 
E^tore 1970, private U.S. banks annually 
provided Chile with about $220 million in 
credit; afterwards, this amount dropped 
to.l£§5 million. Suppliers' credits (com­
patible to a charge-account plan) were 
$3tifr^)illion; they disappeared in a similar 
fashion. Behind these actions was a plan 
des^|ned to topple the UP government. Its 
assumptions were simple. First, without 
additional loans', the Chilean government 
wQji|d find it difficult to repay that part of 
he| Toreign debt that fell due in 1972. If 
Chile refused to pay, she would be isolated 
from the capitalist world. 
.. •£<- ' And credit . . 
Second, Chile might find credit in the 
Socialist countries, as Bianchi pointed out, 
but# would not be an adequate substitute 
for jhe loans and credit that formerly 
cati|| from the capitalist countries, at 
leasV;in the shortrun. The Socialist coun-
tries»:tended to offer long-term loans for 
the importation of industrial and transport 
equipment. Chile needed short-term credit 
for the importation of consumer goods, 
and for replacement parts for its U.S; 
made machinery. 
T$»e Chilean economy began to suffer the 
effects of the freeze on credit and loans by 
1973. ^Shorta^es existed that embittered 
the.fniddle and upper classes and harden­
ed their resistance to the UP. The absence 
of pafts for U.S.-made machinery made 
production more tedious and served as the 
pretext for both walkouts and lockouts. 
The*t(talkouts were a device used primary 
ly by small businessmen, notably the truck 
drivers, who were usually7 the owners of 
their trucks and who claimed they could 
hour battle once to preserve the word no loiiger operate their equipment. *  i .  -  _  l  i  _ _  -  .  .  _ .  chairman" against an attack by an-
tiWebsterian barbarian women's libbers). 
The noise? Yes, the noise is ol Silver-
tongue preparing to answer. Like his 
Greek forbearer and like most of his 
colleagues, Silvertongue spends his days 
chomping on rocks. -
Sandy Kress h president of Student 
Government. 
The lockouts by capitalists, who closed 
theirjfactory doors to hamper production 
even'more, gave rise to the cordones in-
dustflales, which were spontaneous 
workers' defense committees that were 
organized to maintain production in a 
threatened factory. Strikes and sabotage 
by .the< owning classes intensified between 
May^nd September of 1973, the culmina'r 
tionlttsuchactsbeing themilitarycoiipot-
a 
To the editor: 
Prompted by Ken McHam's statement 
that living conditions in San Jacinto are 
superior to those Of the other men's 
dorms, we embarked on a safari to that 
pile of kindling. The inspection, hastily 
conducted because of the restlessness of 
the natives, revealed*he unpleasant, if jriot 
unsafe, nature of the dorm. In.contrast to 
San Jac, all other dorms provide their 
residents with toilet stalls, unperforated 
walls, telephones, and a promise of non-
instantaneous incineration in the event of 
fire. If the conditions in San-Jac are in­
dicative of a "clean, sound and more 
kindly reminding us so often of the fact, 
that we have at least one compassionate, 
intelligent councilman serving our city — 
Jeff Friedman. 
livable'' environment, we misunderstand, 
the meaning of these terms. C I i ^ 
We understand that some peopM^ciinnot 
afford better living accommodations and 
a more adequate substitute for > these 
students. We" also feel]the' University's' 
kind gesture'to raise the rent in BRP 
they want for Austin, and I am convinced 
many other citizens want the same things. 
And regardless of how they might work 
things out, it certainly will be no worse 
' ~' than the job now being done on most levels 
. I t  w o u l d  a p p e a r  t h a t  t h e  s t r e e t - v e n d o r s  o f  g o v e r n m e n t .  —  ^ .  
ar? aptly described in the Bible in the V 
mayor's opinion, in light of his obvious- So Kignt on, Jeffrey* — keep represen-
obsession with them and his inability to t, tm8 our <and I say it with sincere pride) 
findany other constituents for Councilman street vendors, our young people,: our 
Friedman. It would also appear that Coun­
cilman Friedman, in his willingness, to 
" talk to'' and try to understand the^treet 
vendors, has, a much clearer understan-
ding of the Scriptures .than our' (Sentile-
Septan. 
. \y|rat happened in Santiago- in 
SBpiomber, then, was in large measure 
th$ Inevitable, planned result of all-out 
ecOMmic war against "Chile'by the U.S. 
-gov^nfhent and its business and financial 
allies^- Chile'was in the forefront of dnti-
imperjalist forces, not only in Latin 
Ame^icg but around the world. It very 
much, threatened to become a model. 
.Finally, 
Ihaf 
forgotten older people and just all of us 
common folks. ; • S 
» Mary p. Young 
rem 
despite Bianchi's assurance 
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dorms only adds Insult to injiiry. ^ > 
. Moore-Hill Antidefamation League 
, God's creatures « 
the editor:-
fsKly congratulations to Mayor Butler tor 
jjehief city official. He,' at least, un­
derstands that they too are God's-
creatures and as citizens of this communi-. 
ty have a right to somebody's ear.-<This.f9 
the first time in history a Jew has 
- shown others how to be "Christian.") 
' ' i 
1 fiavfe hact &eextreme1y-good fortune to-; 
be closely and intimately associated with 
a large group of these young people and I 
glory in them'and long-for the time when ' 
they can take things over and do the goocf 
Job of which they are capable. I know what 
Consistency-—^ 
To the editor: 
In waging the battle against such sexist 
practices as the use of Miss/Mrs, vsl Ms., 
the staff of- Ahe Daily Texan arearently is 
neglectbil of the male members of our 
species; specifically, references of "Ms. 
Doe" for Jane Doe and "Smith" for Jghn. 
cle. Courteousness would seem, to dictate 
either the use of the article "Mr." or the 
d e l e t i o n  o f  " . M s .  '  v -  •  i v #  '  
Mto w; Fafrchlld 
j,e would not speak about events in 
since the military takeover,''for ob-
5;reasons," he did make a closing 
about the 30 percent increase in 
porduction in -th last quarter of 
19ft. Igain implying that with such a quick 
the econotmc difficulties in early. 
1973 ;.£buld not be blamed on the U.S. 
ie. What he neglected to explaii 
whs t^at decreased production in early *73 
Was caused by a three-month strike in the 
coppf^mines led by the opposition Chri^ 
tiian democrats and that production iri-
tural, con­
sidering- the fact 4hat copper mines now . 
are patrolled By the arhtytlhestimiated 13 
perc^of the workers have been fired.foi1 
,F|()er|tiQn was declared illegal and th| 
r$ht ^strike or even advocate a stijike id" 
forbidden. Who would not expect a rise in 








v ByJIM STENTZEL J^and sit-ins spread like wildfinT-: 
(c) 1974 Pacific News Service"? * from Seoul Naitonal Universl-
Mr. Stentzel writes tar the ty (SNU) to virtually eVerv 
; Ear ®ast*rn Economic^ major campus in the countrj&V 
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Eden Roc 'f ^ x I. 
- * - Red Mountain 
*Also, any wine which says "Modesto, 
California"-orrthe fabeHs Galto. Gallo does 
ndt appear on all labels. Gallo is the only ; 
wineponppgny with headquarters in Modesto,,,, 
'""""""Guild « & 
bl^SarfPrana^S^ 
Tres Grand * Parrot V.S. 
Cooks Imperial *— Director's Choice 
Roma Reserve <•, • Guild 
Cribari Reserve Tavola 
:m 
^uflcT 
' SEOUL, South Korea ~ 
^ "The South Korean governL 
foment cannot continue as it is. 
i'^vit is-on a collision course with 
f^the people. The crash is less 
fcthan a year away, and,, 
^somebody is going to win, and 
^somebody lose — either the 
people or the government.^' 
Opposition leader; Kim Dae* 
: Jung made this. statement 
shortly! after his release from 
fe^an 11-week ordeal that ensued 
^when he was kidnaped from 
Tokyo hotel room by the 
^Korean Central Intelligence m 
-Atthesame -time, -the -Stl^. 
ident movement has emerged' 
j as a major political force, 
with a strength not seen since 
students sent President 
Syngman Rhee packing in 
I960. Marches, boycotts, fasts 
and sit-ins spread like wildfire 
. from'Seoul National Universi­
ty (SNU) to virtually every 
major campus in the country. 
Formerly quiescent churches 
^set up a defense fund for 
arrested students and organize' 
ed their own marches. Hun­
dreds of journalists also join­
ed in, demanding an end to the 







J. Pierot > 
Mendocino 
Famiglia Cribari 
! * • Garrett 
Alta 
iC.V.C. 
Virginia Dare * 
Lodi 
La Mesa 
.two months that have elapsed 
ssincethen, the KCIA's power-
in Korea has declined rapidly. 
At the same time, the stu­
dent movement has emerged 
a s "a major poliflcal force, 
with a strength not seen since 
- students sent President 
Syngman Rhee packing in 
1%0.. Marches, boycotts, fasts 
system. 
The immediate government 
response was to shut down 
colleges and high schools in 
early December, to stem thfe 
rising tide of dissent. Korean • 
President Park. Chung Hee 
has warned that criticism of 
the government will be dealt 
with harshly. Nevertheless, 
Guild Blue Ribbon \ 
.Roma .Ocean Spray Cranberry Rose 
St. Mark Vin Clogg (Parrot & Co.) 
- Citation ' ~ ,v 
Franzia 
Table Vermouth 
Dessert Louis the Fifth 
Sparkling _ Private labels 
* Also, any wine which says, "made "and 
bottled in Rippon, Cal i fornia." All Franz fa 
products have #BW3654 on the label ~ 
Boycotts have been an 
* essential part of past 
farmworker victories, 








more f iring line 
poll 
; "1 
To the editor: 
Once again, The Texan has 
..done its usual hangup job of 
destroying what was a 
perfectly good article by 
soliciting the opinions of peo-
' pie who know absolutely 
' nothing about the subject. I'm 
referring to the so-called 
"Soapbox" insert in 
munication Complex story. 
Out of eight people con­
tained within, only one person 
is an RTF major. The rest 
know nothing about RTF or i ~ 
workings. This can be easily 
shown to be true by looking at 
their comments. 
One student complains that 
there is no "oatural ven­
tilation" and that this seems 
wasteful. I hope he has to sit 
in a classroom with the winr 
dowsopen in September. He'll 
soon find out what natural 
-ventilation really is. 
Another person claims that 
there are no windows in the 
building. He also says he has 
' neverbeeri inside the building. 
If he had bothered to took, he 
o' would-know that Building B is 
full of production studios. 
Anyone that makes such' a 
comment obviously knows 
nothing about television or 
film production. 
That about sums it up. Oh, 
by the way, that was a 
b r i l l i an t  p i c tu r e  o f  a  




















SHES60/N6 70 LAW 
SCHOOL BECAUSE ONE 
DAY SHE'S PROBABLY 











students continue Tto talk 
about April. 1974, as the 
deadline for the existence of 
the'>; -Park t^egim^f':' 
Developments Sihcethat time 
make the students' prediction® 
seem like more than empty-
talk, 
Previous> student protests • 
tended to be spontaneous out­
bursts on isolated campuses • 
which were quickly put down. 
The latest studentK uprising, 
however, had been different. 
Instead of being a flash in the 
pan, there has been a 'steady 
growth of student mobiliza­
tion that shows planning, 
coordination and timing. 
When other, campuses joined 
the groundswell that started 
pt Sqoul National Universil 
the mooowas not one of wild' 
p ro t e s t  bu t  o f  e e r i o u s  
demands: the restoration of 
f r e e  speech  a n d :  p r e s s ;  
academic freedom, including 
the removal of all KCIA and 
an end to the country's in-
creaslng economic subordina­
tion to Japan. r 
The movement's steady 
growth and the students' 
seriousness has had a strong 
impact on the larger society, 
especially among liberal in-
tellecuals who had been fence-
s e t t e r s  du r ing  e a r l i e r  
demonstrations. First, the 
college seniors. — usually, the 
m o . s  t ; ;  r e l u c t a n t  , t o  
demonstrate because of up­
coming jobs r—joined the 
p ro t e s t s .  Then ,  many  
Christians, who had beeh only 
discreet sympathizers, found 
the courage to "march in the 
streets. ^_LZ 1 
Perhaps more important 
than all these actions was the 
reaction of Seoul's, general 
citizenry. When riot police, 
began blockading campuses in 
November, thousand? of peo-
W: 
new tactics. Brute fprce and 
mass arrests, which usually 
quickly ended protests, were 
having' the opposite effect this 
time. Instead' of" creating" 
more martyrs, the govern­
ment decided to close all un-
ple'poured out of their hom6s 
and shops, lining the streets to 
watch. ~ Their expressions 
were somber, and they were 
usually quiet. Yet the air'was 
full of excitement and an­
ticipation . the sense that 
this Ume. history was being 
made, and that they iyersities and high schools, 
ticipantfe. S ^5fM^rt©ut when the teargas lift 
An intense S'lfile of ftatiohaf 
pride has undergirded and 
g iven  ' jmpg tus  t o  t he ,  
struggles. From |he time of 
the 1919 antiJapanese riots 
through the 1960 student-
revolution that ousted. Rhee, 
... w ->r.IWL"-.fPPP'SPSP^i8i 
was forced to come up with only partial. Students who had 
nationalism con^nued to play 
its part, but usually took the 
form of "throw the rascals 
out" and "we have nothing to 
lose." Today, howeve 
is a dmerent feeling: that the 
people.can secure more inter­
nal freedom and that Korea 
can become less dependent on 
outside manipulation and con­
trol. V 
As the protests spread in 
November, the government 
For information on Austin 
Tomorrow Neighbor* 
Hdwd Meetings, call 474-
4877. Neighborhood 
mooting* will last until 
April 30, 
ed 
from the campuses, pockets 
ol students continued 19 ^-^ 
cupy campus buildings. 
iSI New Tactics \ * 
" The government then tried a 
new tactic. In three quick 
moves in early .December, the | 
government granted amnesty 
for arrested students, fired 
the head of the KCIA and 
p ro mised  more  f r eedom fo r  
fie media. 
While the closing of the 
campuses had the short-ternv 
effect of defusing the student 
movement, the three afl-, 
nouncements had little effect} 
except as a publicity stunt for 
the foreign media, .which was 
beginning to pay close atten­
tion to the deteriorating situa­
tion in Seoul. Many editorial 
writers'abroad applauded the 
"liberalizing measures, not 
realizing that the actions 
made little difference in the. 
'resisted" arrest, and those 
who had already been charged 
under the anticommunisi law, 
were not released: Tile, 
replacement' of the KCIA? 
chief was not pacifying either, 
since there had been growing 
rumors of his removal for 
sOme time.- Some saw it'as 
merely another example of 
the Park regime giving in to' 
Japanese-demands for his dis­
missal. to quiet anger over 
KCIA involvement in the kid-, 
naping of Kim from Tokyo,, ^ 
iiAnd- .the promise about 
''tnore freedom",was; quickly 
qualified by the government 
to mean "freedom to the ex­
t en t  pos s ib l e  unde r  t h e  
agiressiori." PoiiticafTepres-
slon will continue to^be 
necessary, according toi re­
cent Park warning. • "V 
The pace of events lias pick-4 
ed up in the last few-weeks. 
P'or the first time in recent 
Korean history, there is op- ; 
position to tfie fegime in 
power from almost every sec­
tor ofjsociety. It is anybody's ; 
g u es s  how long  t he  Pa rk  
regime will survive but, as s 
one university professor put 
it, "it is ho longer a question 
' internal political situation.;^ of if the Park regime win fall, 
In reality, the amnesty was but of when-it will fallv1' - -
IN THE MOVIE 'IMITATION OF 
LIFE," CLAUPETTE COLBERT TREATS 
SOMEONE TOTTSWX OF UJHEATf'. 
WHO UA5 THE ACTOR ? " 
I HAD F0R60TTEN ALL 







ESOTERIC STUDIES : 
OPEN 10-6 Daily ; 
1008 West Avenue, 
Austin, Tx. 
477-0710 
END WINTER BLAHS WITH 
• The Most Fantastic Vacation Contest Ever} 
• GRAND PRIZE: Five day, all-expense vacation. • 
: LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA! 
£10 EACH SECOND PRIZES: Three days, all expenses, 
; LAUDERDALE! 
: OVER $10.000 IN PRIZES/ * 
ITo register, send Stamped, self addressed envelope to: 
I - - • - Curtis Enterprises, !™:. 
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You'll be amazed at the wide range of engagement rings ?t Carl Mayer.;; 
(And students get a discount too!) „ 
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YOU GOT ANY 
SKELETONS 









6 Tiny amount 
11 Talks idly*-
12 Remained at 
ease 














6 Felony ' f 
7 Female ruffs 
8 United States 
i Ship (abbr.) 













28 LoCKs of hair -
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle:. 
E3EIE312 ranOB 
BiiraMsia nraoBRD 
n[J] nSSBSISQ HE 
osea Brae raHHE 
BOB 
Biaiiaia anfitiE 
eaas Gsan emna 




22 Kind of fabric 
23 Eat away 
24 Shirker's ol . 
duty 
26 Wheel teeth 
27 Poses for ; 
portrait-f. 
28 Twlsn; .'a-si'-i 
'29 Stupefies -
31 Archbishop 





, 38 Feature of pie 
39 Evil ; 
'40 NagatiyteiflS 
• ;.-ta : rprfflx;J^' 
•' 41 Frustrate'#®;: 
1 ' Jf^sTmrir 
_• " _ 45 Prepared lor 
•:-1. print " , , 
^w:p;dE '47 ffiges, . 
,1 -^ 48 Spoe bottoms 
- 'i gabbler t>} S 
, . - 2 Fit of ib«*. -
„ wi3 Possessive :• 
•- - pronounvr-r . 
ffonounfe^ 
31 Man's name:' 
32 Vestiges " -
33 Finished 
, loq.) ••' 
39 Nip 
41 Fish limb ; 
16 
29 Gastropod . v 35 Facial expres- 42 Nothing 
moilusk sions 44 A state (abbr) .< 
3D, 8ahk. employe 38 Simpleton ($ol- 46 Note ol scale 
M 
PUtr» by UnlUd. Feiture Syndicate,Jnc> 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
Drawings For 
Free Merchandise 
No purchase necessary—you don't have to be 
•Top, 'Skippy^ in White, Navy, Camel and Navy and Tan combination. Stacked 
heel and haavy sole construction. 27.00. Bottom, 'Frenchy', Canvas with rope wedge and 
Crepe sole. In Yellow, Beige, Green and Orange. 14.00. Use .your cfiarge. layaway. 
BankAmericard or Master Charge. : , 
here to win. 
For Koss Pro IV AA Headphones (1 pair feach 
day), Koss HV-l Headphones (1pair each day)r 
& A Case of Sony Cassette Tape (one each 
day). DrawingOn Saturday 
For One JVC Portable TV 
Lightweight truly portable, total!} 
^personalized, it operates on nine 
'economical "D" cell batteries or on 
regular household current with; the AC 
adaptor (supplied), or even off a car or 
boat battery with an optional power cord 
(AP-22). 
All non-winning entries from Thursday 
and Friday will be put b^ck 'into the 
drawing for the TV on Saturday. You 
can register on all three days but no 
more than,once a day. For information 
on mm! efts, please contact Ms. Springer, 
or oall«Mr. Hyra*, Ext. 51. ^ 
iMiHl Sola Prices On iverything 
In The Store^—-~ 
Opem 9:30-9:30 Thurs. & Fri. (Feb. 21 -22) 
XQ Co-Op Stereo Shop 
23rd & Guadalup« 476-7211 Ext. 48 1 *
BankAmericard & Mosteklhorge welcome 
Oat liovr free 
perking with 
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A&M Poses Big Problem for Basketball Team 
; By DANNY ROBBINS 
Texan Staff Writer <-• 
COLLEGE STATION -
There' are three types of 
students at Texas A&M: the 
men,- the women and the-
Cadet Corps. 
iNot to be confused with the 
good, the bad and the ugly, 
these groups can co-exist. -
Especially on Saturdays when 
there is a basketball game in 
A&M's G. Rollie White. 
Coliseum. • C 
A&M basketball fans of all 
persuasions are certainly un-
„ „ique. They scream, they sway 
1^; back and forth and generally 
i|$do everything in their power 
:f-<? to distract the visiting team. 
They are a sixth man. 
sity" 'comes to Aggieland at 
7:30 p.m. Saturday, things' 
should be normal. 
I WITH A little help from 
their fans, the Aggies have 
won every Southwest 
• -Conference game they have 
- played this year on their home 
: court. But Texas has not done 
too badly on the road. 
_fhe Longhornsmoved into a. 
tie for first piace in the SWC 
with Texas Tech by beating 
the Red Raiders in Lubbock 
Tuesday night. The Tech fans 
; playfully showed their ap­
preciation by' showering 
players, coaches, officials an|. 
sportswriters with toy baset-'; 
balls, cups and ice. The' ' 
"We havtW&k ftiTih 
the league because we don't 
throw things," said A&M 
Coach Shelby Metcalf. "We., 
aire noisy, but we are organiz­
ed. The only things on the 
floor Saturday night will be 
just about took my leg bff," he 
said. McClellan is safely on 
the junior varsity now. 
".They are a very com­
petitive crowd, and they dis-1 
like Texas veiy much," said 
Texas 'Coach Leon Black.. 
"But our guys are not going to 
get stage fright. If .anything, 
thecrowd will fire them up." 
Metcalf, the qplorful Aggie 
coach, may also "fire up" 
Texas in spite of himself. 
Longhorns and Aggies fighting^. Before the-Tech-Texas game, 
for basketballs." v, ; \ he said the Raiders would win 
Of course anything can" 
happen at- the school where 
the editor of the -student 
newspaper got "impeacWed'" 
for embezzling funds. For in­
stance, vou never know what 
mascot, will stoop to. 
LAST YEAR, Texas lost to 
A&M in the Aggie gym and 
Texas starter Pat McClellan, 
a freshman, almost didn't 
make it out of the locker 
room. "I remember running, 













4.8 Fresh. Cedric Joseph 
4,;. Sr. Jerry Mercer , 
" 4.5 Fresh. Randy Knowles 
5-10 Sr. John Thornton 
5-H Sopoh. Charlie Jenkins 
Pot. Hjt Ctcn 










n LIQUOR" [STORES . 2100 E. Riverside 
441-0067 
Now Under New Management 
You're Our Mind of People v 
So Here's Youhjiind of Store! 
Bar Supplies^Gifts^Pdrty Kegs 
Ice^Coolers^Bargain Baskets 
Bacardi Rum ... 5.h 3 
Pabst Beer •  • • • • •  1 2 - 1 2 o z .  C a n s  1 •1 
& Many More Specials -i. 
Come On In—- Have A Cup of Coffee 







5355 N. INTERREGIONAL 
303 E. OLTORF 
7950 BURNET ROAD 
fr£'yl;ll 
TjMitPttHQtijas 
road. Tech .has two home; 
games left with Rice and se-\ 
cond place SMIT. 
SS just cannot see Tech los--
iiig to both Texas and SMU," 
Metcalf said. "I think Tecji 
will beat SMU in Lubbock. 
the" conference-race, "easy.--
Metcalf still believes .jthat. 
"I still feel Techsjs goifag to 
win it because of their 
i schedule," he said,. "Rut 
? tonhelp Texas get ready for 
Tech. My first reaction was 
that somebody had used me as 
a way to get Texas 'up' for 
the Tech game." ^ 
METCALF BASES his judg­
ment on the fact that in the 
last three games Texas must 
play A&M and Baylor on the 
SSTT"-' u,a«_i_r 4 
Set upan<fp=away to McDonald's 
Black disagrees. "I think 
SMU has the ballclub that can 
The Texas-Texas A&M 
basketball game will be 
broadcast live from College 
Station over radio station 
KLBJ-AM (590) starting at 
7:30 p'.rii. Saturday. 
go out there to Lubbock and 
win/She* said, or., rather,, 
inaswwiaaB 
The Aggies will start four 
Black said. "If we have to get 
the ball around to him,-his 
shots wilt not be as good. I'm 
sure their plan is to k$ep the 
ball afeay from Larry." 
Metcalf will use two 
centers; Cedric Joseph and 
m Jerry Mercer, and two 
.. "big .men" Saturday against. 
Texas and probably use a two-
two-one zone defense. The 
idea behind this defense would 
be to m^ke the Longhorns 
take lorig outside shots 
without working the ball un­
derneath the basket. 
This could hurt Larry 
Robinson, if that's at all possi­
ble. "If we can penetrate un­
derneath the basket, then we 
can get Larry a better shot," ... 
forwards, Randy Knowles and 
John Thornton. The starting 
.point guarg, will be ,Charlie,, 
Jenkins, vf,?, 'r4 
BUT MAYBE the A&M 
coach is more concerned 
aboiit the starting referees 
Metcalf is not too Uirilled'with 
the quality of SWC officiating, 
and when his team beat Rice 
Tuesday night, 48 fouls were 
ca l led ,  inc luding f ix  
"I got one for just standing 
up," Metcalf said, "The giiy 
really had a hair trigger. 
And with the SWC race com­
ing down to the final days of 
the season, hair trigger 
referees certainly do add 
another worry te a coach's 
day. "I imagine Leon's per­
sonality is changing," Metcalf 
said. "Hell, I'm not even ia 
the r  racef  and_I 'm not  
sleeping." - ' / 7 
Neither are histfatfe. *>• 
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (UPI) • Lariny Van Eman, head 
.basketball coach at the Univesty of Arkansas since 1970, said 
Thursday he would resign effective March 2, the day of the 
Razorbacks' final game of the seakin, •; 
Van Eman said he had "no definite future plans at this linfe " 
HecoacheS the Razorbacks to their best season since 1961 last 
year with a 16-10. record and a second ^lace finish in the 
Southwest Conference. This season the Razorbacks are- 8-15: -
Athletic Director Frank Broyles said there had been np oppor-' 
tlinity yet to consider a replacement. 
If You Need Hblp 
>»-On T««^»hoto bv HiH Mwbw 
Tommy Weilert (32) fights for a rebound. • 
or 
'v Just Someone Who Will Listen 
Telephone 476-7073 
At Any Time 
Jhe Telephone Counseling and Referral Service 
"CB" SMITH VOLKSWAGEN! 
.  BALTIMORE (AP)  -
Brooks Robinson signed his 
ZOth contract  wi th  the  
Baltimore Orioles Thursday 
and said he's eagerly awaiting 
















VW SUPER / 
std., atr, radio, radial tirts .. 
VW SQUAREBACK 
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YUUK AUTHORIZED DOWNTOWN 
VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181 
C O R N E R 5 T H &  L A M A R  
the'start of spring training. 
" I t ' s  tougher  pushing 
yourself during the Winter, ̂ o-
ing things you didn't have to 
do 10 years ago," Robinson, 
now 36, said in a telephone in-
terview, "but mentally I feel 
like I'm just starting out. I 
fee l  tha t ' s  a  big  fac tor .  
because a lot of guys quit 
after burning themselves out-
The star third baseman 
received an estimated $105,-
OQOjast season and is believed 
to have agreed to a slight, 
raise after two contract talks 




ON THE GUADALUPE 
RIVER 
• March 9 • March 16 • March 23 
Registration Monday, February 25 
Union 342 
Registration fee: $7.50 -
For further information 471-3616 
Frank Cashen. 
"I hope I can hit for more 
distance this season," Robin­
son said. "I've averaged about 
18 home runs a year since 
1960, but I hit only nine last 
season and eight the . year 
before that." 
Robinson, who first played 
for the Orioles in 1955 and took 
over as a regular in 1960,^ 
wound up last season with a 
.257 batting average and 72 
runs batted in. 
A winner of 14 consecutive 
Gold Glove awards as the best 
fielding third baseman in the 
American League. 
We're Not REDNECK I 
* Barbers J 
MEDICAL ARTS 1 
BARBERSHOP . 
2915 Red River 477-0691 
I 
11600 LAVACA ... 
5 3 5 3  B U R N E T  R O .  • ; .  
OPEN 10 A.M. TIL 9 P:M. 
SMIRNOFF VODKA SO Proof Vodka 
JACQUES CARDIN dQ-ProofColif.&randy — J 
KENTUCKY TAVERN 86 Proof Straight BourbonWhHkey 
JOHNNIE WALKER RED 
86ProofSeotcHWhi*kyv.r;T.v.r........v.r....-i....;.Tr;r.̂ .vr,;;— 
HIGHLAND BREEZE SO Proof Scotch Whkliy 
PASSPORT 86 Proof Scotch Whitlty 
J&B HARE ~ 86 Proof Scotch Whisky J.,;.,..... 
CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF 
FOR 
G0NZAL0 BARRIENTOS * 
SUNDAY, FEB. 24 
SCHOLZ'S 2-7 P.M. 
'  • :  . . .  •  
FREE BEER AND T AM ALES *3 Admission 




Free admission for kids under 12 ^ 
H TICKETS AVAILABLE 
A t Headquarters, 1201 E. First and Scho/z's 1 '^SS 
A dv. paid for by Gomaio Barrientos Campaign 
. Fund 




Vt GAL. 7.49 
M Proof Scotch Whtaky 
J.W. DANT10 YR. 
86 P»of OW Style Whiikiry 
CUTTY SARK 
86 Pf #of Scotch Whitky 
GILBEY'S VODKA •0 Proof Vodka 
GAL.- 9.49^ 
Hi GAL. 10.49 
OLD CROW 
86 Proof Straight Bourbon Whitkey 
KENTUCKY BEAU 
86 Proof Straight Bourbon WhHkoy 
WILD TURKEY 101 pr. 
Straight Bourbon Whitkey . • ^ , 
CANADIAN MIST 
80 Proof Canadian Wfcfeky i 
SCHENLEY VODKA •OPnMf Vodlw 
MATEUS ROSE i 
PortvftwM 
YAGO SANGRIA 
litiporfod tpwHh Win# Punch 
SCHENLEY GIN , 




BRISTOL CREAM Sherry 










sth 1 ;49 
2.69 
5.9i 
Oo north on I.H. 35. right on 290, 
right on Barkman, .luff on Wholots 










ennessee^ii Year's FiWal 
By RICHARD JUSTICE 
. JTexan Staff Writer 
At the beginning of the 197a-
74 swimming season, Texas 
SvWmjning Coach Pat Patter­
son didn't make a lot of 
predictions about his team. 
One prediction Patterson 
did make was that junior 
freestyler Dick Worrell would 
achieve superstar status. 
. .'And as Texas approaches its 
final dual meet of the sfeason 
against Tennessee at 7:30 
p.mr- Saturday in Oregory 
Gym Pool,. Patterson's-
prediction appears to have 
come true. * • 
"If he's not the best, he'sr 
said. "You "also have to 
recruit the right' people*' 
Coach Patterson is finally get;' 
ting enough of the tight peoi'„ 
pie. 
"Before Coach Patterson -
came here, the swimming 
program didn't create any in­
terest. We have gotten better 
each year, though." " --f 
Worrel's best event is tftef 
200-yard freestyle, in'which he 
recorded his. best time ever a 
few weeks ago with a 1:42.1. 
Even, though Worrel's time in 
the event is tops in the 
Southwest Conference, he is 
$>t impressed. . 
''That time won't get me or 
...Mm 
one of the top three workout, the team a thing at nationals 
in,lhf> " (thr i i 
pionship meet)," Worrel said. 
"I'm encouraged that I. can do 
better because I got jfoayijijie. 
when I was tired. 
"YOU CAN do anything you 
want all year," Worrel con­
tinued; "But if you don't per­
form well at nationals, your 
year was nothing." _ 
' "Last year? Texas' season. 
was jwthing.» The Longhorns 
didn't score a single point at 
the NCAA meet, and they 
"atTerson said. "He's been 
here three years, and I 
haven't seen him go anything 
less than full speed, even 
once." 
IN WORREL'S three years 
at the University, he has seen 
the Texas swimming- prdgram 
go from a floundering failure 
to the' brink of national 
prominence, j 
' 'You have - to ̂ develop the 
right attitude to win," Worrel 
haven't scored any points in 
several years. In fact, the last 
time Jjiexas scored at 
nationals was when Worrel's 
older brother. Chucks .was at 
the University. 
, 'If you win at nationals^ 
Worrel, said. "Ypu know' 
you've beaten the best. That's 
what I want to do." 
Worrel and the ̂ LongBrans 
will be competing with one of 
the best teams in the nation 
•Saturday. T-etmesee was last 
year's tfCAA > second place 
team, and the Volunteers are' 
strong again this year. 
- THE PROBLEM facing 
Worrel and the rest of the 
Horns is keeping a good men-
the kind of waxing the 
Volunteers will give Texas. 
"It (the defeat) can affect 
us if we stop and think about 
it," Worrel said. "I think we 
have the potential to be as 
good as, them someday. We 
still can try for good in­
dividual performances. 
"To»swim well at nationals, 
yqp have to be used to^s 
ming teams like Oregon ai 
Tennessee," he continued. 
.Patterson agrees that 
Tennessee . will prepare the 
Horns for the national meet. 
-"Jf you*'re' to contend;,—'^ 
'Patterson explained. ;?Ydu 
have to schedule people that 
you „can beat, but you also 
have to schedule people who 
will reallythe snot,;mL 
™ -fiould knock 
of Texas. The 
the length of the workout different kinds of leadership," 
doesn't bother me," Worrel ? Patterson explained, 
said.- "But if things are going ^'Worrel's the kind of guy who 
bad, it gets boring.'^ 7- ,-?\ -is a leader by his actions. The 
Patterson says Worrel Is not team can't help but look up to 
only the most dedicated him.'" 
Swimmer, but also the mostly AS FOR Worrel. he is not 
* sure what his future in swim­
ming will be after next year. swimmers Admire 
Tennessee 
the snot out' 
Volunteers feature thi 
-world's fastest human afloat 
. in sprinter John Trembley. 
The Vols also have former 
Houston Memorial stars J^ee $ 
Engtrand and John Vogel. 
determined 
"The 
him, but they also shun him," 
Patterson said. "They stay 
out of his way in the water 
because they know he., won't 
hesitate to'swim-right over 
someone. He's like a track 
guy that swings elbows." 
^Worrel's excellent perfor-
Ms "There's a number of 
Patterson is philosophical mance in the water also gives 
about his team's competing . "in? another intangible 
relate to the team and tb^the '• 
rest of the nation," he said. 
"If we can hit our peak' at 
nationals, it will .make meets 
like this worthwhile." -
Worrel. himself, has to 
- wonder about how worthwhile 
swimming has been to him. 
Swimming workouts have 
been called the most grueling 
• of any sport. 
his last at the.University. 
'Til probably go ahead and 
quit after next year,'' Worrel, 
who is a premed major with a _• 
3.58 GPA,Said. "K-I'contlnue ' 
swimming or not depends on 
whether I get into medical 
school. 
"I, of course, wouldn't mind 
. trying out for the Olympic 
team, but I iusfdon't know." 
••••: Even a superstar has 
decisions to make. ' • 
"IF nVI having a good day 




T><i Vfg*den»«' attorneys, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bow«r, are 
available by appointment from 
8 a.m. tp S p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Telephone 471-
,7142- 'The - ilvdtnta': attorneyi 
wiir-handle . landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection,'employes' 
rights, taxation and insurance 
cases.- Criminal casjes and 
domestic problem* by appoints 
ment only. t- . 
UX^TennisJeatn 
Host Pan Am 
The Texas-tennis team, which owrti^ ^tl 
record, will try to extend it's unbeaten string a 1 p.m. 
dual match Saturday with Pan American University at" 
^Penick Courts. . 
^The Horns, who have won, 40 of 47 sets in dual match;) 
play, have given little to ther first five opponents. This 
previous performance tags Texas as big favorites in 
Saturday's match, although Texas ,Q>ach,Qay^Snyde*, „ 
sees it a little differently, 
"1 hope we will be ready," Said Snyder, "f$m not sure 
T§f the lineup for Saturday," - v, 
^JsSynder's reason for concern is a strong Pan American 
•nearn tearbyTacOtTeron. Ceron, a former Central Texas 
University player, has -beaten severalJEexas pjayers, 
w h i l e  p l a y i n g  w i t h  C e n t r a l  T e x a s .  - V „  > i | |  
Pan American has traditionally been a tough opponent 
for Texas. Until last year's victory by the Horns, 
American had won six consecutive dual matches. \ j "\! 
^Snyder said,, "Last year's victory over Pan American 
u 
HOUSTON (AP) -:-Louis Dunbar, the University of Houston's 
versatile 6-9 basketball forward, has a hefty 22-point scoring 
average but says he's not strong enough yet for professional 
basketball. 
F°r that reason, Dunbar says he will not apply as a hardship 
case and play his senior year -for the Cougars. •-=* •- - • 
;. "I'M NQT strong enough," said Dunbar, son of a Minden, La., 
deputy sheriff. '1 need to build up my strength and I'm going to 
do that with an offseason weight program." 
Former UH star Dwight Jones was accepted last year by the 
Littler Takes Lead 
In Gleason Classic 
FORT LAUDERDALE, 
Fla. (AP) — Veteran Gene 
Littler solved brisk, gusty 
winds \vith a five-under-par 67 
and took a one-stroke lead 
Thursday in the first round of 
the $260,000 Jackie Gleason 
Golf Classic. 
The 43-year-old Littler was 
Bolstered by what he called 
"my best putting round of the 
year" in his romp over the 
7,128-yard Inverrary Country 
Club course. 
THE WIRY, slightly built 
Littler used only 28 strokes on 
the greens — 12 on his front 
nine — in establishing a one-
stroke advantage7 over Tom 
Jenkins, alone in second at 68. 
Australian Bruce Cramp-
ton, Lee Elder, KermitZarley 
and Jim Wiechers were tied 
for third, just "one stroke 
behind Jenkins at 69. 
Defending champion Lee 
Trevino, who shattered a new 
graphite-shafted driver in 
frustration, was in at 70 and 
was tied with Larry "Ziegler. 
"I'd just duck-hooked into 
the water on my 17th hole," 
Trevino said of the driver he 
was trying as an experiment, 
"and I slammed it on the 
ground. The head came off. 
And when thifs head came Off, 
it sliced, too." 
MASTERS CHAMPION 
Torrimy Aaron had a 71, and 
61-year-old Sam Snead match­
ed par 72, but some of the 
other big guns had their 
problems with the slow greens 
and tricky winds. 
Johnny Miller, a three-time 
winner this season, was over 
par for the second time this 
year with a 73. Jack Nicklaus 
had putting troubles and took 
a 74. Tom Weiskopf went to a 
fat 77. 
Arnold Palmer, Gary 
Player and Dave Stockton, 
Winner of the last week's Glen 
Campbell Los Angeles Open, 
are not competing in this 
event that is exceeded in 
value by only one tournament 
, on the American tour. 
. ... DO YOU OWN A 
VOLKSWAGEN - MGB 
TOYOTA - DATSUN? 
AMM - PORT CAR CLINIC 
GILBERT'S AUTOMOTIVE INC. 
Atlanta Hawks under professional basketball's hardship rule, 
which allows a player to enter the pro ranks before his college 
eligibility is completed. . 
• The Cougars are bidding for a postseason tournament invita-
tion this year, "but Durtbar thinks next season could be a banner 
year for the perennially tough Cougars. 
That's another reason Duiibar will stick-around for his senior 
c a m p a i g n .  — T . _  
"If we get some of the people we're going after to go with the 
people we have coming back, we should be right up there," Dun­
bar said. "I believe it would mean a bigger contract then. too," 
Guard Donnell Hayes and center Sidney Edwards are 
^Houston's only losses this season. . 1 • 
DUNBAR, WHO was one of the nation's tallest guards last 
season, got off to a slow start this season but has added con­
sistency in the second half of the season. 
? "I was forcing a lot of shots earlier," he s^id. "Now I'm more 
selective. Too, last year we had more board^trength and 1 felt a 
little, more free-putting the hall up. " 
FNORTHWEST CUE} 
I CLUB I 
I STUDENTS! ! 
I FREE MEMBERSHIP WITH ID | 
| i OPEN UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT! _ I 
SNACK BAR, POOL TABLES, & MACHINES 5 
HRS. I l a.m.- 2:30 a.m. 9063 Research | 
^ (corner )83 & Burnat 
A  R  B Y ' S  H O T  
ROAST BEEF 
SPECIAL 
Buy 1, Get 2nd for % I 
' Hot Roast Beef, sliced wafer thin, stacked 
high on a toasted sesame bun. Help yourself 1 
to all you want of Barbeque Sauce, 
Horseradish Sauce. Mustard and Kletchup. 
Good thru fob. 24th __ 
1705 GUADALUPE ~ 472-1582 
5400 BURNET RD. 451-3760 
4411 W. BEN WHITE 8W-205B 
WINNER OF THE 1973 
N A T I O N A L  W I L D  W A T E R  
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Dead River Maina 
THE CANADIEN CUIPE MODEL WAS 
DESIGNED' AS A WORKING CANOE BIC 
AND BROAD SHOULDERED TO RIDE 
THE WAVES OF A BIG LAKE OR 
ROARING KAPIDB. YET NIMBLE 
ENOUGH TO TWIST TIIROt'GIl AN 
IRRIGATED''ROCK' GARDEN. THIS JS 
THE CANOE YOU'D BET YOUR LIFE 
ON. . 
at wilderness/Whitewater 
!>HO Uurnrl Road 1524647 
DO YOURSELF A 
GOOD "TURN.IPC ATI 









JUICY ONION RINGS^P 
CRIMPY PfceNCH 
AND THE HAHBURGEP" 
ARE eecAugt , ̂  
mEY^ |0O9b PUREn| 3 
BEEF ON SES^VEBUN.I 
YOU JUST CANTSEAT . 








"ON THE DRAG & 2606 GUADALUPE" 
• "Siiflppy Siiyicc r 
• rtedsanf Atmosphere 
• dean and Celerfvl 
477-6797 
Is the place to have it 
Serviced or Repaired. 
1621 East 6th 
k® 
Shoe Shop 
We make arid 
repair boots 








Beautiful Colors $750 
* LEATHER SAtE • 
Varioui kindt, colors - 75' per ft. 
Capital Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca :S'USt.ir>>.'Texai'r^7~ ~ 478-9309 
m 
-
BATH IS JUST iafes*!!!-"' 
Old World "charm"- with New World comfort, il you Will. At the Hotel 
Riverside we' have 125 rooms. You can have one with bed, basin, and air 
conditioning lor justj&JM) a night. Or you can realty hit the big.time by 
asking for a room witffbath. We're only asking $8.00 for^one ol them; 
Jith^way youll-Ife ln*ihfe^same building with a Luby's Cafetiriijnd 
heart of San Antonio's exciting Paseodel Rio.Make your reservations now 
for a weekend. Or a w<|k. Then rest easy 
knowing you're spending money 
: "on the town". Not on the Hotel. 
„The River's Only Budget Hotel. 
Corner of 




% ^ _ 
i n n i  








Women's sizes $29.96 s 
 ̂ .V *{&* 
Put on Claries Wallabees ahd the world 
looks brighter. Wallabees have a unique,, 
moccasin construction plus resilient plan-: ' 
tation crepe soles — a combination per^r,^ 


















12 YRS. OLD 












WINE LOVERS THIS IS THE PLACE! 
THE URGEST WINE 
- SELECTION IN AUSTIN1! 
WM 
RUFFINO CHIANTI M....OT 2.99 
LAMBRUSCO CastelRubuon ....... Sth 1«69 
Sth 
ROSE d'ANJOU Gerime 
SPANISH WINES J»y J. LOPEZ 




C88 "I.tNOI V»TTSWM 
86 pr.) ""yiwu 
Scotch 5th 
- COME 
MISS BLACK VELVET 
3-7 p.m. 
FRI. & SAT. 
. Sauteme, gink ChobBs 
Sangria Sol̂ eMAJORCO 79* 5th 
BACARDI, COKEf 
'(TCHERS 






Heady to drink 
_ •; Orange or ^ 
JlStrawberryMM 








6 N  US 1.59 
BOCK 
BEER 
4 NR BTIS 
BLACKi/ELVET 
The Smooth Canadian 
SANDEMAN'S BRANDY  ̂ « ja 
Importad from Spam 10 pr. 5th J.HT 
RUBINOFF VODKA w pr. 2J9 
GILBEY S GIN 90pt*> ~£'.,».,A.i.j..'.-J. sth 3&9 
BACARDI 
vC" r 'X, -v-f 
QUART 4.8B 
REUBEN'S BOTTLE SHOP 
8311 RESEARCH 836-8311 
THESE SPECIALS ALSO EFFECTIVE Ah 
* THE BOTTIE SHOP lM & Red 1 
• SPARTAN'S LIQUORS S501 Airport 
-ABOVE SPECIALS ARE OFFERED ON A CASH OR CHECK BASIS, - NO CREDIT, C^RD^ 
\i Friday, February 22, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Page 
nv . :g3F$P&$ 
ousitonjo 





HOUSTON (AP) 4* Texas 
Rangers promising young 
rm pitcher David_ Clyde said 
Thursday he would rather 
" pitch regularly in the minor 
p-ft leagues than sit .on tlie Ijenchi 
in the majors.. ;:r'< - :,:p> 
£ "You don't learn anything 
sitting on the bench," the per-
^ ,fi sonable 19-year-old fireballer 
t-?*K sajd starting pitcher has 
to pitch whether its in the 
majors or minors. You get 
rusty." ' •?-:''p;s5 
Clyde, the No. 1 pick in last ~ 
year's major league baseball 
draft, graduated from high 
school in May, was drafted by 
the Rangers in early June and 
SgBffWBgg.J.11). .-UUJLU LL4J. JiUIJIW.UJIiltlii.UliMjll M 
pitched his first major leagued 
game June 27 to" complete a 
_whirl\vindyear. ! 
Clyde is preparing to leave 
for spring training Friday to 
begin his first full season in 
professional baseball. 
- He stopped off in Houston 
Thursday night to accept a 
special award from the 
Houston Sports Writers and 
Sportscasters Association as 
part of its first annual Toast 
and. Roast Dinner, which will 
benefit the Big Brothers, Inc. 
Clyde said he felt he had a 
lot to learn this year. "I've got 
to improve my curve and I 
need to get mv .control 
iftlli limn I 
. Students' Attorney 
The student*' attorneys, Prank Ivy and Ann tower, 
are available from 8 a.m. )o 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday in Union Building 301. .Telephone 471-7142. 
The student*' attorneys will hahdle landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection, employes' right#, taxation and 
.insurance case*. Criminal cases and domestic 
problems by appointment only. 
§§§! 
'• TftatT 
Texan Staff ... 
The Texas baseball team opened its season last year rather 
'-weakly , dropping both games of: a doubleheader to Sam Houston 
better,"'he said. 
Although con 
Clyde's forte when , he was 
compiling a 5243 schoolboy state and scoring only two runs in <the process. 
career repord. the thrill of r?? ° J 
hurling" in the majors may "r ^The Longhorns will face Sam Houston again at 1 p.m. Friday 
have taken its toll, he said. and Saturday in doubleheaders. And after their first four out-
"It was easier in the begin- ings, all wins, the Horns have piled up more impressive 
ning," Clyde said of his first statistics than they had last year at this time. .1:1 
pro games on the mound. "I 
didn't know what to expect: 
Then as time went along, I 
started to anticipate a few 
things and it got harder,. 
"I think I proved myself last 
year. I proved I can win, but 
I've got a long way to go." 
The Rangers eased Clyde 
into his new assignment, not Burley and Gideon, who will be- the Texas starters for 
» ^towing him to pitch VtlonbtehesdarT'^xitlr'^ 
game. Now he's ready to go opening doubleheader with St. Mary's. But both had hard times 
doing it, struggling with control problems. 
In doubleheader sweeps over St. Mary's and Trinity earlier in 
the week, Texas averaged 11 runs and hit .364 teamwise with 
seven home runs. Scoring runs his been no problem at all for 
Cliff Gustafson's Longhorns. ^ - •' 4< , ^ 
THE PROBLEM has been on the mound, where two pitchers 
Gustafson is counting on, Rick Burley and Jim Gideon, have 
been struggling. 
-•j&e 
1301 S. Congress 
Now open until 10 p.m. 
Shiner Beer $1 per pitcher 
7-10 p.m. 
with purchase of sandwich ' 
all the way. 
"I appreciate what they 
tried to do," Clyde said. "But 
I might have been ready to 
pitch a full game last year. I'd 
sure like to pitch a few com­
plete games this year and win 
my share of them." 
The HSSA's banquet will in­
clude a roast of Bobby Riggs, 
who lost to Billy Jean King in 
the Astrodome tennis ex-
travaganza last summer. The 
toast portion of the program 
will honor the top athlete from 
each Houston area pro and 
college team. 
The Bill Enis Memorial 
Award will be presented to the 
Houston Athlete of the year. 
Enis, fonmer NBC 
sportscaster and sports direc­
tor of KPRC-TV, died last 
December. 
Richard Wortham, who was undefeated in the regular season 
last year, and Martin Flores were the winners against Trinity 
with improved performances and will i start Saturday's 
doubleheader with the Bobcats. But Gustafson still looks for 
steady improvement from what is potentially the best pitching 
staff in the SWC. 
Catcher-first baseman Rick-Bradley has been one of the 
hottest Longhorn hitters with eight hits in 16 at bats and seven 
RBI's. 
r "I'VE JUST been hitting the ball good," Bardley said. "I Was 
hot in* the spring and I guess it's carrying over." 
Burley, AH^^terica third baseman Keith Moreland and 
centerfieldei; Divid Reeves also have had good starts. 
Burley, the team's power man, has two home runs antl 10 
RBI's while Moreland is hitting an even .400 with seven RBI's. 





Blair Stouffer forces runner 
Austin's Largest 
BICYCLE 
. ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. 
(AP) - Tom Seaver, twice the 
National League's Cy Young 
Award winder, became the 
highest paid pitcher in 
REVISING TEXAS CONSTITUTION 
SALE 
OVER 500 BICYCLES TO CHOOSE FROM 
AT 7:QO P.M. 
FULLY LUGGED FRAME FOfl STRENGTH 
TOOLKIT 
ALLOY STEM ft HANDLE BARS 
GUMW|ALL TIRES 
CLINCHER or TUBULAR ALTENBURGER ALLOY BRAKES 
WITH QUICK RELEASE 
ALLOY RIMS 





PEDALS WITH REFLECTORS WIDE-FLANGE ALLOY HUBS WITH 
QUICK RELEASE 
suggested list our regular price 
RICHARD GOODMAN, MODERATOR 
DEAN W. PAGE K EATON , 
UT SCHOOL OF LAA/ 
LEWIS L. GOULD t 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 
JOE B. FRANTZ 
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY " 
EMMETTE S. REDFORD 
J ASHBEL SMITH PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT 
JANIOE'C,. MAY 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT 
RICHARD L. DODGE 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
V » 1 
PHONE IN YOUR QUESTION^ & COMMENTS TO 
OUR PANErL AT THIS NUMBER: 
baseball history Thursd 
signing with the New 
Mets for an estimated" $ 
500. 
Seaver said he telephoned 
General Manager Bob Schef* -
fing Thursday morning after 
failing to reach an agreement 
Wednesday. "I gave Bob ' 
another figure," Seaver said? 
"The 
agreeable," Scheffing 
reported. "No pitcher irf 
baseball is m^lftkig as mucl 
money.' 
Seaver reportedly had 
seeking $175,000 and the 
offered $170,000. 
econd 
•ua* Li TnVIV WJf (VMM* 
'hep 29-year-old right-
ided earned an estimated 
^150,000 last season when he 
p isted a 19-l6 record and won 
,t{ e Cy Young Award. , < 
He also led the league with 
earned run average of 2.08 
251 strikeout^ the third 
le he won both those titles 
iifthej-shme season. 
Seafer-jsa& 'i he birpught up 
ilaries in basketball 
Wednesday's meeting 
fifing! 
aa^r's' new salary sur-
reconj. $165,000 












PRODUCED UNDER A GRANT FROM THE TEXAS 
COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND THE 
NATIOI^L ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES. 
PUBMC RADIO • THI UIMIVBRBITY OF TIXA8 AT AUSTIN 
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e Cuisine Authent 
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YWCA 
Febrilary 23, 
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ary Kathei^ 
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I BIKE SHOPS 
BAMtdMEfllCAM; 
Tf^ ieo TZ> UN MASK 
Toa'&Q i4& WAS. REALLY 5lNiCCiee: /" 
Lief ? Vou.; 
fapart-WheK y&u y<z bei 
-¥ryir)& 4b b(? 
 ̂ ^1! i  ̂ { 
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n Us...tist«nl T» Ears of Texas Are 
Ipl'-
By JEFF SAMFIELD 
-.v i"^° the maximum 
amount of energy for the least 
'amount of dollars" is the ob­
jective of Dr. H.G. Rylander, 
professor of mechanical 
engineering, who is head of a. 
project to develop a homo^ 
DevtcMo Produce Energy for F 
Developing Gen 
said the homo-polajTvcoiled magnet and a powejh 
generator, based on the Fara- source, Weldon said. 4 
day di& generator, will heat Hie power source releases 
the plasmain nuclear fusion 1,200 amperes which turns the 
experiments! F ' v'^disc at 6,000 revolutions per ' 
The modei^gengrator i$ 'minute. "We then stop the 
composed of a 400-pound disc spinning disc in ^ about 7 
i^which is 15 inches in diameter seconds and this increases the; 
^lar.5eBerat0r^ 7 inches thick, a large power 'to« 20,000 A am^s.^—ifistUution 
^ The amount enefg^'re-
-f' '.«0ured in nuclear fusion ex­
periments is so large that any 
V ; means to start this type of ex- • 
, -periment costs more than the 
\ experiments themselves# 
N.ORylander said. '4-. 
. TTie holfio-polar generator!' 
one with a constant magnetic 
field, will produce, store and 
^.then release large amounts of 
"" "energy- much more cheaply 
than ari[y other previously 
developedyltylander said. 
In^he-past, $2 billion worth 
^of^natteries or capacitors 
were needed to start a reactor; 
./in .a fusion experiment. yii 
"Using . conventional steel' , 
and less expensive materials, 
we can reduce the cost of 
producing a joule, a unit of -
energy equal to one watt-
second, from $1 per joule to 1 
cent per joule," he said. 
• f'At this time, we have built 
a model of a planned larger, 
generator," Rylander said % 
Research engineer Bill 
: Weldon, a project associate,. 
Government Cre 
To BeDropped 
W eldon said. 
rhe project is being spon-
st red and funded in part by 
tt ? /Texas Atomic Energy 
Risearcfi Foundation, the 
A omic Energy Commission?! 
th j National Science Founda-
ti< h, and' the Edison Electric 
ine 
By JUDY STEELE ^examination ily three hours of the six* 
•University students have until June 1 to $||holir governmj nt requirement, the 
earn credit by examination for Govern; v government depl rtment voted to limit ex-
mentaiBL, «i«a^md<lOb. fitstsemestfefcoturse 
The government department voted last 
May to eliminate the 610a and 610b se­
quence and only offer the 310L and 312L 
sequence. 
"Since we aren't offering 610a and 610b 
next fall, there is no need for credit by ex­
amination," said Dr. Janice May, assis­
tant government professor. 
First semester government, 310L, is a 
condensed version of government basics. 
The College Level Examination Program 
test is conformed to the 310L course so. 
that capable- students can get credit, she 
added. 
, Government 312L cannot be used for 
credit by examination ̂ after June 1 
because it will deal with socialized topics 
a test couldn't cover Dr. May said. 
^inc^th^Legislatttte^ 
The Measurement and Evaluation 
Center Will offer four more examinations 
before the Jun '• 1 deadline,' Caroline 
Dowell, coordina Lor of Resting programs, 
said. > A 
Of the four ei iminat ons, only the one 
restricted to. Unjyersity students on April 
23- will have t sst 
preregistration'.' 'he c6\ 
examinations-foi fastel 
Estvander, coor<j inatoi 
mation for the ei nter,?iaid. 
• Other examin< toons', lopen to anyone; 
will be graded t y th^ College Board at 
Princeton and shquld tMe about six weeks 
Ores before fall 
ter will grade the' 
results, frothy 
of student infbr-
for results. Thel entei 
aminations Marc. 13, 
Students can pi kup» 
and eligibility rec uirer 
Computer 
ill give these ex-
pfril 17 and May 15. 
e test description 






A' computer-run student feedback 
system, has been installed in one of the 
classrooms of the new Communication 
Complex; 
The $20,000 system, the first of its 
kind in Texais, primarily measures 
audience respons&to a lecture or audio­
visual presentation. 
MANUFACTURED by instructional 
Industries Inc., the system:includes an 
instructor lecturn control, student 
response units at each of the room's 40 
seqts, a feedback system, an answer 
display unit: and a small coordinating 
c o m p u t e r .  ' } ' • • • '  ;  
The system, soon to be Connected 
directly with the ̂ University's main 
computer, enables the instructor to 
take instantaneous attendance and to 
observe by visual indicators the 
percentage of individual and group 
responses to questions of up to five 
variables. 
A teletype print-out unit connected to 
the; system already allows information 
to be fed into the main computer 
through the use of punched tape. 
LOCATED IN Communication 
Building A3.124, the system r&n also -
give students immediate responses by 
displaying the correct answer on a ter­
minal at the front of the room, and by 
evaluating individual responses at each 
terminal. 
If confidentiality is desired on any 
question, the system can be programed 
to record only group responses. 
Dr. Jack Whitehead of the Center for 
Communication Research said the 
system will be used mainly for 
research. , . 
~ In April wo 
grant obtaii ed th: 
Council foty Advi 
Studies, 
is j E 







$ng with a federal 
ftiugh the University's 
ipctgl Transportation 
tfie center will examine 
displaying information 
buss location over cable 
ert Brooks, associate 
radi^-television-film, said 
has Many advantages for" 
. in audience's response to a 
I i is being viewed. ''If there : 
measuring 
film while . 
is a weak &ot in the film we can find 
out about j: andQmake changes even 
before the f nal pflnt is made," he said. 
THE S 
.tool is enhl 
Museum 
l l 
E^'li value as a research 
the room's facilities 
for normal ||nd irtjrared filmin&-and by j 
two-wajr rir irrors in the rear which 
allow resea Tliera to film the audience 
reactienv' ' '<* " > •' -"*>*' 
x-. 
4\ 
Calvin B. Smith is new to 
. the staff of the Texas 
" Memorial Museum — but 
then, so is his job. He's the 
first director of educational 
services for the museum. 
Although the museum has 
been in "existence since 1939, 
its educational services have 
, never been supervised by one 
office. With the museum's an-
nual attendance of 100,000 peo­
ple, Smith will pipobably be 
quite welcome to museum 
- employes and visitors alike; 
;̂̂ Sraiih:Jiopes4oJseeJtlie_ 
m uselm '' re a ch ' mor'e 
people" and provide more 
education. He is organizing-^ 
- . tour and lecture service 
.  employing Universi-ty.  
students frorti anthropology, 
zoology; natural history arid 
other fields as guides. He also 
envisions a preview program 
that will help public school 
teachers get more out of the 
museum when they bring 
their classes for visits. ^ 
Since assuming the position 
earlier this month, he speaks 
to public school groups (upon 
request) arid shows items 
from the museum's collec­
tion. Smith's duties also in­
clude coordinating University 
courses in museum studies. -
arid taught museum studies at 
Eastern New Mexico Univer­
sity. His personal research 
has concentrated on wildlife 
and conservation. "J . 
He has served as curator of. f ' 
'-the Blackwater DraW 
Smith ,  who  ho lds  a ,"  
bache lor ' s  degree  
anthropology and a master's 
degree in zoology, has wor^ 
with youth groups, organiz 
archaeological expeditio^i 
Student 
in Portales, N.M., 
Southeastern New 
useum Association, 
search assistant for 
Indian Institute at 
teW Mexico Univer-
"JESUS JS: THE SAME YESTERDAY AND 
' Halt. 11:8) 
Vv\„ 
yde Park Btip 
y t e  [ '  . 3 9 0 1  S p w d ' < i  








Wort liir 8:30 & 11:30 







f 1 -"11 
ve. But they're 
tiful you canlf; 
us for that 
Bee aus© first they 
have tc make this long 
{ trip fror a South America. 
Then tF sy have to get 
settled < own and arrange 
them; ̂ Ives in an artful 
setting. Which takes time. 
Thj y like to be S| 
a bit. too. J\m 
want thiir very own 
personal driĵ king cup 
oesn't hurt: 
wordv^^| 
their w4y:J\{h-huh. .Tive  ̂
ad is special 
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PIONEER SX727 
JBLBi L-26"DKADf 
" Dual 122f 




>-h\^ $1,000.00 Retail 
|00 Your 
Price 
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9 WE MEET 
 ̂OR BEAT 
ANY STEREO PRICE 
R- T SOME ITEMS, 

















W| MUST LIQUIDATE $100,000.00 OFSTEREO EQUIPMENT.^ 
Phon  ̂ Quotes. You must come in for low WcarMio^s  ̂ Clearance Pri:«;? 





$ 1 OOiOpO.<) WORTH Of STEREO 
) IS EASY IF '1OU ARE READY TO BUY 




• 10 rps per cl 
Hgp 
• cueing, smooth tuinidblo 
• abiBty to pi y 2 tope dec! ̂  1 fkono . b<n«, dust covet, Share 
casejinchied . cartridge f\ [• 
Mfg.• $»||.w WA JW.W 
' nn|Mi . * ^|||. "• 
' • WARI 
•2w65rW 
• 5 Veur com ilete warranty 
• complement; any stereo system % 1 AAA C 
• IM9. $ags. list $39.95 en. B 
L- " - i*-' 
" » vt 








•BSR 240 AXE IrSAMSUI 3$/ir* 7 
tot' 
• if 2Npetrs of 
'fay «t 
Ust 
the retell | 
•BSR 260A 
y • cueing, smooth turntable 






* $ •  
Ust $79.95 couplet! 
^-O-O 2 
IUA1 121 
hinged /dtfst coier> Slwro M93E 
*- eyeing, " 













Systom 3  ̂
9fcr> 







• • PRICES 
•SA'NSIH SIX 
I * 37 rats por dMMwl 
, > polity rotofaor ||-̂  
|  •  B k o  $ 5 0 0  r o c o i v o r .  
| • Mf* Sogf. Ust $399.95 
CLEARANCE 
95 . -
75-qlas. 4 (hamMl mtiVor, II 







ovoryfibig yo -̂wW ot̂ r'i 
o st* oo rocoimr 
. M  ̂ un. l4 $379.95 
v.. 
RH#. 
-"•SysWrnaj- . ^0, 
n o w " #  
•DUAL 121«' 
• DM prodstarit lowprko* » • 
• walnut baso, hingiJ dvsrutf*, 
Slwra M91ED  ̂







^MislortW ECI sound 
c. 
i/-rv <• »«*• !"»c awlt«< 
• Dud Mality.irt -low ptk* 
• list 211.40 * 
Cli AR/ 





Staroo ampftfiar, 15 rms per tl 




doarMco Prko $2*9.95 
Mff. SsH.UjtJHi.9SM. 
AREHOUSL<LEARANCE PRICE 
5 ? ' s « ,  .  
iX 3 sound, cloan fMolity. List $149.95 ta. 
laPrko . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  M 0 4 ' i  
f. KLH 32 ydjf.' A IMt spoakar with a Irig sound. List $57.50 ca. 
flanrnnf Prir« • w1 lW* wWiiHt rmw ••••oo«o»*«* o • • •»»'• •- • v7 
frMACO A35 2 way CIMT, CORSWIWR ratad. Ust $125.00 M. 
WerefcwiiseOeenMKaPrice . .  .  .. . . .  *89". 
4. MARANTZ IMPERIAL 7 - 12  ̂woofer, 3 way systwt. Iist $179.95  ̂
M. Wqr«lioyso Claarmca PH«a . . *129" 
5. ECI S3 2 way good for sacoad *r first pair. Ust $39.95 m. 
f h r i U M  C l t a r a m o  P r i c *  ;  •  • • • , •  •  • •  •  •  . . .  * 1 7 "  
1. BSR 260XE, base, dust covor, Shuro^ai 
Warehouse Clearance Prict 
2. B5R 510X, bds«, dust cow, ADC carfridg*, hydraiilic cuafaig, list 
WAREF 0USE OLARAHQ. 
PR ci *128" I 
Ust WMS.' i 
. *39*Si. 
$106.50. Wareh iClMranctPrica ,, ... *59" 
;AI{220D 
•fic »)»»*so.reel to'V Î' 
. end WarlM 
• 3 hoi Is, 
• greet freqeeprt response 
• Bu^bi I SSMlQ?' worth of Reel tb ijell 
• Urtj 529.9 
W(jREH0U$  ̂CLEARANCE PRICE 
4 
I 
3. BSR 610X#waliiut base, dust cover, ADC hi-tr lejt, hydraulic 
cueing. List $140.80. Warehouse Clearance Price .'. , *WL 





• AC/DC cassette recorder 
• Badt-in condenser mkrephono 
• aeteinetit level Control 
L5S9.95 • • 
4. BSR 810X, walnut base, dust cover, Shure M91 ID Ust $24*.B0. 
Warehouse Clearance Price . . . . . . . . . .w,.;... . . . . .  ' ltf^ 
5. DUAL 12T4, base, Shure M93L Lirf $1lf̂ . Wareh4vsi &*wm 
prire • • • • • • •  •  - •  * • • • . • • •  • ;  •  •  O . - ' ^ o  o - ~ *  
<• DUAL 1218; walnut base, $twn M9ljjp. Ust $259. 
Clearance Price ....... i .. T.. A ... 
7. DUAL ?riy, wahut base. 
Warehouse Clearance Price 
8, AR MANUAL, base, dust cover, Shure M91ID 






dwt cover, MtlEt). 
ht S174.U 
cassette deck v hi i doflby. Frequency respoMe )0-j 
ist $20.95. Warehouse1  Je iranee Price . . . . . . .  
•Xtral cassette deck i i defcy, automatic reverse, Ustl 
WereMuse ClearMi Piie .\.. .7.... 
$ reel tOeel, SNNMI on/ soun< Ust $300.00.] 
nee Price' s ; . v ,  • /  
99 8-track plfyei >n conkfr, ^wfity  ̂di#tallc4 r̂. I 
rehouse dearaiK 11 rice ".... 4 ̂ .....y *149*1 
C40 B t̂rack'plw tor mer&r, quality repî inaw. I 
Jst$Y4t 95. M#eheuse Clearanc rke .. . 'W"! 
*. OOKMDE||:̂ 500 3 motors, 6 ii ads, mel to reel, bi-directional I 
record/ylayer> l,ist $599.95 V îrejwH so Clearance Price ..... *479*1 
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE 
PRICES CAR STEREO 
Siqg. May 
*29 Its 
microphone. List $34.95. Ifcrilnwe 
JWi 
« • • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • « • • •  -  m»mk 
'**» . * 
recorder. Built-in mirrnpliene Usl 
•Ac ' • '.  ̂ . w 'iKW • • • • • • • • • • • « • fPw 
Trecorder. Beilt-in micro phone, list 
«35« 
•  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a  V v  
jC/DC < issette recorder. MM* microphone. 
deuron ie Price 1. .. *39* 
IMfiM IS-MacM ftKftftHftll IiutrackI 
CH 45 MINUTE mm BLANK > JRA(K 50% Oif 
••• * ^ny merfing Retail Price 
45 • • »«Hy raproduction • u,t $3.10 
• WAREHOUSE CIURANCE PRICE > $ j 55 • 
1. SCOTCH 20*. Scotch's best 1200 ft Ust $*.00. |brriiouse . 
ClearancePrfee,50%offre^rilprko . . . . .  *2M 
2. "SCOTCH 212. Scotch's quality 1800 ft. List $7.58 Warehouse 
Clearance Price, 50% off reMl price *3" 
3. SHAMROCK 041.1800 h. Ust $2.00. Warehouse Clearance Price, 
50% off retail price 99* 
•-TRACK 
1: MEMOREX 90 high output low noise. List $3.38. 
Warehouse Clooranco Price, 50% off retail price .. *1" 
2. SCOTCH 90 minute lew noise dy—range. , list $3.70. Warehouse 
deenmco Price, 50% off retail rpke *l«s 
CASSETTE 
1. SCOTCH 90 minute low noise WgMandor. Ust $2.64. Warehouse 
--Oeor«nce Prke, 50% off raMi} prko .  J.....  „ S]33 
2. AMPEX 90 mineto chromieni dioxide. tet̂ MjH^War 




_ . . . •'•t&'fzgi 
•MOTOROLA 204S 
• (•track car stereo -
• 10 watts of pure power 
• small but has all the features 
• Ust $49.95 -
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE PRICE .̂-.;-vv. 
1. PIONEER KP333E, auto reverse, cassette for ca •: Ust $99.95 ;̂ " 
Warehouse Clearance Price • •• •' • .• •• fee • • •'« • 
2. PIONEER KP 300E, auto reverse cassette \ jth fM. Ui 
$ 1 5 4 . 9 5 . W a r e h o u s e  C l e a r a f t c e  P r i c e  f « •  
3. MIKADO 8-track p1ayo f̂«>lf car. Quality soun ,̂ Ust $59.95. 
Warehouse Clearance 
4. MIDLAND FM 8 tracVmr car. Quality FM. Ust $119 fS'War«liiMis |̂|: 
Clearance Price . . . . . .  ̂ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *.. ' .  
•.MN/f* tten 
•  BSRt wngef 
• .̂«p« kers 
• B t̂w ( * 











5. BOWMAN in-dash qm/fm 8 track for.car. Ust $179. 
Clearance Price . . . . . .  .. . . . .  ..•>...« »• • . . .  
6. MIKADO D-291 stereo speakers for car. 10 o; 
"^24.95. Warehouse Clearance Price. / . . .  0SJ0 
PRICI 
.*• 
I TRACK HOMEc SYSTEM 
PAX 
e o r̂ippod with 2 ndcrephenes 
, *•: goefity mprodoctioo - ••, 
• demnei selector 
• hondpheM jack 
• ih—il fites 
• Ust $99.95 





Universal 40 or 
80 minute 
WW HOTSv/ M l̂ ̂ WpW . 
• geeSty reproduction 
• list $2.00 ee. 
WAREHOUSE CIEARANCE PRia 
3 for *2.49 
SONY C10CK RADIO 
JifM fel. .0  ̂  ̂  ̂
PRtCI 
>-,m TRACK CARTRIDGE 
> ' <  ,  f o r  A  L e w  P r i c e  
 ̂- Ust $54.95 • AM/maodiiMo 
• Sneeze Bor̂ i 
tARBfOOSI CIEARANCE 
lisps 
rt»a • list $39.95 
MIKADO 
: • eject button t 
• 10 watts power 
. fcjP tone control 
' ' • fast forward 





WAREHOUSE QEARANCE PRial 
WM- •' AMPEX 40 MINUTIK' & Ii 
WAREHOUSE _A< 
CLEARANCE /V - -





• quality recording and playback 
• fast forward 
• rewind 
• eject button 
• fits any stereo system 
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE 
 ̂ PRICE 
SI 1098 
. SOItr am/fm sWreoLz spealwrs, BSR changer. Ust] 
17t.W Wa^ieuse Clearance Pdte . . .  s . . . . . . . . , .  i. ,  *1 
2. HP jlO-SlJlO AM/FM sterofcj speakers, BSR changer, listI 
L LYOjD'S P^W^M/FM wiad wi iver/S t̂rack, 4 speakers, Ust [ 
Clearam;e Pifce *239"| 
t, U*t[ 
$299.̂ j.Wor̂ touseClearaî ePilll ,139"| 






• AM/FM stereo > 
• Ptieee lieelHip 
• Tope Iwk up 
• Soeed yee would 




' l̂ SS. 
ilst $19.95 
'V^ t̂ts d °pewor 




C< nsumers Guide * I est I 
. bst *vy, Ust $42.fS 




' 3 l ' :  
\ *19" 
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE PflCE 
CLEARANCE 
PRICt 
H > ' t « 
s J M '  •>& r»_" u{ 
rillS FRIDAY T 
mAiA I$HM 
W- 29th at ftio" Grande J 
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drum roll and &gjft salute," Che J» 
quipped, "Thisxa; is' hy b€ st |f SljprfjF," 
One Wman fapnteqf, am " 
tears. Some rrten 
, Don't ever try to convince anyone that cats 
are not human — especially not a feline 
Most cats entered'to conceal disgjist, 
. last weekend at~Mumcipal Auditorium took "doubts., as to U)e\[j 
easy precedence over the homo sapiens pre4**., beauty?^ & 
sent Ajlany cat owners locked their children A bi{%ro£gera1 
In the sipall, wired cages to keep them from 
wandering; and fluffed UD A Dillow unon a msjtbr. ftnms? 
*, o<, i r ^ j r  
° theyudge 
$ 






Qh % miring rdspect. 
of (areful br ieding 
an ill-knowii g . un 
f the event JSome 
tleful Pei siansy ;-.kl 
Bit nan, »SU faesef .H 
IS:! s lorthW- s; anil i.„.s 
isplayed. 






of the most beifpi 




Ribbons were awarded within each breed to ^ became their ch< 
TOer?in noYtce. open. champipn and^rand. „„As, the. , 
champion classes. Many or the grand cham- photographed1 an 1 
pion cats were valued lat.more than. $50G,.">"> - th«fc pets for th > trj 
sorrffe at |2,(XX). | dimmed by defe. t.',^ 
sfA  l t hltt v hd 
ilethiimges'ible.A 
i feet aqdMoiP pprfect 
' m* ^ red 
home, ttoiiHtt b not im, 
W i were ta ^en in |i 
Throughout the twoVday marathon .of eqpveKf »m a &S 
*nring :aces, 
vine arms to w a 
donati 
e rnivn Countjy 
Society, 11561 . f||t St. <f the 34,0$0 
stray cats and loiiMktoUi 
With anyfe* 
and the Miss America Pageant, ^ " 
_ _ sjt a cat into the air, holding it at —4a§t year, only 
arm's length foralMosee; Wttham lihagirtary homes.) 
the shelti r 
nl were 
wsSV-i: 
sr*« * i 
F>~? ^ I 1 * . *&, ,* 
t {* ^ £ ir 
» v v 
• 
?&. ^ 
X'J" Ki : ' ^ I' 
t<3 '4 
1  
, - ^ r w ^ 
I  1,, ' 
lj ? J ̂  
V HSOrn 
r '̂ ?vV% 
• rim •|Kg ; 
Friday, February 22,1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Pa 
"9 . • -m i "f§Wr 1 
idiidMiSsa^asaW 
wmm 
„». t ~ rf* )&jr J • fell. ••*-! &tt'4crr» 
K-^i-V ^ ,vfe\.* 
'Ktteft ifceM*e <Wm^ 
"BfEW foowi in tar 
Ml 







Berry'*) favor two years liecaofcterfit«hedeeUp) .. . 
i*Sist4<it 9gOr" Us. Nelson said, tmt has was aot based o* hi*. ttey mmU have 
, jet to enforce its rnd^^rnfoAnd competence/? 
tbe \ A complaim to tbe Eqaal Ms Nefaco said, hat on has _ 
said Employment Opportunity crifidsm iif toe Universitx .inifmsy 
Cbnmwwkw also brooght no and the art department. ;%< mv„ mr ,M> 
action, she said. ,* tff Jlt't very dear that the îll 
Court She added ste*?«ffl''!ilitv University is retaliating , 
jging the recommend that* a efieat goagainst them/\»«he sajd vm*muj, 
iarassment 
:0r their „ ,. . ...... , 
" - IS74-
University * 
lhat'tte Rerrys are in a sitaa-
tka that it M«aH$ a jab he 
will have to go somewhere 
through tbe University 
grievaoce procedare became 
rm4mviaced there is 
in spring, 1973, the Uniweri 
;&ty::v decided to- terminated 
William Berrx's contract 
Bobby following the'1575-74 school 
had yearl c8e aise was denied 
promotion t to . associate 








SPECIALS! First Time SERVED IN TOWN! 
^ugW, CHINESE CUISINE *" 
"Janet and Bin are notin * 
imnliitmA pnrifiwi " Ift M»l— 
«*» 
"I thh* that they both have 
a, very solid ease," %ke said,' 
bat added H may tafcb a year 
and one half to two years to 
A large ̂ Sdmher of peopte 
were named in tluf salts 
because "too often Oe whole 
harden of action like flas falls 
on the top people," Ms. 
•C 
•war 




• SPECIAL CHEF FROM NEW YORK 
•nL«nln.UJI&M--23l1'J(, 
We Serve . ̂ 
E&trvp ii^ fwi lfc* 
Orick<|*6b«» IMs -~.S1.55 . 
. SUB . 
$1.T5 






2 Fnei UfMtM wiflh1-' 
• Cfcaekm I hand Si-75 
• Sfcriap UWr Sases — S2J2S 
• facet SsarShriap __i. S2JS 
• >eef wift Tsaatses $2.25 
teeee 
* -k Th* largest * 
• «• „/ .'• • 
DERSj 
Ssa The British Are Coming 
Some buses, fikn the famous doubie-deckers of London, 
r.. rjnsi rl two decks. Weii, a modifiod double-
decked bus has ope 
both decks Jcome frof 
«» ^"4#' . 
l|on Hie UnivefStty campus, but 











Bi VND AND DANCING SEVB4 
iHTS A WEEK AT THE SOUTH DOOR 
Tonight Featuring 
Every Week o* Hm South Door 
Mon.-Wed. - NO COVER 
5«i^.-Thor$. - Unescourted ladies 
^fioy noc«yer>icc«ve nnelree drink 












WEST SM TAP 
M* HO 
WWMMVtMM 
By JEFF FRANKS the resolution must be 
A Faculty Senate resoiuticm presented to tbe University 
creating a . minority Council for possible changes 
. scholarship fond paid for by 'and final, passage. If the 
atonal faculty cohtribatioiis University Council approves 
and matrhing administration 
money requires passage tqr 
the Umversity Council, Dr. 
Mignel Gonzalez-Gerth, 
associate professor of Spanish 
and Portaguese, said Thurs­
day. 
; Gonzalez-Gerth. 
kon of the Senate's Committee 
on Minority Representation in 
tiie University Community, 
said before any specifics of 
the fund could be worked out; > 
the proposal, it 
sent to Pr 
Spurr for ap jrov, 
The Senat|/a: 
University 
'continue with diligence'̂  it 
, program to acquire grant 
and funds from outside foun-\i 
, dations for expansion of\ 
) ethnic-minority scholarships. 
Texas Democriats will be 
able to vote again on pari-
mutoel horse racing this year 
if an organisation can get 48,-
<000 additional signatures on 
its petition by March 4. 
Texas Citizens for Pari-
Rffih IRSURGWT MEXICO 
Menem. 1972. 110' MM. DmKtad by 
. print*, ftald, f- • . v \ 
la 1913, the young teft-mriag Amueriemn jtmrnmlut Jokn reed 
weal to Mexico to cover evemts of the rrvoiutuin. (His later 
took. Ten Dajrs that Shook, the fJxM. or the Soviet Revolu­
tion, served ms the bests for Etsentpein's October^. 
work of fremtsubtletr. With ifohn Reed, the left-win# 
Amiencmn foummlist. we enter, stance ky itmffe, ml* ike true 
reditiet of the Mexican (or any other fm oiulitm: lulls and' 
rod^moiu. fallible (that is, iutman j leaden, bumifry roods, un­
expected death, mJden friendship*, meandering half-actions, 
' This is tchat it most hat e \been Uke.- The sentiment is artti-
confenSttm. artti-foUdore, anti~*eriiimenL, anti-heroism; 
therefore, closer to revolutionary reality. As the film 
profremes. Reed who hod planned to 'cover an event' he 
sympathised with — discovert that he must pats from 
rAterver to portictpent; ot the end, ik a beautiful small 
f&Hure. he throK* a solitary rock Ot a store window mod thus 
becomes a revolutionist." — Amos VofteL, T\te V9ap ¥oiet. 
SFANISH-QIGUSH 
StIBTITtB •• : r.;- v. . , . „\ ;. • \ ; 
; fg. 2S; 7Sft; 9*39 
"IREMOfelES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT 
v Based on the internetionollv-accUdmed 
Pesnoes. MEMORIES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT (the 
° postretplutionary Cuban feature film available, in the US.) i*-' 
' • study of the alienation of a bourgeois intellectukl caught in 
the midst of the rapidly changing] sociel reality of 
revolutionary Cuba. With sophisticated cinematic technique, 
the film reveals Cuban society, before and after the repotu-
tiotf." through the eyes of Sergio, a landlord and self-styled 
writer, who understands intellectually, but finds himself un­
able to join, the revolutionary process. 
Cuba b/w 1968 96 mimrttt 
SPANISH • ENGLISH SUBTITLES 







































5213 N. Lamar 
454-9294 
Being as you'at liked this deal so much, here 
it is again. J 
"""k ' Meat Tocos' ''"-4.';" 20*:-
Betsi Burnttos ; / ^ 18* 
ALLBEIR Vtnm 
hi> and Sat. Only 6-8 p m. 
Vi 
M. 
Mutuel Ho: se flacin. 
collected era ugh nape: 
the question Ion 
Republican Jallpt, /but 
more signat ires-fc. 
the Demoi ratic pr 
ballot, Larrj Ma^is; d. 
of the organization 
Wednesday. 
The grouj' colli 
than the 8,6 K) na 
to put the r fere| 
Republican lallotj 
"We're rij tit" on 
" s said: 
tar 
sail 




•• • Son. & Mon. o»niy imwm^u 
At COOPER 
Mmnd Tickets Diimpt Records ft hawr Sanctum 
Tbputaniem< 
the epuiyalei it of j 
thoseljw^id v« ted in 
last primary my 
petition. 
Pam-mututl ra 
moderate ft r^n 
a famii' st^ol 
»" . - >4) 
BesidersJ b^ij 
**tremendou| 
tax revenues, the sport will 
"help the state aesthetically,* 
he said. 
Thirty-one states have legal 
pari-mutuel racing, Mathis 
'said. . 
If the voters ap^we pari-
mutuel racing in the 
primaries, the issne will go 
Ifefore the Legislature for 
ssible enactment, 
; Legalized pari-mutael rac­
ing failed, in a 1968 voter 
eferendum. -
The latest round of petitions 
rks an increase of 32,000 
,ames in one week. Mathis at­
tributed the bulk of the in-
rease to a petiti(Hi drive at 
he San Antonio Livestock 
4ow. About 12,000 signatures 
C Jwere collected at the event. 
,y - A steering committee for 
° tiie group is being formed to 
s pcampaign for the referendum. 
#>Tentative members include 




i thru Saturday 
J(jes%-Sa|. 
,LI 
26 '.Mar. 2 
DAMRON 




Angola, 1972. Color. 102 mitts. Directed by Sarah 
Rental: C 
The neatest shorthand for describing (lie impact of 
ning political thriller is to call it the black Africt 
general?, Sambtzanga has Portuguese colonials, for setting, it 
has the miserable territory of AngoUt; its purpose is to portray 
laldoror. 
stun-
1. For - I 
t 
0 (  
the terrors of secret police, the immortality of servitude, and _ 
the struggle to national realization. But SimbiwiKi is not a ' 
X 
Y EVENINGS 
AUDITORIUMS : * : , /.v" ; i- y 
SpaniOt ft Ponuguiu$ 




tract, it i»an adventure, a woman's search for her missing huŝ  | 
band, and an experience in Africa** time,. where lightning ij 
Wlj of neurs pass unhurried by word of mouth arid people j 
spend their lives in pasfive acceptanceof roles established for .J>\ ; 
them by-tradition.'Made on location by a French crew in the | 
Congolese republic of Brazzaville, the film is exotic, exciting 
and a challenge. • David Shepard. ' "SJ 
>ortugu«s« dioto^ Englnh tubtitio* r " 
(PORTUGUESE - ENGLISH SUBTITLES) I 
MARCH 25, 7J», 9-M J 
_ r>- a--? 
tonallY^cclatmed feature deputing | 
]AND fSAVi 
•bruary 22, 1974 
LUCIA 
Cuba, 1-970; Aninten 
three kev moments ofCuban history as seett through the lives :j 
of three women I ( ^ v , 4 ^{ 
(SPANISH - ENGLISH SUBTITLES) j 
sdj; 
wife 
APRIL 15, U, 7-M 
*4^ 
CUP AND SAVE 
DAILY TEXAN 
y & Saturday 
NOW 
One t -liter of wine 
y 25* with 
edk dinner 
s>y-£« 
oil 21 st 6 Guodolupe 
he reor 
S I D E S  
MARCEJIU RVEY 
Monday/fbWiiohf^S/MuntcSpdl Aodtftfriumyi p>u'̂  
Hogg Box 0ffi««/10-6 Daily/$6, $5, 
Tickots *old out. "* 
Tuwtday/February 26/Mwnicipo| Auditorium/8 •pjn,-. w.-j 
•Mryad/Tkkttr avoilaU* now ' ' ,cV' 





1 ' W-AfJi 
Presented r^. 7i 
#f""r * The Cultural Entertainment • Com 




xBy VtjCKIK L. HENRY 
; » TeKijm Staff Writer 
What things do you waift 
most in life?-What are you do­
ling to get what you want and 
s?f4i f'y r^many 
7lPlanni?fe Pfttessv, often; .cgttfe 
AV^IbecoriwFa fftistratingand 
'' 'consuming ordeal 
of _ 
is t u 4,^^^^Smfefsfty,s^'-
a v o i  ding 
misguided ven-
•ougn guidance and 
Counseling services offered alt 
the" Career Choice 
Jion Center... 
. Hrofessionally.oriented, the 
Career ;Chot$e' Information 
Cent^r. in Jester GenfesSs 





in vocational areas, 
the c$oter's-co-
director, said. 
The Kuder Occupational 
Interest T^t is administered 
to students whp desire to take% 
it. Although it is not used as 
the sole criteria in the selec-
Inform^jt tion of one's career and field 
n of kudy, tlie test is a valid 
assessing one s cot) 
t> in selected goafe 
McLaughlin, co-
director, librarian atid test ad-, 
ministrator, said. 
The most important step in 
the decision moling process is 
to recognize and to define the 
decision to be made* added 
Murff; knowing what is most 
; important' to the individual 
and what he wants .to ac­
complish. , ' 
' 'Distinction should be, 
made between the decision 
and the outcome itself," he 
said. With adequate planning 
and. guidance the center seeks 
to provide informational 
sources for positive outcomes. 
Guidance is geared to the in-
• di victual's abilities and needs. 
'.'Planning." Murff said;, 
rather than "counsel" is Cffli-
sidered a positive appro&a! 
Group presentation of 
topic$, with new Schedules 
jaqtC-beginning for the 
semester,  is a popular 
technique in assisting 
students. Topics presented by 
the staff include job, 
searching, self assessment 
and career awareness; 
special 
toward t|ie ol< 
veteran. 
yiiThe ca 
and an admissions manual aret^Jbrious agencies and societies 
encouraged also kept with ratings of ^;wlth job offerings. Hie staff 
i ^geartd afea. 
•sttjaent, and The student 
consider two options. The^J*arious graduate programs, ./.presents techniques in writing 
eer ^earch process center does not pretend" to Information is provided for,? resume and .in handling job, 
isr a continual ocami lation of (Jtoejall of the answers to the student's adjustment to;' interviews. |';-
careej^f f ossibiyties and Qf . whffTone wants or needs: college. Areas of. financial aid-, Today's^expansive guidance'' 
often the planning 
integratei these 
1 le director said, 
many opti ins open , 
student, ai: well av 
disillusion nents 
society,' Aie staff phasizes 
the irqpo 'tance of n irrowing 
















•; '• tiii. • • :'ispgci& 
Mechanical Engineers To Run Car 
>- . . .  • -  .  i f " '  * * | L  if1 
fraternity, from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Saturday at the parking 
lot at 26th and Speedway 
Strefets. 
Included in the clinic are 
helpful hints for persons lack­
ing car maintenance ex­
perience. • 
Teff Results - : 
< 
. Students who took tests on 
campus Jan. .7 to 11, or took 
, the CEEB Achievement Test 
and entered as a freshman in 
January, may pick up the 
results next week. -j t 
Both ihe results of place­
ment tests and. petitions for 
credit by exam., will be 
; available 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. Friday at the Com­
munity Development offices 
1601 E. Sixth SI ' < 
Aid Deadlj 
Deadlines for fall 
Imet / 
financial 
aid applications are May 1 for-
enrolled and transfer students 
and March 15 for incoming 
>. freshmen. ! ' 
> Summer applications are 
due March 15 for current and 
transfer students and March 1 
for incoming freshmen. 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
applications for this semester 
are du^March 10. 
Survival Explored 
A Survival fair to promote 
self-reliance is being held this 
Saturday at the "Y" parking Tuesday through Friday in the . w ^ J* I "" 
Academic Center lobby. ^ "***? ;/•' 
Volunteers Needed 
^Fund-Raising Set 
Friends of Rep. Sarah Wed-
dington will hold a fund-
raising reception Sunday. 
. The reception will be held 
from 4 to 6 p.m. in Toad Hall 
Trinity ,and East Sixth 
•S t ree t s ,  f  'J* ' J 
ANNOUNCUWNTS | 
tAPTIST STUOKNT UNION invites klI -
/ students Interested in working vylth 
underprivileged children in Best 
Austin to meet at 3:15 or 5:46 p.m. 
Friday In.the Baptist Student Unlen, 
2J04 san Antonio St. . i 
JEWISH IIUOCNTS are reminded that Sab­
bath candle lighting time Is >.v* 
p.m. Friday.. , j 
MAIW^M writ meet at 7:30 p.m! Friday 
in Business-Economics' Building Si for an introductory lecture on 
meditation. Christ consiiousnesjs, in-
terdlmenslonal and "interplanetary 
spacecraft. ' '•['• 
ruauc Iictums committic and 
ORAtTMINT or HISTORY will pifesenl 
a public lecture entitled j"The 
J.H. Plumb at 2 p.m. Friday at the 
/j Academic Center Auditorium. 
;.ST. AUSTIN'S HEMtNTAtY SCHOOL Is 
hosting an open house from 9 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. Sunday at 1911 San' An-
JjSS tonlo Street. For persons Interested 
' • - In observing St. Austin's classes dur­
ing the week, >isltlng hours' have 
< - been arranged f to >1 a.m. Monday 
through Friday. 
OWADTMiNT OF SfANISH AND KMtUSUISf 
ANO MTARTMINT Of MUSIC will pre­
sent a performance by Pedro Avlle, 
. Spanish composer j and singer at 8 
p m Friday in Business-Economics 
Building 151. ) 
UNION AtTS^kND THIATM COMMITTM will 
sponsor the film, "Lady Sings the 
Blues," at 7 and 9:30 p.m. and midt 
night Friday and Saturday end 7 and 
9 30 p.m. Sunday in the Union 
U.VS Theatre. :i-.: •-
UNIVIRSITY CHiSS tuiB Is sponsoring a 
t five round-USCF; rated.tournament 
this weekend in the Unlon>8uiiding 
Registration is 4:30-7:15 p.rri. Friday 
i n  U n i o n  B u i l d i n g  3 0 4 . .  E n t r y  f e e  I S  > v ;  
»2 50 with USCF membership re­
quired. Rounds f re at 7:30 p.m. Frl- i-s-: 
\ , day, 9 a.m., 2 and 7 p.m. Saturday av 
and 1 p.m Sunday. - *{" " } , ^ 
in 'S KWM 
BRAZIU* STUMNTS Will hold a costume 







, i, Hallway 
• i* input It 
1 V 
therefore, special effort 
referral sources is made. 
To assist in career planning, 
rials used include: The 
pational Outlook Hand-
Occupational Outlook 
rterly and Modernf; 
Vocational Trends. Books on 
specific careers may be 
,  heJ^cj)gckfid.j)ut. 
chosen^; For those desiring to com-
~~r~r pare offerings and programs 
of other schools,  un-
- - ( dergraduaterpd graduate 
'' catalogue maintained 








risent Informi lot) on Wes 
Neighborhood) t )l:30a 
;in Architect »re _ 
Food will be (rpvlded a 
heeded from ar ia residents 
ind jnte ested parties; he group is 
working with Stafe Qnlvyslty 
. Neighbc hoods. X-taIm Toi* i wMAis wiii ji 
p.m. $ int}4y ,Un SC^Junlor 
Bauroor i to playi wef g mriei. 
UMVIRSITY i IfUBUCANS Wil vneet at 9 
a.m. Sa1 jrday In-Union jjulldlng 202 
^to hold tearipgs for th ir platform 
•("and to 'ote.on the pi Horm. The 
platforr I has campus and local, 
are explored with tips on good' i services are the productive ef-
study habits, emphasizing the' torts of many University per-
importance of a daily,?;$onnel and staff. With limited 
systematic approach in thej%£'Services offered previously'In 
organization of classes. study ^ 'the West'Mall Office Building, 
. time and recreation. Jthe center continues to strive 
For graduates; ̂ eekingi^ffor relevancy in its outreach, 
employment, the staff assfst^iMufff saidv ?SS83 
by making use of the. College ̂  With a grant provided by thfe ' 
Placement Annual .  There also^ 'Hogg Foundation in 
is a Federal Careers Direc- "November Of 1972 and -a 
tory and government employ-fj| proposal by Dr. Ira Iscoe, 
m 
ment ^brochures and. 
pamphlets. • W - ,-t 
A selective vguide to 
overseas employment and op-
f professor of psychology and 
education and the director of 
.rthe Counseling and 
Psychological Service Center, 
I. national issue ^Arjyone Is 
„to testify. 
PliASI III " AUSTIN , T »Mt>ltlOW> 
NBOHM KHOQO MHTINt Zone 
5 p.m. Sundj 
ary, 2710 Esi 
AUSTIN 
NBOHM (HOOO Mil 
10 p.m. 
^ e r t y  R o o t t f , ; .  2 2 1 7  
Lakeshcre Blvd. • . 
SHMINARS 
STUB* ORIINTA1 
directories present location 
BR0NC0 8R0S. 
(foniwriy Grwrt Scott) 
FRI. 9.12 
A VERY SOUND SYSTEM 
;X, P00L - FOO5BALL 
FRI. KINFOLK & FRIENDS 
1 Only $1.00 Cover 
HAPPY HOUR 44 
AVAIUIU FOR PARTIES 
$ V •£* 
SAT. PLUM NELLY 
2610 GUADALUPE Jy at Casts Ition Blvd. IMOMOW 
Zone 10; 7 
y at Lake 
Persons interested in being 
housing counselbrs for the. 
Community Development 
Corporation of Austin are urg­
ed to enroll in a home 
ownership counseling. 
The seminar, designed to 
Sponsored by the University 
"Y," the fair  includes 
workshops on plumbing,  
medical treatment and auto 
mechanics at 10:30 a.m. At 
1:30 p.m. workshops on out­
door building,  appliance 
repair and legal affairs will be 
held. Rounding out the day's 
BOLA HOOKER till 2 o.m. 
- SUN,,-ROCKY HILL BAND 
M0N.-IREID0M EXPRESS BAND 
TUES.-SAT. KRACKERJACK X 
NO COVER MONDAY THRU SAT. 
OPEN 8 P.M. 'Oth/l»mo,E"^tH477J7«3 
T pW seminar 
obln Room 
rORKION 
at 10 a. 
. of Batts 
tatlvefr 
Educatl 
tail will featun a represen 
tm Institute of I 
n. 
1 
PRESENTS THE STANLEY KUBRICKPRODUCTION STARRING 
FORGElW^ Wi "  i P '  '  ' ' -
"Fit'. 
THIS AFTERNOON x 
" —tonight— 
CARRIAGE HILL (Formerly Sweet Smoke) r , 
* HAPPY HOUR MQN.-SAT. 3-7:30 
$1.40 Pitcher 75* Highball 30c Mug 
llie Cuitura| Entertainment Committeei pf the Union 
presents 
NIKOLAIS DANCE THEilTRI 
; Sunday/ March 3/ Municipal Auditorium/8.-00PI 1 
M t̂elay/March 4/Municipal Auditorium/8:dOP A 
Free-to-optional fee .holders-tickets available Februq fy 25 
$5. S4, $3 general admission 'tickets available Februc (V 27 
Hogg Box Office 10-6 daily For information 471-14p 
Lecture-demonstration, Tuesday, March 5 Texas Union Main t allroo 
Master class, Tuesday, March 5 Texas Union Main Ballro< ni 2KXJ / 
ia.m 
Keir Dullea, Gary Ldckwood 
and William Sylvester 
iFrida^ Saturday 
:eb. "22 
Burdine Aud. I 









JcM.TlCKETS.»3.00^ INNE R 
5c»JCTUM-0«r WILLIES • M/HQ. a.K/i 
E 
«»UVT 
The Documentation Of A Black Mass. 
The Aftermath That C aused aH 
, Witch To Believe That -• If There ^|s 
A Power Of Evil, Tliere is A 
Power Of Good. This Film Details 
Her Successful Search And Brings 
A Positive Alternative To Light 
To The World Of Sjjiritualisn 
And Witchcraft. 
aJN FEB 24 
• 
V, w- ^ ,'m ' iv W rour great silent shorts and one talKie--piixi 
Pear r^i^teiir^neplso^e^^^^ "TjEejjP e ril gT 
of  Pautine9 9  Join host  John Bustin fc^ f t t r6^ 
Nhotirs  o |  very old-fashioned , 
_ pui^j[ay^Fehru ary ^4,  2:00 - -V 





on your community-sponsored televisioin 
station iff fa 
Friday,  February 22/  T974 THE DAtLl^ i 
****•• '  
142 
"A BRILLIANT FILM-STUNNING!" 
ljudith Crist, New York Magazine 
o 
4"THE RULING CLASS^A STYLISH COMEDY 
FJFTHAT IS MORE OFTEN BRILUANTAND 
T$8SB IMAGINATIVE THAN ANYTHING ELSE! 
O'Toole rules—a tourdeforce by g 
Peter O'Toole that makes some kind U 
:.,; "2|of movie history.;; an amazing J 
thing of joy. Two superlative comic 
performances by Arthur Lowe p§ 
^ and Alastair Sim that make the Is 
:44mwort^^seeiogtwiGer'U-
... - —flex Reed, Chicago Tribune 







"̂sSS W0, 4:00 $l 
• JOSEPH f J.WW PflESHT^ , „ ; Ajuusaucxmoouctai" , 
' FOR KEEP FKMS110. 
KitRonmu 
AHTHURLMK 6:40, 9:30 - $1.50 







has become, in the four years since 
if.... one of-;he cinema's 
otmtandmg-yaung actors; atways 
carefully selective in his choice of 
roles. J ' 
& LUCKY MAN\ was developed 
from an ori^mm idea, based on his 
adventures as a^Spee salesman 
before beco/>¥kig£)n Set or. 
CREED II 
•1230 3:40 - $1 
6:50 930 $1.50 








.JUDITH CRIST. . 
'SJiiJW A-»--
TL 
WOODY ALLEN S. 
fc'TflKE^J 
THE MONEY 
AND RUN " 
Sereeirl 
/TflRTifiG non. 
i Special Double Feature 
FILM 
-ftichar̂  Schickel, 
Washington 
Funds 
By CHRISTINE GILBERT 
Texan Staff Writer 
Student Government should screening—process, 
know by March 20 how much 
money will be available from 
the Ex-StuBents' Association 
to fund a summer political in­
ternship program for: 
students., 
Rodolfo -Arevalo/assistant 
dean of students and adviser 
to the project, said the 
Washington. .Internship Com­
mittee has sent a proposal to 
the Ex-Students' Association 
proximately $1,000 to f1,500 is 
needed per student and the 
committee has negotiated 
w'ith seven agencies in 
Washington to provide 15 to 29 
jobs for students with a par­
ticular department, senator 
or representative; 
The proposal specifically 
asks for money for students 
"who "have no means of suppor­
ting-themselves. v f; Ife 
Approximately 87 students 
have applied, most govern­
ment and history majors; with 
some from_ business, 
engineering -and the - social 
sciences. Arevalo said. Only a 
few have indicated they would 
be able to pay their own ex­
penses. 
A student's ability to pay 
will not be considered' in the: 
Aretfalo 
said, but "in case we can't get 
the full funds, we will have to 
send people who could pay 
, some of their own expenses." 
"V In the preliminary screen­
ing of applicants, the com­
mittee will  consider a '  
student's (grades and his 
degree of involvement with 
community and political 
.^issuesi; 
" Students who p'&ss'  the 
screening will be interviewed . 
-uleTuuer Cum-.* 
mittee of four students, two, ; 
faculty, one member of the ? 
Ex-Students'. Association andlf 
one representative from the ;i 
dean of student office. Si 
' Since this is the first time \ 
the University has had a^i 
political internship program 
"it is important to establish a 
good track record with the: 
people in Washington, so wei 
need to send some highly^ac- ' 
t ive and self-motivated 
people," Arevalo explained. 
Student Government Presi­
dent Sandy Kress said he 
hopes eventually the program 
will be as successful as those 
at Berkeley, Stanford and 
Princeton but added that Tex­
as alumni have been slow in 
helping the program here "get 
off the ground." ' ... _ 
mmlm 
-ors 
OLO DRUIDS NlVER DIE THEY JUST 4 
I've bmn rifting by *h» hole sine* the 
year 1 
.WoHta, farMMM*. * *»•<*'**• 
weil/ ,•;:-v. -;". 
By night, t$M start are distant specks of 
I Against the Ikftlcdrop of a dork canopyHv 
v, By ,h*wn n iurt I 
r̂ Sky, you know, is J 
.•;::|To kiii time I chat with tinkers, peasants 
f̂nuch dthif rlffrafftoiWander theroads. 
i&Oh« I have Men changes of language, 
JÎ Much carnage, and lately, 
ilpSomething strange: the riffraff ' -• 
'look me straight in the eyes when they 
jjppeak. 
homOnculus 
there's a little man 
at the end of my arni<  ̂
who does what I say , 
my alchemist jgf™ 
transmuting the hard 
into cool experience 
r̂al upweird 
through pale blue sky^ .̂ 
Gently bonking, Aik 
sunlight catches their wi 
as pigeons epo in the 
and the thin crescent 
of a morning moon looks on. 
rf£&&§.'. 
—JamesDunlap 
|What this means is not a pleasant Send contributions to Molly Stafford/ The 
3 Bakery To Get Facelift 
Buildina Readied for Bicentennial ^ ' g J 
attractive bakery in the 
" S o u t h . " ; |  
When Lundberg died in 1895,: 
his widow sold the bakery to 
Henry Maerki; who sold it in 
mMmjm 
' By JUDY STEELE Thursday. 
The Lundberg Bakery*.," The State"Highway Depart-
Building just south of the ment will pay for the renova-
Capitol will get a $10,000 tion. When the department 
facelift for the 1976 Bicenten- _ tOQkjover the bakery's block 
nial Celebration. 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe an­
nounced Thursday the 98-year-
old Austin landmark will be 
restored to house the state 
and city American Bicenten­
nial headquarters. 
' 'The State Building Com­
mission is now in the process 
of surveying; the bakery to 
determine what it needs," 
Jack Doyle, assistant director-
.of c c«iiuaission^ »8aid--
„ T Tonite •. 
To hear 'em 
is to love 'em 
PLUM NELLY 
the contract called for $10,000 
to be spent on the building, a 
member of the governor's 
staff said; 
The bakery was built in 1876 
by Swedish baker Charles 
Lundberg. 
"Lundberg'^ obituary called 
the ' bakery the largest and 
most successful bakery in 
Austin," said Jerry Sullivan, a 
research historian for the 
l$e£as HistoricarCommission. 
Sullivan said the March 26, 
1876 issue of the Austin-: 
Statesman called Lundberg's 
Bakery the "most tasty and 
1906 to George Siglhoifer: 
' i Sullivan said the bakery 
closed in 1937 and then was 
used for various businesses 
and as a nightclub. 
The Austin Heritage Society 
and Junior League restored 
the building in 1964. 
"The Heritage Society had a 
' restaurant and tourist center 
iin the old bakery until it sold 
the building to the state about 
three years ago," Elaine 
Mayo, society member, said. 
- Doyle said the building has 
remained /closed since the 
• Heritage Society sold it. , 
at the 
Weekend 
SUNDAY AUGIE MEYERS 
^07 B?e Caves Rd. 327-9016 
—_yVV 
DIME BOX 
Dancing • No Cover 
Saturday 
Lucius Hatfield 
Rhythm & Blues 
No Suspects Discovered 
Co-Op East Theft $700 
m 
• Austin police had no suspects Thursday in a $700 theft 
Wednesday from the University Co-Gp East Bookstore, 2901 
Red River St. 
^ According to police records, two of four robber^ kept a 
salesperson occupied while their accomplices stole two.cash 
bags from the store office about 4 p.m. 
Austin Police Sgt. Clarence Wood said'this type of theft is 
known as "till-tapping." 
Employe Ray Spears was showing two black men in their 
early 20s a calculator while two other men roamed the store. 
According to the police report, Spears was unable to watch 
the office while getting batteries for the calculator. 
The theft was discovered when store manager, Mrs. 
Theresa Prosise, took excess money from the register to be 
added to bank bags in the office. Police records added that 
the empty cash bags later were discovered in the restroom. 
Co-Op directors declined comment on the theft. 
UNIVERSITY Of TEXAS 
dEpARTMENT of dRAMA 
v 
W:, 
1 film for $1.25 Both for $2.00 "THE RICHES1 





- \ :rt 
, 2o '.>4. 
[CtnUiry-Fo* 
^ •' /WESnGATVQH 
' . ' . ' i . «c , .^  ;  •ncA CIT I2 .CH „  
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION 
and BERRY GORDY present DIANA ROSS IN 
"LADY SINGS THE BLUES" also starring BILLY DEE WILLIAMS 
co-starring RICHARD. PRYQR • Directed by SIDNEY J F.URIE 
; - a ̂  Produced by JAY WESTON & JAMES S WKfTE ° : 
TEREI)|CE7 Mc<|L0Y^QHRlS^  ̂ & SUZANNE de R4SSE 
: Music score by MICHEL LEGRAND • Filmed in PANAVISION 
In COLOR • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
[ ORlGtNAl SOUNDTRACK AVAIlABlE ON MOTOWN RECORDS AND TAPts] 
" * ' •* 
*3, 
6<*  lg4*to ond Theatre Committee 
Friday and Saturday - 7, 9:30,12 midnight 
^Sunday ^ 71 - 9:30 p.m 
UT Students, Facultyf Staff - $1.00 
THE FOX 
10 am - Feb. 16, 23 
2pm - Feb. 16, 17, 23 
7:30pm - Feb. 15, 16, 17, 22,23 
Theatre Room _ 471-1444 
old story, a f Ight " - i 
for love and glory."' 
- *; An Arthur P. Jacobs Production In association fwS 
* with RoHms-Joffe Productions • 
•*PCXy IT SAH" 
nOClJrAIIJEN ()i4NErc4T€N 
TCNyccctm Jta^ucy y 
FRi., SAT. - 7. 9, IT 
iA,C. AUDf - 21 
" SPONSORED BY MCNC §£ 
^age U F^tday^ February ̂  19,74 THE DAIEY TEXAN 
^SuS-" •% * ^ * a -ae 
j i j l,. m m m m m m  m 
B y  P A U L m u r a i / "  
^ T«w® Staff Writer 
^ (Editors Note: This is the second of a 
two-part review of WUliam Friedkin's 
iVi • ! T h e  c o r i c e p f o f  S & l b o i t i c l i f  p o s s e s i o n  
1 I® a relatively fresh one for horror 
films. Granted, various forms of 
'possession'' have been'present in the 
.Gothic line (vampires, werewolves)^ 
and the Faustian theme also has 
appeared (recently in '-'The Mephisto 
Waltz.") Rosemary was sexually 
"possessed" by the Devil and con­
tinually tormented by his worshippers; 
But "The Exorcist''fleals with the 
j;\> * ^ 
priest after looking thoughtfully at his 
collar. Consciously, she doesn't 
remember any of what happened to 
her, but her subconscious promps this 
fihal action.) • 
THE POSSESSION^ofthe girl's body " 
and spirit by the ultimate evil sur­
passes the horror we once experienced 
from a Frankenstein (who only wants 
to exist, after all - it's the s&iety that 
won t let him) or Dracula (the sexual 
;fP nature of the vampire attack deals 
chiefly in fears of sado-eroticism) or 
Vps werewolves (who are usually grown 
men — helpless, but not so much as Y1>' 
•'v/512-year-old girl.) 
Impact from the scenes involving, th_ 
possessed Regan, Linda Blair, with this 
devil-child's display $Lgn>T 
obscenity and brute power p 
the shocks which have<v)oteirttyqigs£et 
so many viewers. The movie's concept 
affects the psyche, but these scenes at-
.tick the senses. 
Music 
tHE THIRD ANNUAL Men's 
-Glee Club Festival will b®>5 
lueness^ sponsored by the Departs 
®vidingx>$ Went of Music Friday and 
x - ^ , Saturday in the Lyndon B. 
' Johnson - A\rditorttim» 
Highlight of the festival J 
•ill include a free public * 
V Jor, Ot). 92, by Beethoven,, , 1lM»dy Sings the Blues," atvv' tion?is 
SPANISH PftMPnCRn Mitxink* j- -•* 'W 
,,1 REGARDLESS of one's religious 
- convictions, the movie works on the 
fe^rs of the supernatural which affect 
almost everyone wither cohsciously or 
subconsciously, particularly within a 
dramatic context. Part of "The Exor­
cist's" strength — and' its dramatic 
credibility — stem from religion's be­
ing a basically (and scientifically) 
irresolvable issue.,, 
«,„.»THE RAPID ;cuttinjgi^;ih<^blj§ 
special effects and the disturbing quali&;,'c 
..JSL°r 'ts potential basis of hdn'Sf,"-.^ ty of Friedkin's camera placement air "* 
Exorcist" still would not be a'!f; contribute to the numbing impact oif 
these scenes, which often leave Uh| f i :  
audience seeking release through nerc-:4: 
. . vous laughter. 
vj^raftsman. He knows how to blend the *?• 
The scenes of possession hit fast an_,r t 
hard. Friedkin knows the difficulty inf*;-? City Boy Choir. 
sustaining this type of horror, and h£<- Av.j* 
cuts away from the scene before the - UNIVERSITY SYMPHON#^' 
impact can diminish v &$> ORCHESTRA will present " 
' " a free public concert at 8 
p.m. Friday in the Lyndon;,,.; 
B. Johnson Auditorium 
The program will include 
the overture to' 'Benvenuto UNIONf 
SPA IS  CO POSER tridnlght'fyIII 
.SINGER PEDRO AVILA day. Admission is $1 fo#$" 
trill perform at 8 p.m. Frln *• students, faculty^odjt^fcL 
day in Business-EconomicsV '< $1.50 membersAj\f'-?-' „ C'.®® 
Building 151. Aviia^ " - Aft '¥% 
presented by the Depart-y^HE WORKS of four chican&r^ 
- jneht of Spanish and Por$|i artists are on exhibit until 
tuguese and the Depart- . Saturday in the Texas 
menL«J Music, combines^. Uqfen Art .Gallery at thijgg 
the finest and most cbtti* %: 
plete assemblages bf 
Dogan sculpture In wood, 
iron, brass and terra cotta, 
Thp Miehener Gallery is 
open free to Hie public: 
Hours are 10 a.m. to;5 p.m, 
weekdays and t to 5 p.m. 
Sundays; Concert at 8 p.m. Saturday ^? . t of r iwi e«. .
4W- featuring the AusUn All^Y ' ^0m6 characteristic .University, The exhibit#;PAINTINGS by members oif 
Uv Rnv rhnir features of popular Spanish -sponsored bv the Mexican^ Austin's Miinirinai Art 
folklore \yfth element# 
from the moderta tradition 
of the populaf French 
chanson in a refined, styliz 
ed manner. r 
Film 
.."s'B 
unique elements of Blatty's story with ^ 
,~iijome of the more effective (if 
; .Jfamiliap) ^conventions of the horror -
;:r genre, vji ~ (t 
Several people who do not believe in 
the existence of the Qevil have told me 
that they were still upset by the film; 
their subconscious forces them to con­
sider the possibility of the pevil's ex­
istence, even though their rational 
thought dismisses the idfea, (just as at 
the end of the film,, the girl kisses the 
MUCH OF Friedkin's technique is 1 
\ straight out of Gothic style"'-- the use of 
the stairway leading to the girl's 
bedroom; the shivering cold of the : 
foom and the open window; Ellen 
--~BurstynIs-^xplorin®-the-attic-foF rats. 
*> e shot of Father Merrin (the exor-
cist) silhouetted by a flood of light in * 
front of the house is not particularly r 
original but is still s|riking in its Gothic -
composition. \, .. - ,, r -
-  A R T S  ' — A N D  
Cellini," by Berlioz and THEATRE COMMITTEE 
Symphony No. 7 in A Ma- will sponsor the filpi^ 
n spite of the movie's genuine effect Vjc i, I Iwl 
tiveness as a horror thriller, I felt that ^ o,,^ 
the success of "The Exorcist" will be a' ' s*>i«*y. wh« impoMd ih» wiumn. 
nno-cbnt nnzono nf rhpaiviark' im.r ' m '•"l ««r^ot«» nmiaUiifif hC -%•,.> UMAi -Thwe coum be crisis Involving one-snot, uozens OI Cneap-jaCK lm- , v ^ ̂  J/: your BSD and Intellect which Will re-
ltations afre certain to appear before..'. an<>tv«t< ««l attrahgy dami.) quire flexibility and dlscrlmlniitlon. 
long, and some of them may even make'1'"*«u* the combined energy 0t vitality .^^^o'g with ft eniSent *w» 
and feeling helpt to end one cycle ^ ' r" - • 
sp y exica m
American Culture Comt^Ss 
mittee, features the work? 
%f Texas artists Amado 
Pena, Carolina Flores, 
Florentino Garcia and Jose r 
Trevino. The gallery isij 
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m^v 
Monday through Friday. ^ 
THE RARE AFRICAN ART 
of the cliff-dwelling Dogon 
peoples of.» Wes<«Wyi« 
yout*ego end intellect which will hk 
quire flexibility and dljcrlmthatldh'." 
WOl! 
Gallery at the University 
, until March 24. The collect 
ti '  u icip l ft 
Guild are being exhibited . 
in'the guild's annual show 
this weekend at the Austin 
Area Garden Center in 
Zilker Park. The exhibit in­
cludes florals, landscapes/ 
portraits, street scenes 
from around the world and > 
contemporary and abstfSct . 
works. The public is in-
the 
to 4;30 p.m. Weekday! 
2 to 5 p.m! weekends. 
money." and ,ee"n0 helP* t    l  1 *ot dra^na. 
* " and begin anew. q^uomAillus. Become aware Intellectual-
- Y e t  b e c a u s e  " T h e  i e  « n m h  r T * u t u ' '  * n  l " ' e r , ' i t V  « « • " • *  • "  y o u r  " W - U i  l y  e n d  s p i r i t u a l l y  t h a t  u n i t y  I n  y o u r  
„„ , ' i . , UC" whlc-h <•"» f«>r • balance between..^ ,home situation breed* po»ltW*' 
an incredibly popular movie — due not reason and feeling. f creativity. •» 
only to the film's own powers but also u,,e Imagination now1 , CA«ICO«N. vour ego and Intellect com-
tn thp ciirrnnnrlintT hwna J d<")'t allow Wne^Jhwttht^WC^KiaTun.' '° lne surr9Unaing-nype---==-anO-beeause yourswrto vacrnaffiTunlfIcatlon Is f;, ,|ty. sistert, brothert, minor skill!' 
it goes all-out in its depiction Of .. . . are affected. ^ v,. ' 
diabolical possession, I seriously doubt' 
that the same theme of evil can be-as 
effectively used in horror films for, 
many years to com " %$$wt s.'i-t 
i "THE EXORCIST" derives its shock 
At least, like so many other once? 
effective horror movies it's a good 
thrill while it lasts. „..1T , 
m"1'- ''  t . » 
CAMCMs Attempts at self 6r group expah- f 'Aquariuss Taiehts you ditfm know eic 
slon are vitalized. Oon't lose sight of:- -A, Isted exhibit themselves'Individual-
everyday facts. ly( Intellectually and emotionally, 
umt Outof a sense of duty, you may deny |s;HtCB. Your Identity structure Is r^ve«i\«: 
; . yoyrielt. Greater relaxation Is needtr fjj ^ed to you through the greater on-' 
. , ,, . iMj- -'tierstandlng of personality and In-
Vina there could be crisis Invoivinji^^'^dlvlduallty. » ,.. 
present* 
MM-
At the Guadalupe Store 
..tW 
1-4 sb 
^ A N D  T H E  N E O N  A N O E I S  
JtonlgMjlhru^ 
in IPa 
at the Reagan Square Store 
TEX^AS BLUEGRASS BOYS 
"i 
Village? Onema^Four 
2700 WESTANDERSON LANE «,«« 









AUSTIN'S NEWEST FOUR 
*1.. SCREEN THEATER... > 
CONVENIENT TO ALL OF 
AUSTIN 











INO REDUCED PRICES • PASSES SUSPENDED 
FEATURiES 12:30-2: i 5-4:00-5:45-7:30-9; 15 




1,500 S KlEASANT VAUEY KOAD 
JUST Off EASTmVEBSIPB DRIVE 




Til. 6 P.M. 
iMon, thru-Sat, 
FEATURES 12:50-3:00-5:10r7:25-9:35 
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AUMBIA PICTURES wl fUSlAfi PROOUCTKWS fnm A RAY STAlW-SYWfev TOLLAtt PnMlan 
lUMPBHCIUHES/A OWSIOW Of COLUMBIA PICTURES WDUSTWES; W. 'POl 
(TjTlWWI^^IWWiSTItSW) 
AOxfcntto aMOritkullMnatTKli | i^ Aiww lid*n Cefciwfcle I 
M .00 til 6 p.m 
> INGMAR BERGMAN'S: 
w YMI AegedM 
A Weaireet lt* : ctMpfeshncel 
CM Mml . 
riimi al«eit 
Ftatum 



























"THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN' TAKES OFF LIKE A BLAZING FOREST FIRE, 
WITH ATHRILL A MINUTE. THERE IS STILL MAGIC IN THE MOVIES. 




, Lionel Barry more 
r *J , ;  >  :-4 
i * JOSEPH E, LEVINE presents 
EORGE c scory 
a MIKE NICHOLS ti 
DOLPHIN 
BARGAIN MATINEE 
EVEKT MYTH 1:30 RM. 





C - 5? 
BARGAM MATINEES *1 AU SEATS TIL J-30 m EXCEPT THE EXORCIST 









7s 3P • 
9:30 0, 
.- - - i- r.r?... • —, 
"CuJfOr's direction h 
heart of the situatio 
into Ithe greatest trii 
led Garbo deeper into 'the 
ns than ever before and 









r THEM1R1SCH PRODUCTION COMPANYmsenk 
BILLY WIIDER'S 
ROBERT STEPHENS • COLIN BLAKELY 
itafccec.-y&itctwPlij Vkttwitw if, . „ A 
B!li¥|¥ILDER 8itiy WIHJERaalfttBffMONfl3 
"Wilder"s ingenious expose" of the greailix 
manes'alleged weakness. Some nice griwiS 
jokes...an elusive delight in the ambiguities0 
$?4r he -̂ enW f̂ J' ant^ Sound^ 
turdoy Only 7:30 & 9:45 
Fefa.23 
CinMria 




fgf. fBy A GLENN MYERS 
Last week, Pat Garvey was 
est artist with Willis Alan 
sey at the Texas Union's 
Side Second Story. He 
ill be the. coffeehouse's: 
featured artist there at 8 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday. Admis­
sion is $2. 
;1 Garvey is a real Irish tenor 
from North Dakota, sings all 
his own. songs and accom­
panies himself on the guitar. 
Sometimes people like Robert 
Aberg and Waller Colly 
^formerly of Evergreen) 
-appear with him, but he 
.primarily is a solo artist and 
wishes to be heard ad judged 
oh those terms. jPjpfe-- ;< 
- Those who have' not liad *a: 
chance this semester to ex­
perience West Side Second 
Story have missed some ex­
cellent performers in a com­
fortable listening environ­
ment. 
n Formerly Le Potpourri, ihe 
•Uniori's coffeehouse has ex­
perienced a dramatic im-
j HELP OVER 10th RECORD WEEK 
ipif' 




MOVIES OF THE YEARI! St*. ABC-TV 
IT IS THE SORT DF MOVIE 
SUPPOSEDLY DOESN'T MAKE ANY MORE 
"PAPfUOtr (S THE ESCAPIST MOVE WE 
USED TO GO SEE ON SATURDAY NIGHT." 




4 provement under, the^ netf 
management of Ttich Layton, 
-who is successfully providing 
students with quality enter­
tainment every week. 
Garvey -Is a cosmopolitan-
songwriter. Rather than con­
fining himself to one mode of 
expression or one message to 
express, he writes in the-
manner that he feels will best i 
convey his thoughts. 
' _ His lyrics are the backbone 
of his material, and their con­
tent deserves to be closely 
listened to. His prevalent 
mountain log-rolling guitar 
rhythms reveal him as a 
songwriter primarily from the 
Northwest 
"Lovin' of the Game" is 
'perhaps his most represen­
tative song of himself, while 
serious and vivid song,, 
describes a bit of Washington 
state. 
"TODAY IS the first day of 
the rest of my life. I awake as 
a child to see the world begin 
on Monarch wings. " 
mmm 
These are the opening linesilf'Gua'mole Queen" reflect, 
to "Fugacity," written byrihe folklore and realities of 
Garvey, recorded by John 
Denver and listed on posters 
from • Austin headshops' to 
-Nfiiman-Marctrsv with 
Garvey's jjame conveniently 
deleted, ,, 
GARVEY SAYS that both 
be and his writing are strongly 
influenced by where he 
happens to be. Texas has 
given him a different turn in 
writing. He feels that 
although he is not as intellec­
tually creative as before, his 
songs now are more 
emotionally stimulating. 
True to his word, the con­
tent and movement of bis re­
cent "Ladies of La Grange" 
(a satire about the closing of 
the Chicken Farm by our 
contrasts his album cut, "In 
the Year of Elephant Smog." 
Garvey's songs are topical, 
local, social and personal. 
Lately, they are simple and 
straightforward. Singalongs 
like "Last Call for Beer" and 
the Austin environment. 
; : "TRAIL OF TEARS,'* 
song about the relentless 
fSjssj* m.-
artist; Ireland Visitor dtiringll*the Austin provincial musie Webb Piercer ^They werfe' 
the unreported war, per* scene, Garvey now is playing favorites of mine, and I sang 
former in universities j and at the Dime Box Inn and at the their songs from 1950, when I 
major folk festivals all 'bver John Bones in San Marcos. ,< *was stationed with the Air 
the United States and builder "I guess I knew that it, ;Force in Texas and Mississip-
sing my own songs bn 
the^ PAT AND Victoria Garvey giVes Texas its ..Qa^o^^^ ^stage. With most people, if 
a 
westward push of the Indians^trf his own^adobeliWfe^an^wMIf be fierce^roviiKaal, ̂ ||pid 
by the"pioneers," come^gta Fe, N.M. ^»e said. "But that's what^ "tiMi  
from Garvey's songs of n,,r ^ • • • * - - • - «««* 
Old and New West writing have recorded two albums*;/? wiginaliiy" 
periotf. The song's impact is,,r,the first produced by Bob* 1 - -----
increased by his a cappellai-VJohnston (producer of Dylan,1; 
rendition. Simon & Garfunkel and-
"Guess I Understand Why 
You Had To Go Away, But Did. they received $10,000 
You Have To Take My DogV'U% Garvey took their newly 
is frpm the period of estrange- -found wealth to heart, went to 
the train station and, with the 
~ words "Does anybody ifeed a 
car?," handed the keys of 
: their road-beaten Oldsmobile 
to a dumbfounded red cap. 
ment, a "laughing at 
bitterness1'song. ' Ife.- ' 
Garvey has been If ;bus 
drivjer, drama graduate, "air 
farce" man, high school 
English teacher and basket-^ 
ball coach, hitch-hiker,, 
- , 
AS AUSTIN perfomijers aiid ' Heart' and don'^^ind like 
musicians know, it is virtually Hank, you're no gobty If you 
impossible to avoid getting do sound like him, i'm~ 
, ^lichael Murphey), for which.. requests for Hank Williamsi^aginative people say you've 
u 1 One must learn either to ig^rgot no style of your own. I 
hore the requests or* learn respect imaginative people'^ 
Hank Williams tunes. Like 
Williams, Garvey is a. 
songwriter. And he now sings 
MP 
opinion more. \ ... 
"First song 1 learned on 
guitar (in 1955) was' 'I Can't 
only songs that hehas written. ̂ Help It' (by Williams), learn-
He says: 
I'm no stranger to Hank 
Slowly gaining seniority in .^Williams or Lefty Frizzell or 
ed from a 78 rpm record. I 
still love the song but only 
sing it in my "room.".'* ̂ -•*&Sr $5$SES2RBSaB»:r»j 
Greenwich;^sS£--i folksinger in 
Village in the days 
Ochs and Bob Dylan and'^v-
Peter, Paul and Mary, editor? 
of "Solid Muldoon" (an un­
derground newspaper in 
Colorado), husband, recording 
L 
F^y ?lght 8 viewin8 Vincent Price thriller - his 
highlighted by General Elecfl||i0Oth. "The Aboihinable Dr. 
trie Theatre's special on RofelPhibes:' is frightening to 
Campanella, the award^gyoungsters, funny to adults. 
Csmpaneila 





- Guitarist Roy Buchanan 
will perform at 8:30 p.m. Fri­
day and Saturday at Ar­
madillo World Headquarters. 
The much acelaimed musi­
cian, soft of an Arkansas: 
<ming communities where he 
heard music ranging from 
country to pop. Traveling 
revivalists turned him on to 
the blues, still his most 
cherished music. 
preacher, lived in small far- fgf; Buchanan has spent aiot of 
msasm 
P A R A M O U N T  w ,  . ,  
M < rONC.REfSS AVfN'Jl 
$1.00 Hi 3:00 p.m. 
FEATURE 
2:45-5:05-7:25-9:45 
"The  ̂film packs excitement and tension. 
I'D GIVE AN OSCAR TO AL PACINO FOR SERPIGO'!' 
time with jazz guitarists, 
writing, recording and playing 
club dates. And from this at­
mosphere has come a master 
guitarist who rips some in­
credible sounds from his 
battered Teleeaster guitar. 
..-Advanced tickets for the 
performances may be 
purchased for. $3 at Oat 
Willie's, Inner Sanctum and 
Armadillo Worl-d Head-
• quarters. 
winning catcher of thC^It's a 1971 horror flick about a 
. .Brooklyn - Dodgers : whosei-^mad doctor's plan of re'venkeT 
brilliant career was ended in 
tragic car accident in 1958,. ' 4:30 P m 
Paul Winfield as Campanella ». m^ws068" 
gives a moving performance « i Dream of j«annie. 
of his life as a quadriplegic. , *7 p m7 Dlrty Sally 
Fred Sanford passes some, J. ^raAhln5,on^evlev* 
anxious moments when her & sanford and son 
hears of his friend's engage-#r-r,M -- -
ment. Thinking that his buddy '• 9 wtJfsTrwVweeK { 
will desert him after mariTf^|^: -i4 six Million Dollar Man; < 
ing, Fred has to fight a good 36 Lo,,a Luck 
case of the blues on Sanford: 4 ,1 
and Son. 
t p.m. ! 
X in 7 GE Theatre: 
^Special .. 
9 Capitol Gallery 
• X Girl With Something Extra i 
(.30 p.m. 
9 Lawn and Garden 
-*-r^24 Odd CoaplB— 
> 34 Brian Keith 
9 p.m. 
9 Austin Profile i > 
24 Toma 
34 Dean Martin % 
9i30 p.m. 
9 5an Antonio Profile 
10,p.m. 4 
7. 24, 34 News 
9 French Chef * 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Mevle! - Vlneenf -Priee thrlims-
^^ .y/'The Abominable Dr. Phlbes" * 
' " , 9 Masterpiece Theatre 
24 Movie- Goodnight, My Love 1 
', -34 Johnny.Carson v 
Friday night's late movie is 
AlLrtO AfilCSlS 
Cue Magazine 
4 ••• HIGHEST RATING!'' 
•] • : 4 = f : T = k i  
MCQRAEN HOFFIIMI 
' jr, h fRWnlN 1 SCHtfFNCR »n> 
pmuon 
—Arcner Winsten, N. Y PosI —Bernard Drew, Gannett Syndicate 
— Frances Taylor. Newhouse Newspapers —Bob Salmaqqi. WINS 
—Jertrey Lyons. WPIX-TV —Leonard Harris, WCBS TV 
— Kathleen Carroll. N Y Daily News - Re* Reed, N Y Daily News 
n Simon, Esquire Maganne—Stewart Klein. WNEW T 
VICTOR JORY DON GORDON ANTHONY ZERBE —..TED RICHMONDl 
...ROBERT DORFMANN ; FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER <:.̂ „bALT0N TRUMBO 
-LORENZO SEMPLE, Jr. K"tr,T:HENRI CHARRIERE. . .JERRY GOLDSMITH 
t™»,t.FRANKLIN J.SCHAFFNER PANAVISION* TEQHNICOLOR* 
ALLIED ARTISTS-, . QD I ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK ON CAPITOL RECORDS 
FRIDAY AT 
FOX TWIN T MS W0 M5 
1;̂ - "ATINKS SATURDAY . 
AMD SUNDAY: Hi: 
THE BIG ACADEMY 
AWARD NOMINEE 
am SHOWCASE tm 
NOMINATED 




f." ~ '"''MA- A 
m mm 
j s 
CINO-Best actor of the yea 
PRESENTS 
SUNDAY NITE JAM SESSION 
NO COVER PICKERS WELCOME 
38th and IH 35 452-2306 
-National Board of Review 
"BRILLIANT! A SMASH HIT! HITS THE 
SCREEN LIKE A POWERFUL EXPLOSION! 
AL PACINO IS BRILLIANT! ONE OF THE 
MOST GRIPPING FILMS OF THE YEAR! 
- Rex Reed, N.Y. Daily News 
$1.00 til 5 p.m. MON.-FRI. 
Riverside Twin Cinema 














37d AL RHCINO 
WEEK "SERPIGO 
„ by SIDNEY LUMET Screenplay by WALOO SALT _ 
v' Color t^ TECHNICOLOR: A Paramount 
Oetease 
TRAN3tA-TEXAS 
SWO Btmut Roid— 4654933 i, 
OPEN 7:00 FEA. 7:45 -
$1.00 til Showtime 







in - I 
m 
United Artists 




710 E. Ben White 
444-2196 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 SHOW STARTS DUSK ^ 
A DOUBLE BARREL OF TRINITY" FUN! 
JoaephELeiine Preaents; 
An AVco Embassy film : 
wThi 
Joteph&UviKandAveoEmbiiqrhcMDt 
An Italo Sngardlr 44' 
T A T  E  $1.00 til 3:00 p.ni, Features, 




Co-Mnnj Madctnr lUvi - Job) Hflnw - And «<l>oduc*<s ONc4 «• Adde 
5o*»noj«ybyAty«i S«)R* • Bticd on rf* obwt*Adi» by JocDwtdBiOMn 
|PQ| CWttdxdAoducedbvPxcBoyfanoxh ApMw>m«ii(<t«<e 








T W I N  i:;in 
SHOWTOWIU U.S.A. 
Co mer on fid at 18 3 
36-8bB4 
-- 5.'^- f-9 WEST 
SCREEN 
HeHueraiiee 
A JOHN BOORMAN FILM 6tarr.ng , ' 
JON^OIGHT BURT REYNOLDS 
ipilSaiaiM 
P°J, f"?9 ' R0NNY COX • Screenplay by James Dickey Based on his"novel 
Produced andupfffecl^d by Jotlfrffcorman 'PANAVISION'BiTECHNICdLbR®-
From Warner Bros. A Vtarner Communications Company — 






McQ-he's a busted i8unlicen8ed 






















I ;Si ^ BARGAIN MATINEE * NO PASSES 
FEATURES 5:45. 7:30. 9:15 
I f*OM Ti m?r& l«i 
mMVorai«fr 
"MOOT AT MS4MS (He INTiUNATIONAL B£ST-SBLL£M Of 7HI 
SAMt kMuli+wmm mmo>...... 
S OF THI GODS?  ̂
Si? 
H. J H ;jl "Li? 
fiXlLYflxAN Page 16 Friday, February 22, 1974 THE 
As impassioned and 
sressiye a film as any 
released so far this yeai. 
SisnJIs perhaps a new> t 
boldness in American f 
cinema! Extraordinary!"" 
> -Tim* 
'Dazzling., .Devastating.^^ ; 
BrilltShtt Must be seen Isy^ 
anyone who cares about 1 $ 
the development of modern 
movies I '-Ntwiweelc 
Sbmninol One of the A^ A 
ben pictures of 1969'^i^" 
. " -Co«mopoliUn 
HA# JANE TOLD THE PUBLIC 
NOT TO SEE THIS FILM 
^  WHY*  HAS JT  BEEN 
BROUGHT UP IN FILM CR1T. 
CLASS-
NATION 
•*  WHY? HAVE MANY 
THEATRES REFUSEO TO 
PLAY THIS FILM 
-FIND THE ANSWER8 TO 
THESE PUZZLINO 
a  OUESTJON8 AND SEE 
fBARBAHELLA 00 HJER THING 
* f^sgering... I lluminating., 
Mannificentl It is tht i 
stuff of now I Young ,!i 
cpeople.»,should be _ 
required to see 
'Medium Cool'! -Holida* 
BEST 
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS 
TheBther 
***?* PLUS CO-FEATURE 
BLUES ,v«' :•?»' 
?&! 
•I 
t r ... I . L 4* . ^ . . . , ^ W S V K. • • r • 1 | y 
. « 
r?} v 





Mewshaw; New York 
House, -1973; 







By PAMELA JOHNSON 
Readers often divide novels 
into one of two categories: ac­
tion stories or character 
• studies. Many consider the se­
cond kind of novel the 
weightier of the two, especial­
ly if, it is a stream-of-
consciousness narrative or in 
some way psychologically 
centered about a main 
character. Michael Mew-
shaw's novel fits neither 
category, because its action 
and characters are equally 
central and complex. 
_ Set in contemporary Moroc­
co, the plot involves the ac-
Americans to free a member 
of their group whom the 
Moroccans have given a five-
year prison term for posses­
sion of hash and an un­
registered weapon. - -
i^The Gravy Train" »nd«af 
travels in a van bearing 
label, includes: a Weather-
man veteran of Ghicago's 
Days of Rage who becomes...... 
Ted's prime antagonist; a*'M 
garrulous yourig man in his 
late teens who functions as a 
light-hearted, wisely innocent 
clown; an attractive woman 
politicised by an unwarranted 
Moroccan arrest and im­
prisonment; a corpulent^ 
earth-mother; and a cautious-? 
* z-^vi: every person in 
Ta&nzit seemed to be 
distinctive, to have one 
bad eye; a mutilated 
«ar, a missing patch ot: 
hair, or a hideou'siy 
mashed nose: It was as 
though they wore on the 
outside their deepest 
secrets) and most 
shameful / weaknesses, 
failures and manias. 
They converge J^ih 
' where skinned 
. heads hang from 
ly reflective graduate student JMhooks, where the baker's 
In these times of higljly^gpastries swarm with insects; 
>x..:-s„here the crippled and maini-
beg until someone hauls 
em away in a^ wagon -at 
lusk. 
the seeming irrevocability of 
individual and group choices, 
do the characters even 
recognize that deeds produce 
unintended- results.--This^-
theme reveals a basically 
tragic concept of life, jnd^the 
old tragic dictaV .irke 
Macbeth's "Blood breeds 
more blood" come to mind. 
Accordingly, like the conven­
tionally tragic figure, when.a 
character perceives this 
"modus operandi" of the un-
a way of retaining one's 4igni* 
ty in the face of knowing that 
one can never know, much 
less anticipate the toll: 
:^You got trapped off 
J^base once in life and 
^*«that was it. He wouldn't 
have minded half as 
much if you knew when 
- to expect it. But you 
didn't, and though it 
was' far from a perfect ' 
defense, you could only 
be careful, and when 
caution wasn't the 
publicized political acts of adr-fc, 
line hijacking, kidnaping £ro 
the like, the action of the? 
novel could be standard 
enough, but Mewsha 
iverse, he enters the realm of 
. . .. ... f^i-ssganswer, be courageous, 
tragedy, whatever the setUn^^nti when courag|wM 
however unsophisticated he - SMutile, be quiet.' 
may be, compared, forexam$f$ 
pie, to one of Shakespeare^' 
Michael Mewshaw teaches 
literature and writing at the 
good characterization but alsot j-^any exactions by Morocco, by 
with functionally graphlc^geach other and by the terms of 
descriptions of Moroccan;peo#|§their actions in whatever set-




)1 a.m. Saturday Morning Fun Club; film to be an­
nounced; free; Union Theatre; sponsored by the Arts 
...<•• and Theatre Committee. • 
MONDAY . : > 
8 p.rp. Marcel Marceau; Marcel Marceau Is the world's ' 
leading mime artist; si to blanket tax holders, drawing; 
Hogg Box Office, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. daily, 471-1444; Austin 
_Municipal Auditorium; sponsored by the Cultural Enter1-' 
tainment Committee. 
TUISDAY ^ 
-^r 7t30 p.Tttj;Tnfarniol poetry reading and discussion W 
chicano student poets; free chocolate, punch, cookies; 
Union Building 104; sponsored by the Mexican-American 
Culture Committee. 
B p.m. Marcel Marceau; all seats reserved, S4, $5 and SA; 
- tickets available at Hogg Box Office; Austin Municipal' 
Auditorium; sponsored by the Cultural Entertainment 
• Committee. '-- 7----; 
"WEONESDAY ' ' «.' !' 
' Noon-l;30 p.m. Sandwich seminar—Consumer Protec­
tion Series: "Buying and Maintaining a Bicycle," Terry 
Shirkey, The Spoke; sandwiches, chips and tea will be 
available; Union Building 104; sponsored by the 
""Apademfc Affairs Committee. 7 and 9; is p.m MGM 
. Fjlm Series: "An American in Paris;" SI 
' s t u d e n t s ,  f a c u l t y ,  s t a f f ;  s i . 5 0  m e m b e r s ;  U n i o n  T h e a t r e ;  
—i—sponsored-by-the ArteandTheatre Commttteo. 
THURSDAY ^ -
8:30 a.mS 4:30 p.m. Informal class registration; con-
-- linued registration fthrpugh March 4) for the following 
classes: American car repair; birdwatching;' crochet; 
dying with natural dyes; guitar: advanced; jazz Im­
provisation;- knitting: beginning; Kundallnt -yoga;;, , 
mosaic; sailing: basic and advanced; stltchery: baslcr4S 
tatting; Union Building 330. jWB 
T-and 9"p.m. Film: "Sunseed;" "J1 students, faculty^||| 
staff; si.SD members; Union Theatre; sponsored by thfcfjl 
'iTts g. Theatire Committee. : 
ustin Symphony Orchestra; soloist will be Van^j: 
.... CiiBurn, competition winner; SO cents to blanket taxrcf 
holders tnumber of tickets limited); SI toottler students- vi 
(number of tickets limited); Hogg Box Office; Austin">'S 
Municipal Auditorium; In cooperation with the Cultural!?^ 
Entertainment Committee.-^ ^ 
TODAY 
8-11:45 a<m.. Bowling — 25 cenis-^er game; Interested 
bowlers are invited to .bowl , at these, greatly, reduced -: 
rates; effective at designated times March V-May 15,sj«S: 
, Monday-Thursday, 8-9 a.m., and Fridays, 8-11:45 a.m.f-?© 
"- Union Games Area. 
• All Day; intercollegiate Bowling Team.Try-outs; March:.''}? 
1-20; these try-outs are to select the members pt the UT.:..>r' 
HELD OVER 
WEEK 
She hustles pool. 
She's got a 10-year-old mulatto son 
She's got a different boyfriend every night 




REDUCED PRICES TIL 6:15 
And he's in love. 
Intercollegiate Bowling Team for competition in a meetaM 
to be held In the Union Boiling Canes March 23; spon«]f% 
sored by Intramural sports and the Union Games AreifajS 
7:30 and 9:45 p.m. Weekend Film: "State of Siege;" S^tS# 
students, faculty, staff; SI.50 members; Union Theatres ,% 
sponsored by The Arts and Theatre-Committee. . ^ 
Brothers; si UT students; si:50 -dthers; "Union- Main 
Ballroom; sponsored by the Musical Events Corrimittee S 
"Midnight. Midnight-Film Special: "Spirits ot the Dead, j 
SI students, faculty, staff; S1.50 members; Union i 
Theatre; sponsored by the Arts and Theatre Committee ! it 
AUSTIN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
BRAHMS, BIZET A BEETHOVEN 
Thursday/February 28/Municipal Auditorium/8:00 p.m. 
Walter Ducloux, Conductor 
Michael Houstoun, guest soloist, winner 1973 Van Cliburn 
. competition ' v 
a limited number of tickets wilt be available to optional fee 
holders for 50< through the 
Cultural Entertainment Committee of the Texas Union. 
• Student tickets $1. 








Regular American Dinner & W(ne List • 
Available ^ 5 
,v&^f j«-Orders To Go ̂  flflllHi 
Open $ a.m. til 9 p.m. 
Mki 
^ 
20th Century-Fox Presents 
JAMES CAAN 
MARSHA MASON and ELI WALLACH 
in A MARK RYDEU. FILM 
- ' "CINDERELLA LIBERTY" "• 
Produced and Directed by MARK RYDELL • Screenplay by DARRYL PONICSAN 
Based on the novel by DARRYL PONICSAN • Music by JOHN WILLIAMS. -, 
m IISTIiaiP 





'  ' N o  t h i n g  
METROPOLIS, 
l iki  
HE STING" RE OPENS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH 
VyJNS-LO ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
inc luding BEST PICTURE!! !^®'  y l f lHi  
SPECIAL UMITED ENGAGEMENT 
. THRU NEXT TUESDAY, 
1:30-4:00-6:30-9:00 
$1.00 Til 1:30 PM 
OFF IH 35at HI WAY 290 
the am-
bitious UFA production that 
has created wide inter­
national comment, has been 
s e e n  o f  t h e  s c r e e n . . . a  
remarkable achievements-It 
js.a technical marvel..." 
; NEW YORK TIMES 




A PLUS \ 
HOT AIR SALESMAN Wl BETTY BOOP in 
AND 
BUCK ROGERS CHAP. 3 
// 
STARTS TOMORROW - 4 DAYS ONLY 
MATURES 2:00-4:10-6:20-8:30-10:50 WM 
OTE WITCHES' HAMMER" 
'THE WITCHES* HAMMER is tfce medieval booh MALLEUS MALEFICARUM —the 
Witch Hunter'* Guide which led tp the deaths by burning-and torture of thousands of 
womewnAmfv^ This story, set in 16th Century Czechoslovakia, is the last spasm* of the 
great witch'hunt. "A real shocker...following a story allegedly taken from documents of 
the trials...shows nume'rous torture sessions with terrific impacti" 
m PLUS . 
SALVADOR DAL! - LUIS BUNUEL 
VARIETY 
ANDALUSIAN DOG" (UN CHIEN ANDALOU) 
' With th* famous tyeM! stating scmne&< ° 
'Seventeen minutes of pure, scendelous, dreem imegery" Raymond Durgntt. Luti.Bunuel 
From Warner Bros 
HELD OVE 
VILU.A.M PETER BLA1 
BULLETIN! 
JUST 





*  BEST PICTURE 
*  BEST ACTRES 
*  BEST SUPPORTING 
ACTRESS 
TODAY QPIN Sm 
SI.QQ til t f.m 
FMtum M0-7t45>9^0 White BW.—44?-
WE GOT A 
Where nothing can possibly go 
— ^  w  . . .  gSjS; -
iS 
MoMP,«*n,."WESTWORLD' wor. 
YUL BRYNNER RICHARD BENJAMIN 
- — - JAMES BROUN 
Written and Directed by Produced by 





"2* CfUKithipeSt —477-19M 
OPEN 1:45 $1.40 til 6 p.m. 
FEATURESl;40-3;44 ^ 
5:48-7:52-9:58 
A mcvie for peô Who. lew mcMes.. 
.JRUFFAUT'S mim 
fc^JACQUEUNEBlSSEJ -JEAN-HERRE-AUMOf̂  
VALENTINA CORTESE,, 
DANI  ̂- ' JEAN-PIERRE LEAUD ; -/;-
JEAN CHAMPION 
(==5, UHIM llU 1 f»^| 




film about • 
featuring six previously unseen live perfprmanw from 
including th* ¥onter0y,lsl9 of WigM, aMt WQpdttock FMfvaii 
—7-
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' t RAteSfH«^^Ss .'••. 
IS WWti Minimum • 
Each word one time,., .'Sa'.mVt' 10 
Each .word 2-4ltimes i jifisS;, ,s 09 
Each word 5-9 limes , $ 07 
Each yvord 10 or more limes ,V 04 
Student rate each time.. , s 75 
Classified Dismay 
, 1 col: x one mch one time 
i cot * one mch 2-9 times 




StKh'" ,10 or 
'.SJi a .52 37 
OEAOUNE SCHCQUIE 
Monday Ttaan Ftidoy . , 2 00 f..m 
Tuttday T«an Monday,. 10:00 a m 
iurtday Tuan WMlnMday 
Fnday Hian Thurtdoy 
J0;00 a.m. 
f0;00 a.m. 
tn iht •vtnt of vrren mod* in on 
adv«rtrttm«n». immtdiat* notic* mt>«t bft 
givtn at rht pubtnh*n or* rMp*nubl< for 
only ONE mcorr«<t inurtKn. AH claimsjj* 
od|u>tm«nH ihovld b* mad* n»t low 
than 30 dayt oft«r publication." 
• LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 words or 4ess for 75' the -
first time, 5' each ad­
ditional word. V col. x one 
inch; each time S2.37, 
"Unciassifieds"—1 line 3 
times $1.00 (Prepaid, No 
Refunds). Student must 
show Auditor's receipt and 
pay in advance in TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 ( 25th & Whitis) 
from: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
V\onday through Friday. 
iV** : •• 
FOR SALE 
'MM 
FURN. AFARTS. • FURN. APARTS. 
1965 LTD. automatic, power steering, ~ 
ae. New motor l! <l,000mtl«s)$595,\best;{3i® 
offer. 441-8464 (evenings.) 
.-SAVE GAS and have fun! Plat 124 con- ; -3. 
. .vertible. Excellent mechanical condl- S 
tion. Newlop, 30mpg. 453441$. 
0SR TURNTABLE, ECl^speakers, Har-
men- Kardon receiver. Four months old. J ? 
$330 or best offer. 472-2191. 
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 44', 2 bedroom. 
0A7CH, carpeted, unique, excellent con­
dition. Extras. UT Park after 5 p.m. 474-












Our service is free 
PARAGON 
PROPERTIES 
ividuel applicants matched wl 
compatible roommates 
. .  .  .  
2910 Red Rivef- 474-S631 
: A Paragon Property 
'<rr1 i,!..|:?.-;.i-v! 11 •• »i 
ASK TO SEE 
Hf.-sEFFICIENCIES. *115 plus «tectrlcltv. 
lihaSPopJ, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun- -
k?«tU?8tW> Vine. 46th and Ave. A. 454-9903. 
ipu* SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
th-apartment*. Good location, near cam- ; 
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus.. 
All bills paid. For more information, call j 





FACTORY DIRECT Pantyhose$9.70per 
dozen, S5.25 per half dozen; Samples 
available, 459-0224 after 6'P.m. 
AIR CONDITIONER: 24,000 BTU. 
'Regular price $500, selling for $125. Call 
my office; Tina Hill at 444-1854 tor Infor­
mation, i 
• '  "  :  • '  '  -
i- »72*FlAT 850 Spider. 12,000 miles. 43,-
000. AM.'FM,radio, 442-6804, 476-4528. 
35MM MIRANDA Sensorex- II 50mm 1.4 
lens 200mm. telephoto carrying case -
-35mm-Omegaenlarger, clock.trays 8, 
easel - surfboards excellent condition. 
Call 444-0292. 
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL bicycle of 
superior quality. For trouble-free 
transportation. Just $95. Phone 447-4217. 
'71 ROTARY MAZDA R100. 10,000 miles 
. on motor. Perfect mechanically. $1,-
5M.00. After 8:00 p.m.. 478-3482 Wayne. 
MUST SELL good used refrigerator. 90-
. pgund capacity freezer. 452-2919, 
evenings.>452-3178 if no answer. 
CLASSIC PORSCHE •'43 Porsche 356-B, 
modified engine. Call Mr. Arem?s at 474-
7514 or 453-5205. 
10 SPEED BIKEfor sale. Six months 
old. Good condition. $40. 327-1697 > 
1970 NORTON Roadster. Good condition. 
$830,454-1747. 
PRAKTICA LLC 35mm SLR 50mm F1.8 
Can use Pentax Lenses. Very good con-
diton, about $175. 451-5405 after 7 p.m. 
PIONEER t$-77A's, $220 pair; Sansui 
2000*, $200. 472-9889-47&-98I1 . Leave 
message. Jim. 
'58 LES PAUL JR. Excellent condition. 
Grover tuning keys. $150. 441-8545 after 5 




*> THE WILLOWICK -
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag cprpeta* 
~Thodern7Orituref accent wall and con­
venient central location, . r 
l Bedroom • 
S)45 unfurnished 
l ve Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
.area I block to shuttle. $149.50 
- SJ69.50, ABP. 




QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom ' 
wlthbullt-lns, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electric!- : 
, ty 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 476-2633. ""I 
..Barry Gillingwater Co. 
ORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, '?>; 
ighland Mall, 81 Capitol Plaza. Large 1- •..•••• 
& 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 476-2433. Barry 
G.UIIngwater Company 
UNF. HOUSES 
MODERN 2-1 SOUTH. Shag with all 
appliances. 928-2281, 476-4833* 
LARGE 6 BEDROOM older home 
Convenient downtown, UT, 3 blocks east 
of . tH 35. Fenced/ double garage or 
workshop. S250/rTionth plus 327-
•• 0425. • .' -t . 
ON SHUTTLE, North UT. 3 bedroom/ 
bath. $200- Available March first; 
Responsible persons: 345-3083. '' 
HELP WANTED TYPING 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Bright, articulate; confident, personal 
assistant for head of rare book and 
publishing companies in far South 
Austin. Typing 70, shorthand desirable, 
Humanities degree helpful, intelligence 
absolutely necessary. Male or Female. 
$4004500. Call Ms. Rubino. 444-6414, 6617. 




Typing. Multilithing, BiddlAg 






: $178 unfurnished $198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
40b South First St, 4444687 
THE SAXONY 
Come by and see our large, comfortable, 
totally electric apartments. Spacious 
grounds with lots of grass and parking.*-* 
Our pool is, surrounded by a beautiful 
courtyard with an aioining club room. 
We are located at 1414 Royal Crest. Only 
one block south of the Town Lake Shop-
P'nq Center on East Riverside Drive. 
I Bedroom SI55-S175 
1 bedroom I bath $190-$2t0 
2 Bedroom 2 Bath S210-S245 
Furnished or unfurnished 
All Bills Paid -vi... 
On shuttle bus _ ... : 
- 444-643!.—-
• 1 Block Campus .. 
• Free Parking ' 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
» All Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
Tbaths, Jiving roornV dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 






Both two and four channel receiv«rs. 
Chftrh thii one out ^ 
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Tra3efor Yamaha 
340 Enduro or 1972 350 Kawasaki Street. 
444-5938 evenings. * 
ANTILLES 
APTS. 
ALL BILLS PAID 
1 BR. FURN. $165 
1?58 VW buii. Rebuilt 41) norsepowlfr 
engine, new battery, dependable "0^ Enfield Rd. 
•transportation. $300. 447-1340. David. 
SAtE ON Mexican woolens, blankets,, 
ganchol. Intl of other nira thingt Th* 
. Stereo Center 
203 East 19th 
476-6733 
Five blocks east of Guadalupe an 19th 
Near the Spoke 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES has just 
. received a large shipment of brand new 
1974 stereo consoles and components: 
Some have built-in 8 track tape AM/FM 
radio, and turntable. Prices start at 
$89.95 for consoles or components. Cash 
or terms. UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 
4535 North Lamar. 9 to 9 daily, 9 to 4 
Saturday. 
" Experience the ne* "Beanless" ~ 
BEAN BAG CHAIRS 
Twice the size of the standard Bean Bag 
Chairs. Cover made of machine 
washable cloth. Filled .with nylon and 
polyester. Available in solid colors an'd 
patterns, fur, shag or embossed. $24.95. 
Call after 5:00 p.m. or weekends. Mark, 
926-8001 . 
MUSIC MAKERS 
We make pro DEMO tapes 
on 2 or 4 track. 
S15 hr. in our studio 
ACME REC. CO. 
441-1550 \ 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-4877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with-every guilarr Amstw MUSIC. "tt24~ 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS.AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OlIDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built, 20% discount oh all 
— strings Geoff Menke- - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, projectors. Polaroids, ef cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-
3581. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% OFF. Canon Ftb 
'1.2, list $534 onty $282. Camera Obscura. 
478-5187 evenings. BankAmericard, 
V.ailercharge 





33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living; Beautiful stvdhr— 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
Nfew contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasina for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced. Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
' 2 BR. FURN., S170 
PRIVATE BALCONIES 
DISHWASHER 
POOL CENTRAL AIR 
441-00584 44 H 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedroom$ turn. Or unfurn, only 3 
min. from 'downtown, 5 mwi. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private, 
balconies, lots of glass. From $179 plus 
E. OAK KNOLL, 420 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 476-
'2433. Barry Gillingwater Company 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 





Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
Why waste time on a city bus? 
Walk to class. Old Main 
Apartments. Unique efficien­
cies and one bedrooms. 25th 
and Pearl. Furnished. All Bills 
Paid. St25 and up. 477-0770. 
2506 Manor Road 
_.. Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
-Efficiencies -ORly 
S50 deposit 




$124 bills paid 
477-3&1 
PARK PLACE 
2 Br. Furn., $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air & Heat • Large bedrooms 
Covered parking 
SHUTTLE BOS 2 BLOCKS 
4306 Ave. A 452-1801 
MARK V APTS. 
1 Br Furn., $150 
DISHWASHER, CA/CH-
KINGSIZE BEDROOMS, POOL 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
3914 AVE. D. ©3-1084 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door-gatbage— 
pickup, pool, maiti service if desired, 
washateria tn complex. See owners. Apt. 
U3 or call 451-4848. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
- or 'ytseUraoTftl 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From $140 - S2$5 
•2 swimming • pools, playgrounds, 
washater»a. Nghted grounds, 5 minutes 
o UT. minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from 




2423 Town Lake Circle 
,444-8118 
barry Gillingwater Company 
l-E MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
SI 15, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
5170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 
1 Central Properties Inc. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
^SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus 8, shopping and conveniently 
priced from S125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-4394 Central Properties Inc. 451-4533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
' PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
FRIENDLY PEOPLE. Large 2-2 In 
small community.. Just a. jvalk to'XjT" 
. with beautiful courtyard and pool. From 
S200 ABP. 803; West 28th. 472-6480, 476* 
.1633: Barry Gillingwater Co. 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. S129 50 
tnctudes shag. eomplefe kitchen," 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
5peedway. 452-0986, 476-2633. Barry:. 
Gillingwater.Co. • • - „ 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, Icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From J159 
ABP. 2602 wheiess Lane. 926-4202, 476-
2633. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
NO RENT flll February 1.4 blocks cam-
pus. All bills paid. One bedroom, siso. 
476-3467. 2408 Leon. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom wffh ' 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus'electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794,476-2633, 
$115 SECLUDED orte bedroom fur-
nlshed. AC, close to campus and shuttle 
bus, smaltquiet apartments. Water, gas, 
cable TV paid. 609 East 45th', No. 111. 452- ' 
1435 or 45T-6533. Central Properties Inc. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur-
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self:-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom^ and Highway 183. Students 
and families Welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00'. • -\i 
N E A R HIG H LAN D'M AtX. Onesndtwo-
bedrooms, CA/CH, appfiances, laundry, 
pool. From $119.50. 453-7034, 454-5238, 
EFFICIENCY $105, all bills paid, 6 
-blork* ramnin thnttlp hm MM Iwin 
LAKE AUSTIN, quiet' country 
. winter rates, 15 minutes to 
; pus/downtown. New 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
;• mobile homes. $75-$160. Rustic "lake 
>; cabin, $70. Mack's Marina. 327-1891, 327-
•,'1151; ^ 
^ SU8LEASE 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath fur-
nlshed house. $l65/month plus bills. Can 
476*2865-after 6. 
ROOMS 
CLEAN, COMFORTABLE room with 
weekly maid service, linens furnished, 
kitchen priveledges $50 monthly. 1700 
Saline (off East 19th). Mrs. Rollins. 
SANTA ELAINA HOUSE, 2411 Rio 
Grande. Kitchen, CA/CH, maid service, 
co-ed. $70-$75. 474-6835 -Darrell. 
.TARSYTOWN, 3 blocks from shuttle 
,.bus. Full house prlveleges. Quiet 
graduate male only. Call 476-8210 after 5 
R00 mil 
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 
large 2-2 apartment furnished, disposal, 
carpeted, $85, Vi electricity. 447-2314. 
NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT to share 
large 2/2 apartment, walking distance 
1?, EC sir"- — - -UT. CR, : huttle. 478-8047, 478-8047 
LIBERAL FEMALE ROOMMATE. 
Share two bdrm. house. $50 month and 
half,bills. After 5:00. 453-8040, 
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2 
bedroom apartment, pR shuttle. $75. 
Call 477-4392^evenjngs;1 , „ 
ROOMMATES WANTED to share 
beautiful house Windsor Road area. $85, 
-owtrroom: 476=1717,-475=6279 
STUDIOUS FEMALE Roommate. Share 
one bedroom/one bath. Cloisters,' NR 
Shuttle. $77.50/mo. 444-8306. 
476-3447. 
NO LEASE one and two bedrooms. Fur-
««' nished and unfurnished. $129. and up. 
5404-Reesevelt. 454=9848. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed quick, 
before March 1st rent.'SPANISH 
WLLAGE, $75/month. Call 478-0401 
after 5 p.m. 
Club in the Quality Inn Hotel. 
Good hours, 11am-6pm. Meal 
and good benefits. See Mr. 
Culver or Mr. Harper for in-
- terview. Quality Inn. 




Cleaning Commercial  
Buildings ^ 
Mornings 4:30-8:30 a.m. 
Evenings 6-9:30 p.m. 
Above Average Pay 
Great Working Conditions 
You Must: 
Have own transportation 
_ _ ' ^ Be Dependable 
Call Mr. Keys 288-2266 5-7 p.m. 
only 
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
Male or female. Minimum edicatlon re­
quired - graduating senior or graduate -
five figure income with $3,000 bonus dur­
ing. the first year,, with annual trips to 
Acapul'co, Europe, and Hawaii. Working 
in areas of colleges'and universities. Call 
George Furqueron, Monday through Fri-_ 
day 10:00 a.m. t6 4:OO p;m^i77-"3757. 
College girls to train as masseuses for 
hew massage parlor. Part-time or full-
lime ̂  Ne «*perience nee«ssary.-G row -
with business "and make good money.' 
Call 451-9190 from 10am?12midnight. Ask 
for Candy or Suzle. Immediate employ­
ment,- 1104 Koenig Lane 
V RESUMES 
s with or without pictures. 
• 2 Day Service . :-
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
-TYPING II 









On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
TYWNG 




Alt University and 
• business work 
. Last Minute Service 
Y« ix v;- Open 9-9 Mon-Th & 9-5 
SERVICE FriS8t 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
A to .2 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
- - 472-0149 
' Theses; Dissertations, themes, 
P.Ri's, BC Reports, resumes 
AAultllithing, Binding ' 




PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107,- 474-2433 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME at the 
Piedra del Sol, 5403 Jeff Davis (Burnet 
and N. Loop), furnished or unfurnished. 
Pool, cable TV, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpet.- You'll like It! Call Roger-
Hoh (U.T. student) at 453-2201. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
WALK TO CAMPUS; huge efficiencies 
$125 plus electric, ca/ch, adequate park­
ing, nicely furnished. Barranca Square, 
910 W.est 24th. 451-4533. Central Proper­
ties Inc. 
TWO BLOCKS UT. One large bedroom 
apartments, CA/CH, carpeted," cable, 
dishwasher, covered parking, laundry. 
ABP. $142.50. 2101 Rio Grande,, 477-8144. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut-
fle. Two locations, two designs. 38th and 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From S119-$l?4 plus elec­
tricity. Barry Gillingwater Coi 
454-8574, 472-4142, 474-2433. 
COOL FEMALE needed: 2 bdrm house, 
ER shuttle, fenced yard. $57.50, Vi E. 
477-4622, Debbie. 
SHARE FURNISHED 2 bedroom duplex 
near shuttle. '/* rent ($72.50 ea.) plus 
bills. Call 451-2190 after 4. Ken. 
ROOM & BOARD 
DOBIE: Male or Female needed to sub­
lease Vi or double rpom, maid. 478-7534. 
WANTED 
mpany^ 
"$115. ONE BEDROOM apartment. 2721 
Hemphill. Near UT. Carpet, paneled, 
pool. Water and gas paid. 472-4999, 327-
1355. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 
4142.' 
472-
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on I 
-SlMigsJand accessories. THE STRING j~~ 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio. 474-8421 
Sat. 10*6. 
Toes-
Pre-Lease for 2nd Semester 
1 BR. J BA 2 BR. 2 BA 3 BR. 3 BA 
SI 64.50 S235 S325 
Large Pool—All ferlls Paid 
ORNATE BRASS BEOS. Polished, with 
sioe railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
.stales Sandy's, 506 Waitsh. V . * 
AKCl^BSATOR RETRIEVE ft. Male, 
.'Sj««»^pet*mber 17. Sire:- Cactus 
Pfvor's Afecho de Nopal 453-4094. 
WHITE ,DODGE yen. Power steer-
ins, power torakes. radio. carpeted.' 
r»dial ;tirev J2,495, 
^OR SAJLE: - YAMAHA twrt .. 
wet suit and S^iko wrist watch 
or 451-7288 
MUST SELL 63 Valiant. Old but still 
runs $275 or best offer. Call 452-0924, 
1972 MAVERICK Two door, air, at, 24,-
ow miles, excellent condition. $2095. 444-
6338. -





.  1800 
*"*60 SHFPHERO IPUP^PIESt— 
weeks old. no. 924-3557 after 3 p.m. 
SU50 HONDA, lowrnileage, 900a shape, 
•"9 SMO.'1 °r Ca" evenings. Ask-
^5 KarmaNN Ghia , Engine recently 
5W Firi' reasonable offer 471-
AAove In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 
2400 Town Lake Circle 
... 442-8340 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efliciency^imiiiutes todown-
toWn and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice Of 
color schemes. " 
•472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551.) 
-.50 
All Bills Paid 
Near Shuttle Bus and Down-
, Town — 
472-0558 
472-8278 
476-6707, unit 7551. 
FACULTY . 
AND STAFF 
Large 3 bedroom duple* townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 4413B. Auburn. 924-




.. —r — 
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH," 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid: 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
HIGHLAND MALL . 
AREA ON 
SHUTTLE 
Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins* beautiful landscap­
ing. From *154 ABP. 1)00 Relnli. 452-




Pre-Lease for 2nd Semester 
1 BR S165 2 BR S205 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttte~BusRoote 
DISHWASHERS—2 LARGE POOLS 
MONTAGE APARTMENIS have one 
bedropm apartments near campus on 
shuttle with independent'AC. S134.50. 
2812 Rio Grande. 477-2977. 
LEASE NOW and get one month free 
rent. Furnished or-unfurnished 1 
bedroom $130 and up, 2 bedroom, 2 bath 
S170 and up. 2 locations, shuttle bus, 
pool, shag carpet, cablet TV, Riverside" 
Area,Gall385-45(X!,441-001ii! -------
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED one 
bedroom. Water, gas, pool, cable, city-
s. $130. - — shuttle buse West 4th. 474-8835. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle.,.Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. *145 ABP,-403-
472^1142 ^ ®arry G""n9wa,er Compfljiy. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4142, 
$ 140. ON E F URNISHED"bedroom apart-
ment, carpeted, disposal, cable, pool, 
parking, -laundry, shuttle. Call 459-8000. 
$144 ONE BEDROOM. Enfleld-Bavlor. 
Mahogany paneled, balconies, snag, 
-Pool.. Sao Paulo.Apartments. One block 
from shuttle, 15th, Pease Park, Tavern. 
474-4999,474-5072. 
ART CLASSES 
Beginning Feb. 23rd on Sat. in my home. 
Tentative Schedule: Reasonable Tuition 
3-5 yr. olds - 10:30-12:00 . 
4-8 yr. olds - 1:00-2:30 
9-12 yr. olds • 3 r00^5:00 : 
Small classes for the individual child. 
For'more information. Call Debi, 452-
"U - 3271 
Buy, sell - all types glrley magazines-
books-records-guitars-stereos-radios-
iewelry-musical instruments. New 




Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please tall 
272-5711 anytime 
tupe 
Rental, sales - Canoes & 
Kayaks. We plan float trips on 
any river in Texas. Go miles -
Upper Guadalupe mapped for 
float trips up to 4 days. For in­
formation, call 885-4671 or 
Write Box 8, Spring Branch, 
TX, 78070 
NELSON'S 'GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
lewelry; African and Mexican Imports 
4412 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need help to 
sell flowers. Thursday through 'Sunday. 
Highest paid commission, lowest prices. 
Call 453-7154 or come by 4301 Guadalupe. 
PART TIME WORK. S300/per month. 
Call 452-2758. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS wanted. 
Apply between 9-2. Douglass 
Photography. 1104 West 34th. 454-2979. 
EARN WAY THROUGH UT. Structural 
steel detailing. Salary comensurate with 
experience or. acuity_to. learn. F.ulLor.. 
part time: Contact Capitol City Steel! 
Contact Fred Trimble. 442-1481, or 442-
1449. 
Happenstance displays and sells 
handmade creative goods. New manage­
ment now offers display space to artists. 
Please bring a sample of your work. 2904 
San Gabriel. 10;P0 to 4:30 
LOST & FOUND 
REWARD. MALE IRISH Setter lost In 
Red River area. Information or return. 
Call 451-4239. 
REWARD FOR THE RETURN of toy 
white poodle. No questions asked. 452-
4402. 4407 Ave. H 
$100 REWARD for 
black Labrador mix. 
327-0590 or 474-0943. 
return of female 






2200 Guadalupe, SOIte 
220 
Word Processing - Student 
and Business Typing, Tax 




Call 472-8417 Today! 
: EXCELLENT ~ 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members In every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon rlb-
bon typewriter. All work proofread. 478-
.0742; 
THE PRIMAL PROCESS. Contact-
Feeling Training Center, P.O. Box 303 
Wimberley, Texas 78474. 512-847-2410 . 
ANY ART SUPPLIES 
want, I would use them. 
you no longer 
Drew 478-2079. 
S45/PERSON. UT Area. 2 bedroom, 2 
bath. CA/CH, laundry, pool, all utilities. 
477-2408, 474-9813. 
FUN LOVING young 





Marcos. Texas 78444. 
LOST PART DOBERMAN pup. 3 
months old. Call 474-8109. Reward. 
REWARD. Lost Blue Merle COLLIE. 
Grey with black spots. "Matthew." 9<h 
months.. Lost.30th, Red_RLver. 454-9344. 
477-3125. 477-0144. Jan. 
STOLEN MONDAY NIGHT. Nueces-
•9th. Greetl! white shoulder bag. Reward 
for contents. 472-8018. Lucy Carglll. 
9020. 
REWARD. Gray Wefmeraner lost 
around Nov. 15 near Dobie. Mal(, 
"Kaiser" tag said Highland Vet. 478-
4853. 
LOST:' Women's gold watch between 
1 Night.Hawk and A,C.-447-rl042s- — —-
FOUNDS CONTACT LENSES at 23rd 
and Rio Grande. Call Jeff. 474-4750. 
LOST, ORANGE fluffy kitten. He has 
blue-green eyes, and a ringed tail. Lost 
in Hemphill Park area. Reward. Please 
call 472-5224. > 
TUTORING 
MATH TUTORJ.NG that you can unders­
tand. Semester, rates available. 474-0757. 
to 
SECURITY 
EffjGlepey, 1, 2, and 3 
b e ci r oit ht ,v? a p a r t m e n t s-
Offer the soi utioh 
VpOr housing. 
•Tt»'"%pu»h Shore's central location 1901 WillOW Creek 444-0010 
provides easy access to U.T. 
ONE BEDROOM. Quiet neighborhood. 
One block from UT shuttle, Gas and TV 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR 




ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, Math tutor­
ing. Experienced'tutor. Master's 
Degree. Semester rates available. Call 






: PRINTING .... 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
.r Binding,. Speclalty-Tachnicatr-Charlene— 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytowrt. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
H3lca/«lite, - 25 years experience, books,— 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing, 442-7184; 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate,' 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
. papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
^FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law theses, .dissertations, 
manuscripts.-4534090. .... 
abl9 paid, S130/month. 4409 Aygniia A. 
451-3444. ' 
'HELP ME. Mother polsonpH lett« uiiih r>ui»i>rM ^^irri —'—• 
INTERESTED IN LEARNING Spanish, 
MOVE IN TODAY 
H E A L1 Y 3000 M K 111. 
^. earnest inauiries only, piease-
- 4/4-1424 afternoons; 
:rf"gODG¥'~V^N"'"~ 
* cylinder, 18 miles per 
condition. Must vm, 
" iSJL 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One large feedr.oom 
a p  a r  t  m  e n  t s .  C A / C H .  
carpeted, cable", dishwasher, 
covered parkimg, laundry'. 
ABP $142.50 
477-8146* 2101 Rio Grande 
Come by dn<j see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake Complete with shag 
carpettng, accent wail.i - mo<lern 1ur-_* 
nttyre. p>Us an individual deck overlook.* 
iny the water. 
- From S145—all bills-paid— 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon I I I ,  
Wnd and San c,Sbrlei. t *ira large two 
CLUBROOM, VOLLEY BALL COUgT^^illv^l^Silf^o^e®1^ 
, anytime. Please call 441-2181, 444-388^., 
MOVE NOW, take advantage of a fan­
tastic bargain. Large one bedroom type 
apartments. *115. On shuttle bus. 454° 
2092.' 
..^AVAILABLE NQW . large 1 bedroom. 
CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, new 
;carpe>, $140 plus electricity. The Con­
quistador, 210HSan Gabriel. 472-7744 for 
.information. , ' 
TKI,w'»n ' puppfes. CaliFafter 2:rti"Sn~ 
MWF. Carol Church, 247-3904. 
TRAVEL 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles ancf slies. BarBara "Tuflosr 453-
5124. ...... 
having any problems with Spanish VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
courses?Xall477-j444 after 7 p-m„M-F. Services^Graduate. andundergraduate 
— :— — typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
• TUTORING IN ENGLISH, Italian, Lane. 459-7205. 
- French. Yale English.major. Phi Beta _'. -' ^ 
-.Kappa 1944, Special interest, in writing, 
poetry, prose.. John, 477-3444. 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS. 
$135 ALL BILLS PAID 
• dishwasher 
•' colorful shag carpet 
• central air 
Shuttle tus TBIkS * 
4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
MOVE IN TODAY • 
I 
INTERESTED IN 
NO-FRILLS LOW-COST ^ 
. JET TRAVEL 
to Europe, the Middle East,' the Far 
_5.S,/-A,rica' or practlcally anywhere? 
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS can help you 
find the least expensive way for getting 
where you want to go. Phone us toll-free 
at (800 ) 223-5549. . . ' ' 
TYPING 
UNF. APARTS. 
_ _ ._r  
bedroom, two., bath apartments'ABP 
Most outstanding ap'artments In the un­
iversity areal Call Rod yvetsel.at 472-
>di a i 
- . t  
£941 or 472-8253. 
Standard, n» 
NEW 30 volume Ene 
Hon, excellent 
.c 
POSADA DEL N 
•anica. See February 
MdlerfoW. Call 477-3749 anytime 
cyclopedia Brit* 
)«h Newsweek" 
± J  - -
1977 SUZUKI GTSSO, immaculat;. Ilka- •" 
new -condition. $800. 452-2449. 4U-ISM 
- 4ft~F*Teel ricor«l»r, iutomatlt 
• "U turntable. Pkkartngr^ 
. CArtridge. prlctd to tell 4SM415. >• 
Save money. Come l»ve withftis. for the 
wcrt' fWrswaiffL.v 
troung itraugersrn tenanfr Club room, ; 
Wlfly bail court, private parties. Shag 
carpet, one and. two bectroomv flats and 
.:townhouses. Shuttle, bus. 
451*1SS „ , r 459-9443 
TANGLE WOOD~ 
WESTV 
1 Br Furn $14$ " ' ' 
n. .,8' Purn $190 
Dishwasher . Shag Carpet 
_ Central Air & 
..... Nprwallf W-':t 
SHUTTl.F BUS CORNgg 
$149,50 ALL BILL'S PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near • 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-4533, 451-
3840, Central Properties Inc. 
SI* BLOCKS from Law School; 2 blocks 
Shuttle bus. One bedroom $135. AC 
carpet, dishwasher, i disposal, walk-in 
closett. 32nd and Interregional. 472-3995. 
. Mint 
bearoom*. croft f<r c«?n^M.. Funy 
«ar«ete<k CA/CH; rich, wood paneiHtg, 
pool, all built-in kitchen, From $119 50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-4533,454-4423. Central 
Properties Inc.-
ONE BEDROOM STUDIO, fully 
carpeted, built-in kitchen, balcony off of 
bedroom, pool, l'i baths. Convenient to 
campus and Highland Mali, Available 
vnfurnishM $150, ' 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 8. 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen. 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
• CONSIDERATE MALE photojournalist 
needs .female companion to assist driv­
ing and travel through Fla., Gra., N.C 
i- a l Z i - o n  Si!?c*r6' 
7871 l. Neat Opportunity ! 
JUST North of 27th & 
, Jr. Guadalupe 
typwcliA Jb 
YES, we do type 
Typ|WRjTE SERvicE, efficient typ- Freshman themes 
ing at reasonable rates. 924:3254. "{vmco. 
Why not start but with 
fy good gradesi 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing, near campus. Reports, theses, 
dissertations, resumes. Copy service 
available. 453-7577. 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets. 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras' 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
cooms, pools; 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
putting green, 
•ui vc.naiKMii (•"»»Sirej
Oriental furnishings the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Suzuki 120. Dependably $230. 327-0172 
Moving? Help: "$10,a truckload. 258-1891 
Cameras 30%-W. off (new1 478-5187^ ' 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS,. PRS. 
typed. Experienced typists. Book yours' 
nowKCall 474-9312 or 472-5928 after 5. 
W jfliD J: TYPING of theses, resumes, ; 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open : 
everyday. 442-7008. ,Not at old address. 1 
Please call'before coming. 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park . 
s ' . - f K  FURN. APARTS. 
4x5 a. IWses asking $400 Mike 8364920 
Gibsb 
Peacetut 
We buy used f}6wer pots. 476-2059 
want gnod old.car. Cheap. 926-4800 
furnished $155 
w, - — 
f̂centrai Properties Inc. 
8»ld 701 North Loop. 454-3837, 45H 
l fiK '
472-2147, 4764633 
Barry Gillingwater Company -
t ;-;:r •: si -^ Q, 
NOW LEASING new *f<iclency aparti-
ment. One semester or longer, i 
^ ; All bill* paid. 2700 Manor 
7-4J18 2504 Manor Rd , *74-2201. : 
2101 Burton Dr.;: 
(off East. Riverside), GJrl's Schwinn Varilty, 472-9303. 
4reafr n-.i¥~r. , ̂  , ,'^MtNl A^*><TM6Nt,. Opto, l>ea.m Crtl> 
- f^ T<? ? ^ staio caraiet thrwolwt. alf ituliMn 
coordinated. CA/CH, p 
: NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kltchens, lots 
storage. From $12S ' " • 
East St. Johns, (bj 
454*1583, 4t*U33. 
Company 
rni i te xi n w 
n *1 5 plus electricity. 1401 
i ( y Reagan High School > 
•26 3.-. Barry Gillingwater 
Gibson bass plus case.^175. 451-6016, 
Three afghan m»|e pups. 836-4128. ! 
Hi-Fi eq. »%-40% Off. 477-4076'NT 
Polaroid camera, equlpmentr 444 981$ 
DON'TaSVyEAT:. IT 
.V» \  "We Can Help You Find The „ 
Right Apartment. Wftere you want it,, \ 
and at the r/ght price! Our service 
' is free^ we're waiting for your call. % ~ 
AA y r t Ie5v\||i;i|a m s n d=: 
ssociates 
^v 
I SERVICES *>A ^V- <*. . ., > A .,_' ,,' -V < 
- sWS-sSt 
isfnf;;•• . , 
PREGNANT 
i~~& V  t 7 ^  
Unwed mothers in rfeed 
of confidential medical, 
legal and social services 
call, 
fei'l M THE'E-DAfj"^ 
tflKr- 7v #V<*.£ 
9 XX. . MiCWji- s?»» 
917-926-3306 
•• Ss ^iS nvvs&m-: ,. 
2308 Hemphill Street 
., ,Fort Worth, Texas' 
76110 
- • PROBLEM' 
-» PREGNANCY 
layiroaqtot^teBa^lwirtllpqeBBI^BTO-^ferviM 
• offerj residential and non-residential 
program. Located -2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 24th. 472-9251. «S 
We .have been. In this business for »S' 
years. 
Xerox or IBM 
4c COPIES :' 
Reduction Capability to 24 x 36 
Pictures, Muitilith, -,T 
Printing, Binding -
aiSir1̂  
'fJPwL <> GINNY'S 
, ;SCOPYING 
wJ^RV ICE 
42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking . > 
Open 75 hours a week 
" COPY SHOP II 'I 





vM w ^ 
wf/es 
and programs now , By CHERRY JONES 
Texan Staff Writer 
Although Lorene Rogers' Vice-
r.5esidentialpositioiirin-thelf niversity 
administration Iws been eliminated 
effective Aug. 31, no programs or 
duties under her authority will be dis-
her before announcing the plan to-
^ .eliminate h^r position. 
Dr. Rogers, currently the highest Si $Dfc Rogers now is in charge of Inter­
red woman in the University ad- national Studies, Health Education 
ministration, announced Jan. 31 her?g^ Sciences, Development Board, the 
plans to resign at the end of 'the^w Measurement and Evaluation Center . 
summer. She will take over wM and the University's AffirmaUve VMUU1IVI, VUV TVltlvltaftC V*Cl 
chairperson of the Graduate Reco: 
Examination Board in S^ptemffer. 
•* V 
University President Stephen Spurr 
announced the eliminationLpfihe?vice*^ 
the University Council Monday^; 
delivered by executive assistant^#} 
Robert MetUen. 'M agSfflgggg* 
— — £»nd most of her duties will remain 
ministered by Dr. Rogers will "bf ^^rithin, U»e president*, office, Spurr 
transferred to someone else" in the adrlfl l^aid, ^ . \i , i; 
ministrationr Dr Rogers said. "N6 «V iSTo decisions have been madecoiictf* 
program will, be eliminated,'; who will take over specific parts 
emphasized. M Dr. Rogers' duties, he added 
She added that Spurr did not consult % * Abolition , of the vice-presidential 
opposition and other cutbacks in the 
< president's office budget will result in a 
.i JBO.OOO savings to be used for minority 
^^recruitment and ethnic student ser? 
* > Vices, Spurr's message to the Universe 
>.y Council said. . . (?? 
The 150,000 will be assigned to Vi<& tion Plan. 
, •.... . tuiwsaaais^:> \*4:'CiSv •••. 
s'Spurr explained that Dr. Rogers 
functions as a vice-president within the 
PtgMdentV office and does not hold a 
for business or student affairs. 
* Dr. Rogers' positioiuand salary arti. 
part of the president's offfce budget/^ 
* 
President for Student Affairs Ronald 
Brown. 
aM Brown sa 
National Figures Invited 
tie money would be used 
staff positions in the admissions office, 
Office t>f Ethnic Student Services and 
jthe financial aids office for the general 
purpose" of minority recruitment. , 
Group To Meet Here 
Of', • 7HI'a. i1- -'A" 
By CONNIE BACON' 
The Commission on Critical 
Choices for Americans will. 
meet%t the Lyndon-SSaiifess, 
Johnson Library April 1 and Z, 
in its first meeting' outside " 
New York City.- - -
The 40-membM fcl3niniis-
Ma® 
the University! Texas cam-' ch'olefeis tlilt will'tohfront this' 
pus to launch such a venture, country in the years to come," ulatioii and quality of life, 
it helps to stimulate the in- Walter Little of the commis- rM^ 
tellectual juices of the com-, sion Raw materials, industrial 
raunity," he said. , ,„la development, capital forma-





Save Time • Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on .the Drag 
•Htonm Stoff PfMt* by Andy Slevemwn 
If It's- Nat Your Iff 
- „ ... . .•••• 
Harkint (lower left) waits eh customers ifr^ the 29th Street Ftfod Store. A 
noteworthy sign, fashioned after its subject matter, hanai cwrtiMd to ramind 
j~| patrons thsw is some good in the current paper bog shortage. 
ROTC Uniforms Bring 
sion, chaired' by former Nev 
Y o r k  G ' o v T N e l a o n  
Rockefeller, has invited iuch 
prominent political per­
sonalities as Secretary of' 
State* Henry Kissinger, Vice-" 
President Gerald -Ford, 
Senate Majority Leader Mike 
Mansfield, Senate Minority 
Leader Hugh Scott, Treasury 
Secretary George Shultz, 
House Majority Leader 
Thomas -O'Keill-and -House 
Minority Leader John J. 
Rhodes to attend the Austin 
meetings. i 
Middleton added he' hopes 
the commission will draw 
upon the intellect and 
resources of the people in 
Atistin. which would in turn 
enrich the work of the com­
mission itself.!..* 
-. -.j.v 
The purpose of the commis­
sion is to "identify critical 
|t?J§MJ. 
Little descrih^"thr Vo1n^ 
mission as a "think tank" 
which will attempt to deter* 
mine "what is the best path to 
take, what do we have to do by. 
1985, by the year 2000. 
Topics under study by the 
commission are: v 
-•-Energy,., ecology,'^, 
economics and world stabili- Quality of life of iii-
ty. ^ dividuals and communitie 
' • Open societies^nd 
governments in a world of 
centrally managed 
^economies. 
;1' • Elements essential to^ 
world stability and, peace. 
f Election Referenda Due 
Studentsj¥ishing tahave referenda placedl|!-promote the referendumr1 Ra^ehBdimfaUct 
on the ballot in the March 6 Student Senate senior secretaiy in the Student Government 
elections musjL have their questions on file by office, said*. 
Tuesday in the Student Government office, ar'" 
m ^ 
mm 
We specialize in resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. 
Check Our Low Rates. * 
2200 Guadalupe 
Just Across The Street 
Dr. Harry Middleton, direc­
tor of the LBJ Library, said 
Thurs 
"prestigious group" has 
accepted an invitation to hold 
its meetings at the library. 
"Anytime such an influen­
tial group chooses Austin and 
Union Funding 321. 
Two procedures can be used to 
pro 
presented to the Student Senate 
sideration at next Wednesday's 
place a. 
. . ,jh be^f;; 




Send Your Sweetheart a beautiful Heart-
Shaped Cake on Feb. 14. 
To order Phone 476-3987 
, • or Anytime - Delivered 
4* copies' 
THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 




'til midnight every day 
Information Center 
LXer txxT~^r&n*tOTet> cies? 
<" Multilith . !, 
* • ; • 
THE BUG-INN -Volkswagen Shop has 
moved. New location, 1024 Airport Blvd. 
Guaranteed repairs. 385-9102. 
TYPING MY HOME. IBM SelectciZ. 
• " elite type, "carbon rlbbon, experienced. 
All day 837-1508. 
PERSONAL COUNSELOR, all 
problems. International authority of 
parapsychology and ESP from 
Switzerland. Confidential appointment. 
258-5316. 
— SOIL TESTED, condltloned; and tilled 
for spring .gardens. Call for appoint; 
merit. 474-1088. 
PRIVATE KUNG-FU Karate lessons 
available at low rate. Call 472-4272 after 
7:00 p.m. )'••••" 
JOB WANTED 
If there seefned to be more? 
military people on campus 
last week, there really 
weren't. Navy ROTC students 
were just wearing their un­
iforms more. 
Capt. R.A. Hilson, comman­
ding officer of the University 
Navy ROTC unit, asked 200 
midshipmen to wear either 
their uniforms or their gold 
ROTC T-shirts for a week to 
test campus reaction. 
It was one of those "spur of1 
the moment things that just 
came up," Hilson said. 
Hilson wanted to find out 
how University students in 
general feel about ROTC. 
"Some of our seniors had a 
pretty rough time a few years 
ago when they started out 
here," he explained. "I think, 
though, from everything I've 
heard from other units across 
the nation that most of the an-
tiROTC agitation has 
repeded." —-—-j— 
Normally the midshipmen, 
are required to wear their un­
iforms from Tuesdays 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. civilian time. 
Though last week's experi-
men t11 wa sn'tast ric t" 
regulation," almost all 200 
complied with the captain's 
request. 
As for reactions, the ROTC 
students were "mostly ig­
nored. That's basically good 
in that there weren't any 
adverse reactions," Hilson 
said. "About 150 got no com­
ments, only, one guy got a bad 
comment, and the rest were 
basically good." 
Doug Crawford, a senior in 
math,. said "no one really 
reacted'' to his uniform.,. 
"Some people asked me if I 
was in ROTC because they 
didn't know before, but that 
was it. I didn't expect that 
much of a reaction," he add­
e d .  ̂ —  
Crawford thinks campus at­
titudes have changed. "When 
I was a freshman, people 
would throw things at us.' Now 
they watch us drill instead of 
heckle, there's more an at­
titude of let the other guy do 
what he wantsto-do," he ex­
plained. c' 
Susie Jones agrees attitudes 
have changed. A freshman 
psychology major in Navy 
ROTCV, Ms. Jones thinks that 
"a few years ago it was 
different." 
"It's different' to see a girl 
in Uniform anyway, so I 
probably got more looks than 
the guys," Ms. Jones said. 
"Somebody whistled the 
Marine Hymn when they 
walked by though!" '• 
Turkish Officials To Lift 
Opium Production Ban 
The government of Turkey, 
which banned the growing of 
poppies for opium in Turkey 
13 months ago, has announced 
that the crop will be legalized 
once again. —— 
Turkey's opiiim ban was in­
stituted after the U.S. govern­
ment had complained that the. 
.Turkish poppy crop was a 
prime source of the heroin 
reaching American streets. 
found that outlawing opium 
merely drove many farmers 
into bankruptcy, and attempts 
to teach them to grow other 
crops failed. 
liie U.S. government filed a 
formal complaint with the 
Turkish government over the 
change-in policy, but Turkish 
officials indicated they will ig­
nore the complaint and lift the 
opium ban. 
CREATIVE CHILD CARE 
in your residence for chifdren who wan) 
-ftxica sti.mulatiftn.-.ajid..activity. 
Professional experience with children, 
infants, the gifted. Also, training with 
learning problems. JUdlty Michaels. _ 
441-8624" 
. $3.50 per hour S50.00 per weekend 
—MOVING? My pickup Wiakes the golng 
easier: One truckload: $12. Two loads. 
$20. 258-1891. _ 
NEED HELP? Hire a skilled grad: 
writing, cooking, etc. Bruce: 478-5657.;- , 
• FOR RENT 
LAKEWAY 3 LEVEL luxury home on 
golf course. 2 bedroom, 2'.^ baths, 
$350/month. References required. 261-
5486, 928-0480. ^ 
10 ACRESPASTURE, 10 miles south. 3 
















placed on the ballot. 
"It is sfdvisable for students using this 
method to contac t a. student senatoi* to help . J 
- Students also can file petitions along with • 
the propositions to insure questions are plac-
ed on the ballot, even if the Senate does not 
approve them. 
'Signatures equivalent to 15 percent of the 
number of voters fn the last general election 
are required for petitions. Petitions filed this ! 
spring must contain 71 names, 15 percent of i 











Are you tired of being called a timid, fright­
ened scarecrow? Tired of having bullies kick 
sand In your face? Having girls laugh at you 
H E R E ' S  A l l  Y O U  
TO QUAUFt 
•-3aor more-UT semester hours' 
•  2.5 or better QPA ' ,  behind your back when they think you're not 
looking? All because you don't have a camous 
fe, honor to your name? 
campus awareness 
a good personality and appearance 
yotrewe it. to yourself to enter F«orfs Bar 
BC,1« C0"te^^.3 ' ̂  y 
h BAR BIU1! 
<KI .yfc? 
UET US 
What would it mean to 
you to be-a- Bar Belle? 
"Eternal disgrace: 
What are you waiting for? Make your mark 
on campus^-come by the Paori office (TSP 4.102) 
by Feb. 28 and fUl out an entry form. You may be 
one of the lucky winners who gets his picture 
published in the March Pmmi 
And if you are, you'll have the last laugh and 
never eat sand again 
ml 
R.vy. 
•It would be swell." — M.L, 
It appears ^refreshing relief 
from the camera*rcfcdy smiles 
of Bluebonnet Belies."—J.M. 
MyfTtoroer.would'Mso 
-H Monthly Mogoiin* Supplamant to Tm AnotMr publicatton of 

















- ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — Persons purpor­
ting to be kidnapers oi Atlanta ConstiFu-
tion Editor Reg Murphy sent a tape 
^recorded message from Murphy to the 
[( newspaper Thursday night and demanded 
1700,000 ransom. 
< William H. Fields; executive editor of 
"They will be given the demand and will %% ^Remember 
expect the person who is called to call" 
you," the voice on the tape staid. 
—Newspaper- staffers and official* said 
the voice on the tape was definitely that of 
Murphy. 
"The American Revolutionary Army-
The Constitution and the Atlanta Journal, ^ells me that they intend in the future to 
said the ransom would be paid* engage in guerrilla warfare throughout 
Fields played the tape at a new con­
ference but did not say how the tape was 
received. "I HAVE been kidnaped by the 
American Revolutionary Army," a voice 
identified as that of Murphy said in the 
tape recording. "I wish you would first tell ' 
Virginia (his wife) and the children that I-
am all right, that I have been treated with 
^courtesy and that I have not been abused.* D<. . . M Kn4 
I understand it, feels that theAmerican ™"stf1".whM# lt Miicult to do 
that at that time. ® 
whatWilEam Fan 
laid. He said life and man endures; 
maii does endure and this will work 
and I look forward to seeing you in-
future. I would welcome your prayers, bu( 
I don't want you to be overly alarmed.' 
MURPHY SAID the only way he won 
$e hurt is "for people to try to tracei 
where I am 
i ̂  At an earlier news conference, Fields] 
tMEY pONT intend to engage fin revealed that Murphy was "lured from his] 
bloodied at this time. One of their signui- },ome by a man who had offered to donate! 
cant demands is that aU federal govern- ,100|000 WOPth of heating oil to needy 
ment officials resign and that free elec- causes 
tions be held in the future." 
-vv, . „ i. . , 5 "Murphy had agreed to help the man' 
j He raid the group originaHy-had planned , locate ^ recipients of the fuel," 
to abduct him at about the same tone the Fields ^ .<When he left tome at 7:30i 





Atlanta Constitution Editor Reg Murphy 
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Kidnapers Re/ect Food Bid 
Accuses Hearst, of ^Throwing Crumbs' 
•... HILLSBOROUGH, Caltti (AP) r- The 
' „ kidnapers of Patricia Hearsihaqcused her 
father of "throwing a few crumbs to the 
— people" Thursday and demanded life add 
~ another |4 million within 24 hcturs to a J2,. 
million food giveaway. ^ 
A source close to newspaper executive 
; ..Randolph A. Hearst said commitments for 
;. 'another $4 million in free food would be 
and others in the effort to secure freedom 
• -^Jor Patty Hearst, abducted 17 days ago. 
IT WAS uncertain whether this would be 
Whether they would, settle only for a per-
SOilat fl mimon COnirlDllvlOD. nc3fstua8l 
placed his personal assets at around $2? 
million. ' 
f The kidnapers said Hearst's.priginal $2 
million plan "is not at all a? good faith 
gesture, but rather is an act of throwing a 
few crumbs td the people forcing them to 
fight over it amongst themselves." 
. THEY DEMANDED "that the total 
amount.of $6 million be allotted to your 
designated People in Need or charity 
organizations within 24 hours of receipt of 
this order and that the food be available to 
the people within one week of receipt of 
this order." 
The Symbionese Liberation Army, 
which claims responsibility for the kid­
naping, warned that Miss Hearst would be 
"executed immediately" if any attempt 
was made to rescue her — "or tp injure or 
to capture our captive soldiers." 
This was an apparent references to SLA 
members Joseph Remiro, 27, and Russell 
Little, 24, charged .with murder in the 
cyanide-bullet assassination of Oakland 
School Supt Marcus Foster lastoNov. 6. 
INCE WE see compliance with tttese 
.tiojis and the program well under 
way, theh; 41s we have previously stated, 
we will be|iil l^gotiations for the release 
of ybur daughter," the SLA said. 
The&anscript df the latestcommunique 
from tifae mysterious andmultiracial SLA 
lie 
hour timfeMinut was not known until a 
IN THE message, the SLA claimed the 
Hearst corporate and personal wealth 
"doeskin fact go into the hundreds and hun­
dreds of millions. 
"Even if Mr. Hearst was to give all that 
to the people he could never pay the people 
back for die past losses of freedom nor for 
the current suffering that they are now un­
der," the SLA said. 
extents of the message were first 
relayed by television newsman John 
Lester — selected by other correspondents 
to meet with the. Hearst family as "pool" 
reporter -r- quoted the message-as saying 
Miss Hearst woul^ be held in accordance 
with the Geneva Conventions and her 
status won't change until the status of SLA 
"soldiers" Remiro and Little changes.. 
Lester said Miss Hearst spoke for only 
10 seconds, saying: "Today is Feb. 19. 
This morning the shah of Iran executed 
two men at dawn." In two previous taped 
communications she has given similar 
news items to pinpoint the day the 
.message was made. 
LAST MONDAY, Feb. 18, two men con­
victed of leading a plot to kidnap Iranian 
royalty were executed by a firing squadin 
.Tehran^- The-men-4were-deseribed7-as— 
anarchists and were accused of plotting to 
kill the royal family after kidnaping them 
— if the government did not release 
political prisoners.. 
There was no immediate explanation for 
Miss Hearst's mention of the Feb. 19 date. 
The transcript said Hearst's plan, 
scheduled to begin Friday, won't be accep­
table unless numerous new demands are 
totally met. These include: 
• "That an additional $4 million be add­
ed to the $2 million already allotted, mak­
ing a total of ^ million to be used for the 
purchase of food>That this total $6 million 
figure be disbursedl to^ the cities of San 
Francisco, Oakland ancNSast Palo Alto. ' 
• "That $70 be given over- a one-month 
period to each family coniingtoreceive 
food. That'js, by the end of One month's 
time, a total of $70 of food will have Been 
given to each family. 
• "That all foods distributed be of top 
quality. And that no attempt be made to 
distribute garbage, or clothes or surplus 
storage foods of government commodities 
to the people." 
news media have been too leftist and too 
liberal. That is the cause for my abduc­
tion." 
HE CONTINUED, "The demand that 
they have is a ransom of $700,000. They un­
derstand that I don't have that kind of 
wealth and they don't take it personally; 
ey make it (the demand) towards the 
corporation. They tell me that they would 
Jike for it to be in $5, $10, $20 and $50 
denominations." 
Murphy disappeared from his home 
.Wednesday night after being asked by a countiY San ^e SLA. 
man to help him distribute $100,000 worth' 
of heating oil to needy Causes. 
Sources said Murphy left with a heavy-
set white man who wore a cowboy hat. The 
man, in his 20s, was about 6 feet tall, 
Fields said the newspaper will pay the 
ransom as soon as it is "apprised of the 
method and time." 1 . 
THE RECORDED message said his kid­
napers would call "at random" someone 
in the Atlanta metropolitan area. 
Miss Hearst is the daughter of Califor-s 
nia newspaper executive Randolph A. 
Hearst. 
% Murphy said his abductors do not claim -
to be working in coordination with the-
SLA. 1 
"THEY WANT to make it clear that 
they believe the American Revolutionary 
Army is stronger, better organized/better, 
disciplined and better spread around the 
Then Murphy spoke "to his wife: 
"Virginia, I urge you to be calm, get the 
arrange legal details of the heating oil 
donation." ' 
; A telephone caller reported about two! 
hours after Murphy's disappearance that 
he had been kidnaped.by the previously] 
unheard-of "Revolutionary Army." 
~* ~ Fields said the heating oil arrangements i 
came to light because Murphy had dis­
cussed the matter with Tom Wood, a cer­
tified public accountant and an executive 
of the newspapers. Murphy told Wood the 
man.wanted to donate the healing oil 
because he said'he coul^ make more by 
taking it off his iiuwme^0 than by sell­
ing it. "L - * % , 
' I 
children to go to school awfyou all pursue 
the kind of life you Have.vbeen pursuing," 
he said. 
'' "Obviously, Reg ha<} some qualms about 
... it or he would not have gone to Tom] 
Fields said. 
'  *-M, T «  >  T  s  \ < ^  
nous capsules— 
Kissinger Addresses Latin Conference 
1 MEXICO CITY ( AP) — S^retary of State Henry A. Kissinger pledged 
the United States to a new spirit ol. brotherhood with nations of Latin 
Ameilca on Thursday, seeking neither to intervene in their domestic af­
fairs nor to impose political preferences. 
o !. "We meet here as equals — representatives of our individual modes of 
life, but united ^ one aspiration ^ to build a new community," Kissinger 
reign ministers of^4 hemisphere countries^in a broad outline of 
his long-promised "new dialogue." ~ 
—T«xan Staff 
Dr. Michael De Ba key ; 
Heart Surgeon 
To Political $pyLng Chqrî 5 
New 
WASHINGTON (APX — A Navy admiral 
•accused by a young subordinate of foster­
ing military spying inside the White House 
said Thursday the allegations represented 
"the grossest and most irresponsible dis­
t o r t i o n  O f  f a c t . "  v v . -
v Adm. Robert O. ^elander testified that 
his attempts to close off leaks of highly 
classified material to ttie press in .1971 
were somehow twisted into accusations 
that ihe spied4or the military Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. 
No less a White House figure than John 
D. Ehrlichman, formerly President Nix­
on's domestic affairs adviser, believed he 
was quilty of "political spying," the ad­
miral testified in a closed-door session of 
the Senate Armed Services Committee. 
In prepared testimony made public by 
the committee. Welander said 
Ehrlichman woundup an investigation by 
the White House plumbers unit by calling 
the admiral to his White House office and 
presenting him with "a prepared state­
ment on White House stationery for my 
signature." 
"This statement would have had mead-
mit to the wildest possible, totally-false _ 
charges of 'political spying,' "he said. • 
When he refused to sign the statement, 
Welander said, Ehrlichman interrogated . 
him at length about the allegations of 
Yeoman Charles E. Radford.The yeoman 
has testified Welander praised him for his 
work in-seeretly colleeting files from 
Henry A. Kissinger. 
Welander indicated he declined to 
answer some questions because of the high 
security classification of the answers. 
' "Ehrlichman's questions were all either 
directly attributed to statements made by 
Yeoman Radford or based on knowledge 
that only he could have had of certain 
aspects of my duties," Welander said. 
Those allegations. Welander said. 
apparently served to shift the focus of the 
investigation away from the original 
matte* of the (Columnist Jack) Anderson 
leaks and on. to my own duties. It had and 
retains the appearance of a very clever 
retribution against the one who had in-
itiated the investigation (of the leaks.)" 
Radford, 30, a 10-year .Navy veteran 
with duty in various sensitive jobs, has 
testified Welander and his predecessor, 
Rear Adm. Rembrandt C. Robinson, 
carefully encouraged the yeoman to 
procure anything of intereet to the naton's 
top military le^ders. 
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Welander in­
sist there was no need for military spying 
because of the free Sow of information 
between Moorer and Kissinger, Nixon's 
former chief national security adviser and 
now secretary of state. 
Radford testified earlier that he 
gathered the highly sensitive documents 
on three trips to Indochina with White aide 
Gen. Alexander Haig and a fourth with 
Kissinger part way on the diplomat's first 
trip to mainland China. . 
Heart surgeon Michael De Bakey 
stressed society's- responsibility to> 
eneourage--scientific-research-'for 
the good of mankind Thursday in an 
address in the Union Junior 
Ballroom. 
De Bakey, a pioneer in heart 
. transplant , and cardiovascular 
techniques, showed slides depicting 
the use of dacron blood vessel^ and 
artificial valves in actual cases and-
a film of a heart operation. 
The surgeon, who led the first 
Stock Market Moves Upward 
NEW YORK (AP)Spurred by'hopes for an end soon to the oil em­
bargo plus the declining short-term interest rates, the stock market 
Thursday turned in one of its best performances in a moi\th. 
However, pointing to the relatively light volume of 13.93 million shares, 
brokers cautioned that many investors still were on the sidelines awaiting 
a better picture of the economy. 
The Dofr Jones average of 30 industrials closed yp 15.80 to 846.84, its 
best single-session gain since mid-January. 
t • ~ .. 
Nixon Seeks Crackdown on Pushers i 
- WASHINGTON (AP) -e President Nixon asked Congress Thursday for 
new minimum jail sentences for narcotics traffickers. 
"More than a quarter of those who are convicted of narcotics traf­
ficking do not serve a single day behind bars," Nixon said. 
He asked Congress in a written message to close that arid other 
^'loopholes in the criminal justice system." 
The minimum jail sentence of three years for a first offender was, 
however, less than Nixon requested last year in his crime message. 
Oil Manager Claims Leak in Embairgo 
I 
succiessful heart pump iimplantaion 
in 1963, is president of the Baylor 
College of Medicine in Houston. 
"In the last two decades more ad-, 
vances have been made in medicine 
than in all of history before com-" 
bined," De Bakey said, "and not 
only through medical science, but in 
all fields of science. 
• Speaking before about 300 
-'Itisim-
portant for society to encourge and 
support all fields of science as they 
seek knowledge to help man." 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — An executive of a major oil company says 
out two million barrels of crude oil a day are leaking through the Arab 
embargo on oil shipments to the United States. 
- Grativille Dutton, managerof utilization and joint operations for Sun Oil 
Co., told a meeting of Ohio petroleum enginec!^'Wednesday that most of 
the oil is being {unneled through the Caribbea 
"Through the ingenuity of the American trader, we're getting quite a 
bit, probably on the oftier of two million barrels a day," the Dallas oilman 
said. 
Mail Fraud Charges Dropped 
DALLAS (AP) — The government dropped mail fraud charges Thurs­
day against former Texas Atty. Gen. Waggoner Carr, former Insurance 
Commissioner John Osorio and four co-defendants, but left four of the six 
defendants still facing court action. 
^ Dropping of charges cleared all those against Jarrell B. Ormand and 
Tom Max Thomas; The two then Were listed as government witnesses. 
The counts left against Carr, Osorio", Thano Dameris and David Hoover 
deal with fraud in the sale of securities^ false filing and conspiracy^ 
By STEVE GOLUB 
The energy problem and the resulting increase in gasoline-
prices have shifted buying habits from large cars to Small ones. 
Various area car dealers have estimated a drop of between 15 
and 50 percent in new large.car sales in the last two months. , 
Short supply seems to be the only thing holding back foreign 
and domestic compact car sales. Most dealers^re selling small-
cars as fast as they can get them iii. 
Many buyers are having to wait from 19 days to 3 months for 
small care-
Many local C.M dealers do not share his opinion. When a locaL 
--Qtdsmobile-Cadillac dealer was asked how the energy crisis* has 
affected large car sales, he said it didn't matter what he thmight, 
"cause you couldn't print it." 
However, Cadillac sales seem to be unaffected by the energy 
crisis. In fact, Cadillac, sales at one Austin dealer are up 10 to 15 
percent. "The guy who drives a Cadillac doesn't care about gas 
prices," the.sales manager.said. "But he does worry about caS 
availability." • • 
The market in used cars is following the samfe trend. "The 
energy- crisis has been terrible on big cars," University Motors 
owner Fred Young said Thursday. 
"Most large late model cars (72-73) have dropped about $1,000 
"in value because of it." Youpg said. "Small cars have increased 
$200 toi $300 .in value, if you can find one. Small car owners are 
hanging on to them " 
Dealers selling new small cars say the prices of small cars will 
rise at leas^qnc^in 1874. 
A survey taken by the Texan shqws that in Austin, Mazdas are 
the only smaU foreign car'with a good selection in stock. One 
Volkswagen dealer said be has only five or.six cars in stock and 
^ ..can t get many VW models 
Some General Motors dealers, the"worst hit because of GM's 
'lack of a small compact car, have denited that their business has 
A Pontiac sales manager said. "I don't think big cars are off ; I: 
don't think little cars are-booming. I just think business in 
- general 15 off." • - s 
'••'•rr. 
An optimistic Chrysler-Plymouth salesmaft said there would be 
a move back toward the "full size car," after the fuel embargo is 
lifted. 
Motorcycle dealers, however, are enjoying the new interest in 
conserving energy. 
"In 197J, 80 percent of the people buying Hondas said they 
wanted them for recreation. Now about 40 percent say they are 
buying them because they need cheap transportation," a Honda 
dealer  said.  . . . .  • v ' -  • 
A Kawasaki employe said Kawasaki sales are up about 30 per-
' cent.-vA lot of students are buying them. They sell as quick as we 
can assemble them. "Japan, hit worse by the oil shortage, is 
keeping motorcycles to.sell at home. —• ..r —— — ' r.^-
Triumph of Austin said that when the 25 bikes they have are 
gone, they do not know when they can get more. 
The move toward small cars is affecting the rent-a-ca 
business, too. 
Avis in Austin is renting out subcompacts, like the Ford Pinto.,, 
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